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11 INTRODUCTION 

Thee beginning of the nineties saw a renewed interest in the determinants of long-term economic growth. 

Thiss interest took the form of hundreds and hundreds of articles. It was not the first time that in 

economicss this subject took the centre stage. From the work of Solow (1956) followed a boom of articles. 

Bothh times, then and now, the hype did not last and the interest in the subject took more normal 

proportions. . 

Thee interest in growth theory was a reaction to the slowdown in productivity growth (in the 

Unitedd States), that had set in after the oil crisis in 1974. It was also a reaction to studies off  the business 

cycle.. These had evolved into exercises that were technically complicated and that no longer seemed that 

relevant.. Why take an interest in fluctuations around a growth path if changes in the growth path may 

swampp these fluctuations? Once you have started to think about growth, it's hard to think about anything 

else,, to paraphrase Lucas. Important was as well that the trend-setting work of Romer, Lucas and others 

seemedd to open the prospect of an important and perhaps even active role for the government. This was 

inn stark contrast with the Solow model. The orthodox model maintained that public policies could not 

alterr the trend and suggested that they would only register as a temporary shock. A country would 

virtuallyy automatically catch up if had accidentally fallen behind. This left no room for development 

policiess through which poor countries might close the gap with the rich countries. The endogenous 

growthh theories, on the other hand, emphasized that public policies might matter a great deal, for better 

orr for worse. This, of course, made the new theories much more exciting than the old. 

Itt is then not surprising that the survey in Chapter 2 discusses rather elaborately public policies 

andd their implications for growth. First, it explains that conventional macroeconomic, budgetary policies 

mayy have permanent repercussions for private investment and growth Once allowance is made for 

departuress from Ricardian debt neutrality, the theories of endogenous economic growth can explain that 

highh national income shares of government consumption and high ratio's of government debt to national 

incomee harm growth prospects. Second, it considers structural policy measures and, in particular, public 

supportt for research and development. A salient feature of the recent boom in growth literature is the 

strongg support for the idea that investment has positive external effects on production possibilities. Firms 

cannott fully reap the return on investment, and the intertemporal choices of households are biased in 

favourr of consumption and at the expense of savings. The assumption of an external effect implies an 

activee role for the government. It may consider measures to improve upon the intertemporal allocation 

off  resources. 

1 1 



CHAPTER] ] 

Nott only the government can try to improve upon the outcome of a decentralised market economy. Also 

tradee unions. This is perhaps unexpected. Usually, in the view of many economists, the trade unions are 

thee bad guys. They try to raise the wage in order to promote the interests of their member. In this view 

thiss has the effect of creating or increasing unemployment. Typically, the unemployed and the non-

memberss pay the price for the union's efforts to promote the interests of their members. However, this 

vieww is somewhat crude. Chapter 3 identifies at least one important reason why 'large' trade unions may 

nott use their power to raise wages to its full potential. These unions are large in the sense that take into 

accountt the effect of current wages through capital accumulation on future wages. They do not want to 

discouragee the accumulation of capital too much, especially if in the presence of investment externalities 

thee rate of accumulation is already too low (from a social point of view). A 'large' trade union may even 

tryy to compensate for the investment externalities and set wages such that private investment is 

stimulated.. The result may then be superior in terms of welfare to a decentralised market equilibrium. 

Thiss last result can only occur in a second-best world. Introducing a distortion (union power, for 

example)) in a first-best world in which there are no missing or failing markets, will diminish welfare. 

However,, in a second-best world with (more than) one missing or failing market, this may decrease as 

welll  as increase welfare. Chapter 4 gives another example. This chapter considers the effect of 

competitionn on growth. When barriers to trade in goods and capital are removed, this is typically 

followedd by a rationalisation of firms. Many firms disappear and the few firms survive, grow through 

mergerss and take-overs. Adding firms together is sometimes essential for exploiting economies of scale 

andd scope. Another benefit is that the competition becomes less fierce and that downward pressure on 

pricess and profits is also less. Higher prices and profits are beneficial for the firms and stockholder but 

aree potentially harmful from a social point of view. Indeed, in chapter 4 higher prices (further) distort 

thee static allocation of resources. This is however not the only effect. The main idea in chapter 4 is that 

higherr prices may improve the dynamic allocation of resources. Competition puts a downward pressure 

onn prices of some goods and discourages in this way investment in those goods that could have been 

closee substitutes. In other words, if firm achieve price coordination through mergers and take-overs, this 

iss not necessarily harmful. The policy implication is that sudden and complete trade liberalisation is not 

alwayss expedient. Ideally, liberalisation would differentiate between goods with'excessive'and'normal' 

competition.11 Tariffs remain in tact for goods with excessive competition and disappear for goods with 

normall  competition. If this distinction is not feasible, the optimal tariff is an average of these two tariffs 

(onee is positive and one is zero). Over time the number of goods with excessive competition decreases 

11 The definitions of'normal' and 'excessive' are nol given here; the distinction gets meaning in chapter 4. 
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relativelyy and the optimal, 'average' tariff decreases as well. Optimal trade liberalisation is then thus 

graduall  rather than sudden. 

Governmentt policies are often compromises. In chapter 5 discusses the combination of 

progressivee income taxes and education subsidies. In an imperfect labour market a more progressive tax 

systemm discourages wage demands and , at a given replacement rate, reduces unemployment. 

Unfortunately,, the system does not differentiate between wage increases that result from market 

imperfectionss or wage increases that result from higher productivity. It discourages not only wage 

demandss but also efforts to acquire productive skills. 

Chapterr 5 sees wage-setting by trade unions as the relevant imperfection on labour markets. The 

rolee of trade unions varies widely from country to country. It is argued that this should be ~ and perhaps 

alreadyy is - a reason for lasting differences in national tax systems. Furthermore, the chapter shows that 

educationn subsidies (should) compensate the negative effect that progressive taxes may have on 

education.. Typically, the subsidies allow the tax system to be more progressive. 

Thee last two chapters go into the problem of growth and income distribution. The study of 

personall  income distribution has also seen a revival. One of the reasons is that in some countries, most 

notablyy the United States and the United Kingdom, inequality has risen considerably during the eighties 

andd the nineties. Not surprisingly, globalisation and, in particular, the increased trade between developing 

andd developed countries are often seen as the forces behind rising inequality. Quantitative research 

indicatess that trade between North and South is unlikely to be solely responsible for rising inequality. 

Ann alternative explanation is technical change, that is biased at the expense of low-skilled workers and 

inn favour of high-skilled workers. However, this explanation is not entirely convincing since it describes 

moree than it explains: the driving forces behind biased technical change remain a mystery. Chapters 6 

andd 7 therefore offer different alternatives, that may supplement the conventional explanations, North-

Southh trade and biased technical change. 

Chapterr 6 starts from the observation that inequality has increased between groups of different 

workerss but also within groups of more or less similar workers. The model in this chapter is concerned 

withh ex-ante identical workers and thus explains within-group inequality. Workers pursue a career with 

onee firm. Innovations bring new products but also destroy existing products, firms and thus careers. 

Technicall  changes in the form of innovations hamper a firm because a successful career becomes a less 

efficientt instrument for this firm to motivate workers. A firm can respond to a higher innovation rate by 

increasingg or by decreasing wage differences between careerwise successful and unsuccessful workers. 

Thiss choice crucially depends among other factors on labour market institutions. Progressive income 

taxes,, firing costs and perhaps also trade unions make it more likely that a firm responds to more 
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uncertaintyy by reducing wage differences. Potentially, these institutions can explain the differences 

betweenn continental Europe on the one hand and the United States and the United Kingdom at the other 

hand. . 

Chapterr 7 also tries to avoid the dichotomy of international trade versus technical change. It 

concentratess on the drastic decline in the cost of international business travel and telecommunication. 

Thiss has made it much easier for highly-skilled workers in developed countries to co-operate in 

productionn with less-skilled workers in developing countries, who earn less than the less-skilled workers 

inn developed countries. The reduction of'co-operation costs' implies an increase in 'virtual migration' 

off  highly-skilled workers, who live in North and partly work in the South. This reduction has a double 

effectt on wage inequalities. It narrows the gap between developed and developing countries in the wages 

off  less-skilled workers, and usually widens the wage gap within developed countries between 

highly-skilledd and less-skilled workers. 

4 4 
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2.11 Introductio n 

Inn the orthodox neoclassical theory, set out by Solow (1956) and others, the possibility of sustained 

economicc growth is ascribed to an exogenous factor of production, i.e. technology that develops with the 

passagee of time. This result is intimately linked to one of the properties of the neoclassical production 

functionn that is employed in this theory. This function relates the output to factor inputs, the stock of 

accumulatedd physical capital goods (machinery, computers and the like) and labour. It displays 

decreasingg returns to scale with respect to the use of each (reproducible) factor of production. It follows 

thatt an increase in the stock of capital goods, given the employed amount of labour, yields a less than 

proportionatee increase in the output. Expansion of the capital stock implies a decline in the return on a 

furtherr expansion and for this reason may ultimately cease. Opportunities for profitable investments are 

limitedd and will eventually be exhausted. Technical changes, however, that improve the productivity of 

labourr and thus of capital can prevent the rate of return on investment from falling. If the labour force 

growss at an (exogenous) rate equal to the sum of population growth and labour-augmenting technical 

progress,, capital, output and consumption will eventually also grow at this exogenous rate on an 

equilibriumm (also called balanced) growth path. Accumulation of capital is in this sense complementary 

too ongoing technical developments. Neoclassical theory does not provide an economic explanation for 

thesee developments, but rather imposes a time trend on the model for the long-run rate of economic 

growth.. Neoclassical theory does attempt to explain the speed of adjustment towards a balanced growth 

trajectory. . 

Thee possibility of exogenous technical progress reconciles the neoclassical theory with Kaldor's 

'stylisedd facts' (1961): a steady growth rate of output (per worker); a more or less constant ratio between 

outputt and the capital stock; a constant return on investment; a fairly stable functional distribution of 

income.. However, as technical progress is assumed to be exogenous in the older vintages of growth 

theory,, not much explanatory power is gained from its introduction. Furthermore, when the standard 

Soloww model is calibrated to real data in order to explain the adjustment towards balanced growth paths, 

thee predictions for the speed of convergence or for the national income share of capital income are too 

high. . 

Manyy empirical studies try to attribute the growth of output mainly to quantitative and qualitative 

changess in the stocks of productive factors. The residual growth in output that cannot be explained by 

growthh in the factors of production is referred to as the Solow residual. The calculation of Solow 
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residualss usually supposes perfect competition in factor and output markets so that the contribution of 

thee growth in capital and in labour to growth in output are weighted by the national income shares of 

capitall  and labour, respectively. Empirical studies typically find that part of the growth in output cannot 

bee accounted for by growth in the factors of production alone. The resulting Solow residuals are normally 

ascribedd to technical progress and may be of considerable size as Table 2.1 shows. 

Tablee 2.1 Gross domestic product and augmented joint factor productivity 

annuall  average compound growth rate 

1870-19133 1913-1950 1950-1973 1973-1984 

GDPP GDP AJFP GDP AJFP GDP AJFP 

France e 

Germany y 

Japan n 

Netherlands s 

U.K.. . 

U.S. . 

1.7 7 

2.8 8 

2.5 5 

2.1 1 

1.9 9 

4.2 2 

1.1 1 

1.3 3 

2.2 2 

2.4 4 

1.3 3 

2.8 8 

0.6 6 

0.2 2 

0.0 0 

0.5 5 

0.4 4 

1.2 2 

5.1 1 

5.9 9 

9.4 4 

4.7 7 

3.0 0 

3.7 7 

3.1 1 

3.6 6 

4.7 7 

2.4 4 

1.5 5 

1.1 1 

2.2 2 

1.7 7 

3.8 8 

1.6 6 

1.1 1 

2.3 3 

0.9 9 

1.1 1 

0.4 4 

0.1 1 

0.6 6 

-0.3 3 

Source:: Maddison (1987), Table 1 and l ib . The augmented joint factor productivity (AJFP) equals 

productionn growth (GDP) minus the contributions of the changes in quantity and quality of labour and 

off  capital. 

Thiss chapter attempts to survey the contributions that have been made in the literature to explain 

thee presence of sizeable Solow residuals and at the same to provide an understanding of what factors 

determinee the long-run rate of growth of an economy in the global economy and of how this helps to 

understandd issues of development. 

Sectionn 2 discusses how a large variety of the new theories of endogenous growth build on the 

classicc work of Uzawa (1965) and Conlisk (1969). The assumption of decreasing returns to a narrow 

conceptt of capital is rejected in favour of constant returns to a very broad measure of capital. The long-

runn rate of growth then depends on a host of supply-side determinants such as learning by doing, 

intentionall  investment in human capital, research and development in the capital goods and consumption 

goodss industries, and public infrastructure and other public goods. Section 3 applies the new theories of 

economicc growth to obtain a grasp of issues of catching-up and development. It analyses under what 

conditionss rates of economic growth and levels of per-capita income will converge or diverge. This 

sectionn also explains why the orthodox theory of economic growth may be somewhat more optimistic 

aboutt development and catch up of poor with rich countries than the new theories of endogenous growth. 



GROWTH,, DEFICIT S AND R&D: AN INTERNATIONA L PERSPECTIVE 

Sectionn 4 gives a two-country analysis of endogenous growth, based on the notion of learning 

byy doing respectively on government spending affecting the productivity of capital. This section 

explicitlyy takes into account international knowledge spillovers. Section 4 also allows for departures from 

Ricardiann equivalence between debt issue and taxation; absence of an intergenerational bequest motive 

andd overlapping generations are introduced to show the possible consequences of conventional 

macroeconomicc and budgetary policies for private investment. It analyses the international spillover 

effectss of demand-side policies: once allowance is made for departures from Ricardian debt neutrality, 

thee new theories of economic growth can explain for the first time that high national income share of 

governmentt consumption and high ratio's of government debt to national income depress growth 

prospects. . 

Sectionn 5 directs attention at a view on endogenous growth which stresses the role of variety in 

consumerr products as well as research and development, along the lines of Grossman and Helpman 

(1991).. This view is based on the idea that more labour assignedd to the R&D sector or to human capital 

accumulationn rather than to the production of goods boosts growth, where Grossman and Helpman (1991) 

focuss on knowledge as a non-rival public good and Lucas (1988) focuses on knowledge as a rival good. 

Itt applies the theory to address the question of growth and trade. Section 6 gives a brief summary of 

empiricall  studies that are relevant for the discussion in the preceding sections. Finally, section 7 

concludess the chapter. 

2.22 New theories of endogenous growth 

Inn the traditional theory the long-run rate of growth of variables such as aggregate private consumption, 

capitall  and output corresponds to the natural rate of growth, being the growth in efficiency units. The 

naturall  rate of growth corresponds to the sum of population growth and labour-augmenting technical 

progresss (m) and is exogenous. The new theories of growth attempt to explain the long-run growth rate. 

Inn this section and section 3 we give a verbal survey of these new theories of growth and examine their 

implicationss for issues in international macroeconomics. In sections 5 and 6 we then present analytical 

modelss based on endogenous growth and explore some issues to do with the global economy and 

development. . 

Thee pioneering work of Uzawa (1965) and Conlisk (1969) attempts to endogenise the rate of 

technicall  progress in the neoclassical model. Conlisk, in particular, conveys radically different 
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CHAPTERR 2 

conclusionss from the orthodox neoclassical theory of economic growth and provides one of the first 

theoriess of endogenous growth: 

"In"In  the Solow-Swan model a change in the rate of savings, in the depreciation rate or in the constant rate 

ofof unemployment will  not change the equilibrium growth rate g' (...); whereas g' will  indeed be affected 

inin the model of this paper" (p. 69). 

Thee new theories take up the same route set out by Uzawa and Conlisk and amend orthodox 

neoclassicall  theory by offering a formulation of endogenous technical change.2 The new theories of 

growthh abandon the assumption that production displays decreasing returns to scale with respect to the 

usee of capital. Instead, the definition of capital is enlarged to also allow for investment in many 

reproduciblee factors of production (such as reclamation of land through building dykes, accumulation 

off  human capital through training, build-up of know-how through R&D, spending on infrastructure and 

otherr public goods, etc.). It then seems reasonable to assume constant (increasing) returns to scale with 

respectt to this very broad measure of capital.3 

2.2.12.2.1 Relationsh ip to old theories of growth 

Harrodd (1935) and Domar (1937) discuss the (in)stability of the growth process. On a balanced growth 

pathh the warranted growth rate must be equal to the natural growth rate. The warranted growth rate of 

ann economy is given by the ratio of the aggregate savings rate divided by the capital-output ratio, and the 

naturall  growth rate by the sum of the rate of population growth and the rate of labour-augmenting 

technicall  progress. In general, one can think of four main channels by which balanced growth can be 

ensuredd and each of these channels is associated with a particular brand of theory of economic growth 

(seee van der Ploeg (1984) for a survey). 

Thee first channel is through adjustments in the aggregate savings rate arising from changes in 

thee functional distribution of income. These are the Post-Keynesian stories of the symbiotic 

contradictionss of capitalism and the class struggle associated with the names of Michael Kalecki, Joan 

Robinson,, Nicholas Kaldor, Richard Goodwin and Luigi Pasinetti ("UK Cambridge"). The idea is that 

workerss save a smaller proportion of their income than capitalists so that the savings ratio and the 

warrantedd rate of economic growth decline when the national income share of labour increases. The 

22 Scott (1989) is one of the few recent contributions to the literature on growth that acknowledges the classic work of Conlisk 

(1969). . 

33 Both Scott (1989) and King and Robson (1989) postulate a technical progress function, somewhat in the spint of Kaldor (1957), 

ratherr than a neoclassical production function. Other contributors to this issue take this tack, so we focus on the use of neoclassical 

productionn functions to explain endogenous growth. 
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secondd channel relaxes the Post-Keynesian assumption of complementarity between the factors of 

productionn and thus arrives at balanced growth through adjustments in the capital-output ratio. This is, 

off  course, achieved by neoclassical substitution between the factors of production and is associated with 

thee names of Robert Solow and others ("US Cambridge); this was the route emphasized in the traditional 

theoriess of economic growth whose international features were highlighted in section 2.4 

Thee third and fourth channels arrive at balanced growth through adjustments in the natural rate 

off  growth. The third channel does this through adjustments in the population growth rate and is 

associatedd with the name of Robert Malthus. The fourth channel, in contrast, does this by adjustments 

inn the rate of technical progress and is highlighted by the new theories of endogenous growth. 

Thee new theories of endogenous growth adopt the assumption of a constant ratio of a very broad 

measuree of capital to national income. At least four different views on the relevant concept of capital, 

i.e.. on the engine of endogenous growth, have been put forward in the recent literature on economic 

growth. . 

2.2.22.2.2 Learning by doing 

First,, Romer (1986) has revived the work of Arrow (1962) on learning by doing and should get the credit 

forr making theoretical and empirical research into questions of economic growth fashionable again. In 

manyy ways one could argue that the new theories of economic growth tackle old and important questions 

withh new tools. 

Bothh Romer and Arrow assume that investment in knowledge by one firm has a positive effect 

onn the production possibilities of other firms, as knowledge cannot be perfectly patented or hidden from 

otherr rival firms in the industry or the economy. Consequently, production of consumption and capital 

goodss may display constant or increasing returns to scale with respect to reproducible productive factors, 

i.e.. physical capital and knowledge, at an aggregate level but decreasing returns to scale at a firm level. 

Duee to the absence of an effective patent market, the stock of knowledge is like a public good. As firms 

doo or cannot fully internalise the effect of its investment on the publicly available stock of knowledge 

andd technology, the rate of economic growth is beneath the socially optimal level. This provides a strong 

reasonn for government intervention in order to correct for the absence of patent markets. This provides 

aa justification of why many politicians argue for public subsidies for private expenditures on R&D. 

Thee standard Ramsey model achieves balanced growth through adjustments in both the capital-output ratio and the aggregate 

savingss rate. Growth in private consumption occurs when the market rate of interest exceeds the subjective ratee of time preference, 

particularl yy if the elasticity of intertemporal substitution is high. The aggregate savings rate, however, only increases with the 

interestt  rate if the substitution effect dominates the income effects (i.e. if the elasticity of intertemporal substitution exceeds unity). 
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Whenn an effective patent market does exist, however, there may be a danger of overinvestment 

inn the sense that the growth rate of a decentralised market economy may then be higher than the socially 

optimall  growth rate. The problem may be that firms are engaged in a R&D race in which each of them 

triess to win a contest in which the price at the end of the race is an infinitely-lived patent (see Beath, 

Katsoulacoss and Ulph (1992) for a survey of these issues). Of course, the required policy response of the 

governmentt in such a situation is very different from the case in which patent markets are missing. 

2.2.32.2.3 Intentional accum ulation of human capital 

Thee second tack that the literature on endogenous growth has taken is based on Lucas (1988), who has 

focussedd on the intentional accumulation of human capital. Embodied knowledge can be increased by 

devotingg time to learning, but naturally this goes at the expense of time devoted to work or leisure. 

Humann capital can be considered as an asset, so that the financial return on investment in human capital 

(i.e.. training, education, etcetera) must be compared to the return on non-human financial assets. Building 

onn the classic work of Uzawa (1965), Lucas (1988) assumes that the accumulation of human capital is 

subjectt to constant (or increasing) returns to scale. 

Lucass formulates his model for infinitely-lived households. He also defends the validity of his 

modell  if households have finite lives by arguing that the stock of human capital may be transferred from 

olderr generations to younger generations. Like Romer and Arrow, Lucas presupposes that the stock of 

knowledge,, i.e. the stock of human capital, has a positive external effect on the production of goods, 

thoughh this is not a necessary assumption for a sustainable and endogenous rate of economic growth. 

Hence,, knowledge is according to this view very much a public good. A striking example of an external 

effectt is language. It is not much use being able to speak a particular language if the people that you have 

sociall  and economic relations with do not speak the same language as well. Similar arguments hold for 

thee use of computer software and many other skills. 

Againn it is easy to argue that in a competitive market economy the public good character of 

intentionall  accumulation of knowledge yields a growth rate that is lower than the socially optimal growth 

rate.. This provides a strong rationale for government intervention in the form of publicly provided 

schoolingg (particularly at the elementary level) and training. One could also think of government 

subsidiess to private training programmes in order to achieve an efficient growth rate. 
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2.2.42.2.4 Research and development 

Third,, some authors have put research and development central in their analysis of the engine of 

economicc growth (for example, Romer, 1990, Grossman and Helpman, 1990,1991, Aghion and Howitt, 

1992).. The output of R&D may be seen as blueprints for new products or for a better quality of products. 

Thee initial investment in R&D is counterbalanced by a subsequent stream of profits, because the 

producerr of a differentiated good has at least temporarily a monopoly arising from, for example, a patent 

onn the blueprint for this newly developed good. 

Thee Schumpeterian idea that innovative activities depend on the expected profitability is clearly 

reflectedd in these models. An increase in monopoly power, in other words an increase in the discounted 

valuee of future profits arising from (say) a lower price elasticity for the demand for the product that is 

beingg sold, typically implies an increase in R&D. This implication is not at odds with the common belief 

thatt competition fosters economic growth. It only emphasises that urge for and existence of profits are 

essentiall  for firms to conduct innovative activity. 

Consumerss benefit from the production and sale of the invented goods both directly and 

indirectly.. The reason is that, on the one hand, consumers value variety or quality while, on the other 

hand,, productivity depends positively on the variety or on the quality of factors of production (e.g. those 

boughtt from the capital goods industry). The growth rate of the economy corresponds to the growth in 

thee number of varieties or in the quality of consumer and capital goods. 

Technologicall  spillovers play an important role. In the case of expanding product variety, the 

productivityy of R&D is thought to be positively linked to the pool of public knowledge. An increase in 

thee number of varieties decreases profits per brand, as expenditure is spread (evenly) over all varieties, 

butbut the higher number of varieties increases productivity of R&D. As both forces tend to cancel each 

other,, investment in R&D remains profitable. In the case of rising product quality introduction of a 

productt on the market contributes to the stock of knowledge, because the attributes of the products can 

bee studied and effort can be directed to improve upon the state of the art. 

2.2.52.2.5 Public infrastructure 

Thee fourth direction in which the new theories of endogenous growth have progressed is based on the 

workk of Barro (1990) and Barro and Sala-i-Martin (1992). They have exploited the idea that government 

investmentss in both the material infrastructure (think of public highways and railways) and the 

immateriall  infrastructure (think of education, protection of property rights and the like) are essential to 

economicc growth. Effectively, the production function is extended to include government services that 

raisee the productivity of private capital. The idea is that there is constant (or increasing) returns to scale 
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withh respect to capital of all the firms in the industry or economy together as well as the spending on 

publicc goods. Clearly, an increase in the national income share of public investment goods boosts the rate 

off  economic growth. 

However,, in as far as the increase in public goods must be financed by distortionary taxes, the 

after-taxx marginal productivity of capital, the rate of interest and the rate of economic growth are 

diminished.. This part of the literature adds some public finance arguments by examining the optimal tax 

ratee and provision of public goods. 

2.2.62.2.6 Evaluation of various theories of endogenous growth 

Thee recent elaborations of the orthodox neoclassical theory are not mutually exclusive and have many 

commonn features. They share the notion that technical progress is not manna from heaven, but is related 

too economic activity. With the exception of the fourth view the intentional accumulation of knowledge 

iss brought to the fore as the driving force behind economic growth. The deliberate search for new and 

betterr products or production techniques, the conscious exploration and exploitation of the economic 

environment,, whether this environment is to an individual scientist nature or to a particular firm a market, 

ratherr than the duplication of already existing means, methods and ideas, constitutes the basis of 

technicall  progress. 

Thee level of technology cannot increase suddenly and drastically. Technical advancement 

proceedss gradually, and productivity and augmentation of productivity in the present are conditional on 

investmentt (in a broad measure of capital) in the past. The pace of economic growth depends on 

intertemporall  preferences of households, i.e. on the choice between consumption and saving, as is 

emphasisedd by the Ramsey (1928) model of economic growth. In the Ramsey model households are 

thoughtt to choose a consumption path overtime. The steepness of this path, i.e. the growth rate of private 

consumption,, depends negatively on the degree of impatience for current consumption and positively on 

thee willingness to substitute current for future consumption and the real rate of return on savings, 

particularlyy so if the elasticity of intertemporal substitution is high. 

Ann increase in the real rate of return induces households to save a greater fraction of their income 

iff  the substitution effect dominates the income effect. It also induces households to postpone 

consumption,, so that the rate of growth of private consumption is increased. Many authors however think 

thatt the decision to save is distorted by the impossibility to collect the yield of investment fully, as ideas 

cannott be kept secret and the use of ideas cannot be adequately protected by law. The development of 

thee computer program 'Windows' by Microsoft has at least been inspired by the success of Macintosh. 

However,, the external effect of investment may not be confined to investment in R&D or in education. 
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Obviously,, France or the United Kingdom never considered to build the Chunnel on its own. Other 

exampless of an external effect of investment in public infrastructure are the passes in Switzerland that 

aree crucial to the efficient flow of traffic within the European Union. The downward bias in the return 

onn investment causes the rate of private savings to be too low. 

Thee recent neoclassical theories may differ in their characterisation of knowledge. Knowledge 

cann be considered a rival or a non-rival productive factor. A factor can be called non-rival if usage for 

onee purpose does not limit usage for other purposes. Clear examples are dykes, television programs and 

thee principle of the internal combustion engine. Romer (1986,1990) and Grossman and Helpman (1990, 

1991)) represent knowledge, especially the contributions of R&D, as a non-rival productive factor. From 

Lucass (1988), however, derives the notion that knowledge and labour may be intangible. A surgeon can 

devotee his attention to only one patient at the same time.5 The same distinction applies to publicly 

providedd goods. Barro (1990) argues that few of these goods are not subject to congestion. This argument 

cann be illustrated by many examples, like roads or recreation areas (think of traffic jams or of a coastal 

resortt on a sunny day). It also applies to protection of property rights, as employment in the legal system, 

forr example the number of criminals, is a function of the size of the population. 

Non-rivall  technology implies that production is subject to economies of scale at an aggregate 

level.. Remember that production is at least linearly related to a broad measure of capital, so that a 

doublingg of both the labour force and the stock of capital amount to more than a doubling of production. 

Thiss outcome often incites the criticism that ongoing accumulation of capital and growth of the 

populationn therefore imply that the rate of economic growth accelerates rather than approaches a constant 

value. . 

Thee impeccable logic of this argument can be questioned. First, Romer (1986) implicitly refers 

too the traditional idea (see for example Hicks, 1949) that an upper boundary on the rate of economic 

growthh may exist. Second, the argument is partial and has to be extended to include an explanation for 

thee population growth; one may wonder whether the decrease in the population growth in the western 

worldd is a mere coincidence or can be partially attributed in a Malthusian fashion to the increase in the 

standardd of living (see for the subject of endogenous population growth Barro and Becker, 1989). 

Besides,, Romer (1990) provides rudimentary evidence that the rate of economic growth has risen over 

thee last two centuries. 

55 As usual the distinction may be ambiguous in practice: a book can be read by one person at the same time, but by many persons 

inn time. 
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2.33 Growth and development: Convergence or  divergence? 

Differencess in growth rates between countries should perhaps have been on Kaldor's list of stylised facts. 

Thee orthodox neoclassical theory clearly predicts that the growth rates of different countries should 

convergee in the long run. The crucial assumption for this convergence in growth rates is diminishing 

marginall  productivity of capital. Poor countries with a dilapidated and low level of the capital stock have 

lotss of investment opportunities and face high real interest rates, so that consumers have a strong 

incentivee to postpone consumption and save. This is why neoclassical theory predicts that poor countries 

havee higher growth rates than rich countries on the adjustment path towards the equilibrium growth path. 

Inn fact, neoclassical theory also strongly suggests that there is a natural tendency for production per head 

off  different countries to converge, mainly because technology is universally available and applicable. 

Neoclassicall  theory thus has a fairly optimistic view on growth and development. However, the 

empiricall  speed of convergence is much slower than the traditional neoclassical theory predicts. This is 

whyy Mankiw, Romer and Weil (1992) include human capital as a separate factor of production into a 

Solow-stylee growth model. This way they explain the observed too low pace of convergence and 

rehabilitatee the main qualities of the Solow (1956) model. However, their extension of the traditional 

theoryy does not consider the possibility of capital mobility. 

2.3.12.3.1 Saving, investment and the current account 

Ass the marginal productivity of capital in poor countries is thought to exceed that in rich countries, it is 

efficientt for the poor countries to borrow from the rich countries at a large scale. A flow of funds from 

Northh to South could increase the speed of convergence of growth rates considerably and would be an 

excellentt policy to raise productivity in the South. The theory suggests that, in the absence of any 

restrictionss on the mobility of capital (for example irreversibility of investment), the speed of 

convergencee should be infinite. Perfect mobility also implies that domestic saving and domestic 

investmentt should be uncorrelated. The "golden rule" says that the optimal level of the current account 

deficitt being the net increase in the wealth of a nation should be equal to the level of investment with a 

marketmarket rate of return? 

However,, empirical estimates by Feldstein and Harioka (1980) sharply contradict this prediction. 

Barro,, Mankiw and Sala-i-Martin (1995) claim that in practice the flow of capital is restrained by 

Changess in net wealth should also reflect any shortfalls of the current level of production from the permanent level of production 

minuss any discrepancies between the current level of public spending and the permanent level of public spending. See e.g. Sen 

(1993). . 
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imperfectionss on the market. In particular, they assume that the collateral value of human capital is 

negligiblee in practice and the amount of debt is restricted by the collateral value of physical capital. In 

thee case of capital mobility and an operative restriction on borrowing, the speed of convergence is faster 

thann in the case of capital immobility but nevertheless finite. The process of convergence in a partially 

openn economy resembles that of a closed economy. Still, capital is thought to flow during the process 

off  adjustment from rich countries to poor countries. The particular imperfection of the capital market, 

unfortunately,, restores the link between domestic saving and domestic investment. It yields a partial 

explanationn of the Feldstein-Horioka puzzle, as only some countries encounter restrictions on borrowing. 

2.3.22.3.2 International spillovers of investment 

Theoriess of economic growth are usually formulated and developed for a closed economy. The 

predictionss from the new theories of growth about convergence and development depend on the 

translationn of these theories to the context of open and interdependent economies. Recent literature 

suggestss that international spillovers of investment may provide besides (perfect) capital mobility a 

strongg reason for convergence of growth rates, although differences in levels of output and of 

consumptionn between countries may remain (see for example Grossman and Helpman, 1991, and 

Alogoskoufiss and van der Ploeg, 1994b). Spillovers of technology cause the marginal productivity of a 

broadd measure of capital in a backward area to exceed that in an advanced area, so that the incentive to 

investt in the former area is higher than in the latter area. What are the territorial boundaries of the 

spillovers?? Are external effects of investment confined to an area like Silicon Valley or are spillovers 

international?? Although the external effects of investment in R&D are more likely to cross borders than 

thosee of investment in human capital, this question has to be answered empirically rather than 

theoretically.. Note however that both the older and the newer theories (may) predict convergence 

betweenn countries, in levels of productivity respectively in rates of growth, so that they are not easy to 

distinguishh empirically. 

Grossmann and Helpman (1991), Buiter and Kletzer (1991) and Alogoskoufis and van der Ploeg 

(1990,, 1994b) have constructed examples in which growth rates of output differ between countries 

permanently.. Even though international mobility of (physical) capital is perfect, differences can arise in 

thesee examples when the production of a tradable commodity requires non-tradeable and reproducible 

inputs.. The results of Buiter and Kletzer and Grossman and Helpman rely on the assumption that 

internationall  spillovers of knowledge are absent. Buiter and Kletzer focus on the accumulation of human 

capital.. Due to differences in intertemporal preferences of households or, more importantly, in public 

expendituree on schooling countries grow at disparate rates. Grossman and Helpman show that, under the 
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assumptionn that invention and production of a variety are intrinsically related, a large country can gain 

ann (absolute) advantage in the research for and the development of new varieties due to economies of 

scale.. It follows that a large country can specialise in the conduct of R&D at the expense of innovative 

activityy in a small country. Alogoskoufis and van der Ploeg model international spillovers of knowledge 

andd find convergence of growth rates, unless the costs of adjustment for investment projects differ 

betweenn countries. These adjustment cost can, in fact, be considered as a non-tradable input. 

Thee point of international spillovers in the production process is that there are decreasing returns 

too capital at a national level but constant (or increasing) returns to capital at a global level. This means 

thatt there is some scope for convergence, particularly if there is capital mobility and the importance of 

non-tradedd factors of production is not too large, while at the same time the growth rate of the global 

economyy is endogenous. More analytical details on these arguments may be found in section 4. 

2.3.32.3.3 Subsistence, poverty and growth 

Exampless of lasting differences in growth rates do not necessarily imply that the welfare of households 

inn distinct countries develops differently, for the households may face due to perfect mobility of capital 

thee same possibilities for investing their savings. However, this has the odd implication that developing 

countriess are best helped by an unrestricted access to the global capital market. Note that differences in 

levelss of consumption may be persistent. Rebelo (1992) therefore focuses attention on subsistence levels 

off  private consumption. Consumption in poor countries may then grow at a slower rate than in rich 

countries,, for in poor countries resources are devoted to subsistence consumption needs rather than to 

savings.. In the case of a closed or partially open economy this may temporarily reverse the theoretical 

predictions.. In the traditional story a developing country may have abundant opportunities to invest, so 

thatt the incentive to save is high and the growth rate can exceed that in a developed country. However, 

fundss for investment may not abound as in developing countries a large part of income is used to satisfy 

thee basic needs. For this reason the convergence in levels of productivity or in the rates of growth, as is 

predictedd by the traditional respectively recent theory of growth, may be very slow (cf. Kuznets, 1966). 

Inn fact, poor countries whose citizens need to devote a large part of their income to subsistence needs 

mayy grow at a slower rate than rich countries. This is, of course, in strong contradiction with the 

orthodoxx neoclassical theory of economic growth. 
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2.44 Growth and fiscal policy 

Thee familiar framework of optimizing infinitely-lived agents often yields Ricardian equivalence between 

publicc debt issue and taxation (Barro, 1974). However, this equivalence is violated by the birth of new 

householdss (see Weil, 1985). The current stock of public debt is in the hands of the existing households, 

butbut wil l in the future be serviced in part by yet non-existing households. If the former households do not 

valuee the consumption of the latter, a fraction of the public debt is net wealth to the existing households. 

Thiss section wil l show that as a consequence public debt and government spending may crowd out 

privatee investment and depress economic growth. It builds on work by Alogoskoufis and van der Ploeg 

(1991,, 1994a, 1994b). 

Thee analysis distinguishes two countries that produce a homogenous, perfectly substitutable 

goodss and impose no restrictions on trade. Also, domestic and foreign assets are perfect substitutes and 

thee flow of capital between the countries is unrestricted. The countries are identical with respect to the 

technologyy of production, intertemporal preferences of the households and demographic structure, but 

mayy differ in the stock of public debt and in government spending. Firms produce under perfect 

competitionn and face constant returns to scale, but benefit from both domestic and international spillovers 

off  knowledge and from public investment. Governments spend on two types of public goods, viz. (pure 

Samuelson-style)) public consumption goods and growth-promoting public infrastructure (training, R&D, 

etc.),, levy lump-sum taxes and issue debt. Households do not have an intergenerational bequest motive. 

Entryy (i.e. birth) of new households occurs at the rate P and households face a constant instantaneous 

probabilityy of death X, so that the growth rate of population amounts to n = P - k. Hence, attention is 

focussedd on a world with two main types of externality: (i) production externalities arising from 

spilloverss in production; and (ii) consumption externalities because the currently alive cannot trade with 

generationss that will be born in the future. This section investigates the analytical implications of 

endogenouss growth and overlapping generations for the international economy. 

2.4.12.4.1 An overlapping generations model for two countries. 

Expectedd utility of a household born at time v and living at time t can be written as 

t/(v,00 = ƒ u(c(v,5)) C-<P *«<*-'> ds, (2.1) 
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wheree the effective discount rate equals the sum of the subjective rate of time preference (p) and the 

probabilityy of death (X), u represents instantaneous utility and c denotes private consumption. 

Instantaneouss utility is an iso-elastic function of consumption 

u(c(v,t)) u(c(v,t)) 
c(y,t) c(y,t) ,, a > 0,a * 1, 

11 - -

lnc(v,/),, a = 1, 

(2.2) ) 

wheree a represents the intertemporal elasticity of substitution. The household maximizes expected utility 

subjectt to the budget constraint 

dada((vv>^>^ = [r(f) +\]a(v,0 + w(v,t) - T(V,0 - c(v,t), 
dt dt 

(2.3) ) 

wheree a, w and x denote non-human assets, gross wage income and lump-sum taxes. Households leave 

theirr estate contingent on their death to insurance companies, but receive premiums (Xa) during their 

lifetimee from these companies. Under the assumption of free entry and perfect competition the payments 

byy and the receipts of the insurance companies exactly match, so that the insurance premium is 

actuariallyy fair and no profits are made. Private consumption amounts to a fraction of the sum of non-

humann and human wealth: 

c{v,t)c{v,t) = cp(r) (a(v,t) - h(v,t)), (2.4) ) 

wheree cp is the marginal propensity to consume out of wealth, 

9(00 - if 
- | [ ( l - a ) r ( » ) * o p . A ] < / H H 

ee ' ds (2-5) ) 

andd human wealth (h) is the present discounted value of future wage income minus taxes, 

h(v,t)h(v,t) = f e ' [w(v,s) - T(V^S)] ds. (2.6) ) 

Thee marginal propensity to consume is also determined by the future path of the real interest rate. The 

effectt of the real interest on spending depends on the magnitude of the intertemporal elasticity of 
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substitution.. If a > 1 the substitution effect dominates and spending is negatively related to the interest 

rate,, because the main effect of a higher interest rate is a reduction in the price of future goods which 

inducess substitution away from current to future goods. However, if a < 1 the income effect dominates 

andd spending is positively related to the interest rate, so that the main effect of a higher interest rate is 

aa higher level of real income which induces more consumption of both current and future goods. If the 

intertemporall  elasticity of substitution equals unity, the substitution and income effect exactly cancel and 

thee marginal propensity is constant and equals the effective discount rate, i.e. the sum of the subjective 

ratee of time preference and the instantaneous probability of death (p+X). Both wage income and taxes 

aree assumed to independent of age, so that differences in human wealth between households vanish. 

Thee cohort of households born at time v is at time t only a fraction of the initial size, 6L(v)exp[-

X(/-v)],, where L(v) = exp(«v) denotes the size of the population at time v. This can be used to aggregate 

variables.. Given that newly born households do not inherit non-human wealth (i.e. there is an absence 

off  an intergenerational bequest motive), differential equations for total private consumption, total private 

non-humann wealth and the marginal propensity to consume can be obtained (cf. Blanchard and Fischer, 

1989,, Chapter 3): 

C(t)C(t) = [o{r(t)-p)+n]C(t) - m)A(t), (2.7) 

A(t)A(t) = r{f)A(t) + W(t) - T(0 - C(t), (2.8) 

«P(00 = [O-oMO+op+XJ-yO - 1. (2-9) 

Thee government finances its consumption (G) and the interest payments on debt (£>) by lump-

summ taxation (7) and/or the issue of debt: 

D{i)D{i)  = r(t)D(t) + G(t) - J\t). (2.10) 

Solvencyy of the government requires that sum of the current stock of debt and the present value of future 

consumptionn does not exceed the present value of future taxes, 

ii  J 

»» -tr(u)du "  -fr(u)du 

D(t)D(t) + f e  G(s) ds s f e ' 7\s) ds. (2-11) 
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Thee world consists of two countries. As domestic and foreign goods and assets are perfect 

substitutess and the flow of goods and of assets are unrestricted, the agents inn both countries face the same 

pricee on the product market and the same real interest rate. The accumulation of external assets (F) can 

bee deduced from the current account. The accounting identity for an open economy says that the current 

accountt matches national income (Y), which is in this case the sum of production and interest payments 

onn external debt or receipts from external assets, minus domestic absorption: 

F(t)F(t) = rit)F(t)  + Y(t) - C(t) - I(t) G(t), where I(t) = K(t) + 5tf(/). (2.12) 

Thee trade balance is the excess of domestic production over domestic absorption (Y-C-I-G). Equilibrium 

onn the world goods markets requires that, given that we assume that the law of one price holds 

throughoutt the world, total demand for goods by households, firms and governments in the two countries 

mustt equal total supply of goods by the two countries. 

2.4.22.4.2 Domestic and international spillovers in production 

Thee model combines the orthodox theories of economic growth with the new theories of endogenous 

growthh by assuming decreasing returns to capital at the national level but constant returns to a broad 

measuree of capital at the global level. 

Firmss are identical and operate in perfectly competitive goods and factor markets. They produce 

accordingg to the production function P(KML), which displays constant returns to scale with respect to 

thee use of capital (K) and labour {ML), where the latter is measured in units of efficiency. The efficiency 

off  labour, M, depends on the capital stock in the two countries as well as on domestic public 

infrastructure.. The labour market is assumed to clear at any instant and the labour supply is exogenous 

(and(and assumed to equal unity for an individual household). 

Technologyy of fumy at time t is given by: 

yij,t)yij,t) - P(kiJ,t)Mt)lH,t)) with mity_M(K(t)K'(t),S(t)) ( 2 n ) 

Lyt)) Lyt)) 

wheree y, /, S, if and m denote output, employment, public infrastructure, foreign capital and the 

efficiencyy of labour, respectively. The economy-wide efficiency of labour (m) increases when the capital 

(thinkk of R&D, ideas, etc.) of other firms in the domestic economy or abroad increases and when 

expendituress on public infrastructure increases. The former two effects capture external effects of the 

typee stressed by Arrow (1962) and Romer (1986), whereas the latter effect has been stressed by Barro 

(1990).. Note that the productivity of labour depends on a rival good. The novel feature is that this 
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productionn function integrates the old and the new theories of growth by allowing for decreasing returns 

too private capital at the national and a fortiori  at the firm level Ol^Tli+r^ 1) but constant returns to 

capitall  and public infrastructure at the global level. The production function P(.) is assumed to display 

constantt returns to scale and to have a Cobb-Douglas specification: 

y(j,t)y(j,t) = Qk(j,t)1]'l(J,t)l-n' 
K{trK\ty>S(t) K{trK\ty>S(t) ii - i i 12I3 

W) W) i -n , , 
,, e . ^ r ^ r ^ O, n ,+n2+n3<l , (2.14) ) 

wheree 6 denotes the efficiency of production. 

Underr the assumption of perfect capital mobility the dynamic optimization problem of the firm 

collapsess into a static one. Maximization of the present discounted value of the firm demands that the 

marginall  productivity of capital equals the user cost of capital, i.e the sum of the interest rate and the 

depreciationn rate 8, and that the marginal productivity of labour equals the wage. In symmetric 

equilibrium,, we obtain: 

K 0 + 55 =n. A/,0 A/,0 
k{j,t) k{j,t) 

== n.e K'{t) K'{t) n3r r 

K(t) K(t) 
5(0 0 
K(t) K(t) 

i-n-i3 3 

,, n ^ " i + " 2 
(2.15) ) 

Theree is a global capital market. Arbitrage ensures that interest rates are equalized throughout 

thee world {r  = r'). Foreign variables are denoted with an asterisk. It follows that the equilibrium world 

interestt rate and relative capital stock can be rewritten as: 

n.^98*[(SIK)(S'IK*)]'* n"5-5,, KIK' SIK SIK 

[S'/K'j [S'/K'j 

1 - 1 - 13 3 

(2.16) ) 

Thee global interest rate increases with the geometric average of the domestic and foreign efficiency of 

production,, and both the home and foreign intensity of public infrastructure. Countries with a higher 

efficiencyy of production and a higher intensity of public infrastructure end up with more private capital 

thann other countries. Note that aggregate non-asset income corresponds to the return on domestic and 

foreignn spillovers in production and the return on public infrastructure, all of which individual firms do 

nott have to pay a price for, i.e. W=(\ -nl) Y which corresponds to the wage bill when firms set the 

marginall  productivity of labour equal to the wage. Aggregate home and foreign production can be written 

as: : 

YY = QK^K'^S1'^ = QK, Y*=GK', Q^TJQQ'iiS/KHS'lK'))*  ̂ . (2.17) ) 
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Notee that the existence of a global capital market ensures that all countries have the same output-capital 

ratioo and that this ratio increases when efficiency of production or public infrastructure at home or abroad 

increases.. Hence, there is international convergence of growth rates of both output and capital: 

KK Y 
yy = — = — = y', 7i = y-n, n'= y-n' . (2.18) 

Off  course, there is no international convergence in levels of income per capita. Poor countries (low 9, 

loww SIK) have a lower output and capital stock than rich countries. Clearly, countries with a fast-growing 

populationn must tolerate a lower growth in income per head (ic) than other countries. 

2.4.32.4.3 Loose budgetary policy stances destroy global growth prospects 

Thee evolution of private consumption, public debt and foreign assets are still described by equations 

(2.7),, (2.10) and (2.12). A glance at equations (2.9) and (2.16) reveals that the marginal propensity to 

consumee out of wealth is constant as the ratio of public investment to the capital stock in the two 

countriess is assumed to be constant at any point of time. In the following the variables will be scaled by 

privatee capital. 

Sincee the external assets of one country are matched by the external liabilities of the other 

countryy and we assume that the structures of the home and foreign country are symmetric, the global and 

relativee effects of budgetary policy can be analysed separately. If one denotes global averages of 

variabless with the subscript A (e.g. CA = Vi[(CIK) + (C "IK  *)]) , the world economy can be described by: 

CCAA = [o{r-p)+n-y]C A - p[crp + (1 -o)r + X](1 +DA) (2.19) 

DDAA -{r-y)DA  GA + SA - TA (2.20) 

wheree the global interest rate and the growth rate are given by 

rr = TI,0 - 5, Y = (®-CA-GA-SA) -5 . (2.21) 

Thee expression for the global growth rate is no less than the Harrod-Domar condition for balanced 

growthh in the world economy, that is the net growth rate (y-6) equals the propensity to save (i.e. one 

minuss the sum of private and public propensities to consume) divided by the capital-output ratio. It thus 

definess a negative relationship between the global private consumption (CA) and the global growth rate, 

namelyy the HD-locus in Figure 2.1. The HD-locus shifts down when government consumption is 
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increased.. Public infrastructure also crowds out private savings and investment and reduces growth 

prospects,, but at the same time it raises the productivity of private capital and boosts growth prospects. 

Thee equation for the evolution of private consumption wil l be called the Overlapping 

Generationss locus. When there is no entry of new generations (P=0), the OG-locus reduces to the 

Ricardiann Equivalence locus. The RE-locus is vertical, since it defines the global growth rate as the 

modifiedd golden rule (y = a(r-p) + n). This RE growth rate is the growth rate stressed by Romer (1986) 

andd others. It increases when the efficiency of production at home or abroad increases, when public 

infrastructuree at home or abroad increases, when the extent of domestic and international spillovers in 

productionn is large, and when households become more patient. These effects are large when the 

elasticityy of intertemporal substitution is big. The RE growth rate does not depend on non-productive 

budgetaryy policy stances or intertemporal shifts in taxation, which is a logical consequence of debt 

neutrality. . 

Figuree 2.1 Overlapping generations and endogenous growth 

Thee RE growth rate provides an upper bound on the growth rate of a world with consumption 

externalitiess (P>0), that is the RE-locus is an asymptote of the OG-locus. This is not surprising, because 

thee fact that households are finitely lived and know that they can shift the burden of future taxes to yet 

unbornn generations makes them consume more and save less so that less funds are available for 
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investmentt purposes and growth prospects decline. The OG-locus slopes upwards, because a higher 

growthh rate of private consumption means that households save a lot of assets so that in equilibrium 

householdss can afford to consume more. 

Globall  equilibrium is at the intersection of the HD- and OG-locus. As long as the ratio's of 

governmentt debt to national income are constant, there is no transitional dynamics. Both private 

consumptionn and the growth rate immediately jump to their new equilibrium values. The OG-HD 

equilibriumm induces a lower growth rate and higher national income share of private consumption than 

thee RE-HD equilibrium (compare E with E„). Since new generations of households share the burden of 

servicingg the government debt, current generations consume more and save less than in a world with 

infinitee horizons and intergenerational bequest motives. As a result, less funds are available for 

investmentt and growth is less. Hence, global growth is less than in a first-best outcome on account of 

bothh consumption externalities (P>0) and of domestic and foreign spillovers in production (n,<l). 

Inn a world characterized by Ricardian debt neutrality (p=0) pure demand-side oriented budgetary 

policyy cannot affect global growth. Increases in government consumption lead to 100 per cent crowding 

outt of private consumption (compare E0 with E0"), whereas intertemporal shifts in (lump-sum) taxation 

leavee private consumption unaffected. However, supply-side oriented budgetary policy such as increases 

inn national income shares of public infrastructure at home or abroad raise the marginal productivity of 

privatee capital and thus the interest rate so that households find it attractive to postpone consumption and 

growthh prospects improve (cf, Barro, 1990). Naturally, such a supply-side policy leads to more than 100 

perr cent crowding out of private consumption (compare E0 with E0"). Note that due to the twin 

assumptionss of a global capital market and (imperfect) international knowledge spillovers, it does not 

matterr for the global growth rate in which part of the world the public infrastructure is undertaken. 

Noww consider a more realistic situation in which there is entry of new generations and debt 

neutralityy does not hold (f3>0). A rise in the global ratio of government debt to national income may come 

aboutt through a postponement of taxation. Current generations of households undertake a consumption 

bonanza,, because they know that future taxes will also be shouldered by future, yet unborn generations. 

Lesss funds are available for investment purposes and global growth declines. This may be seen from the 

upwardd shift of the OG-locus (equilibrium moves from E to E'). 

AA balanced-budget increase in the global (national income) share of government consumption 

(GA)) crowds out private consumption on account of the higher taxes that are required to finance 

governmentt spending. Since part of the burden of higher taxes in the future is born by future generations, 

crowdingg out is less than 100 per cent. On balance global savings and investment decline so that the 
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globall  growth rate falls. The above is confirmed by the inward shift of the HD-locus (equilibrium moves 

fromm E to E"). 

Clearly,, a looser (demand-side oriented) budgetary policy, irrespective of whether it occurs at 

homee or abroad, destroys growth prospects throughout the world. An expansion of supply-side budgetary 

policiess such as public infrastructure has two effects. On the one hand, it suffers from the usual crowding 

outt of private consumption and fall in growth that is associated with any increase in government 

expenditures.. On the other hand, it raises the marginal productivity of private capital and boosts global 

growth.. In addition to the inward shift of the HD-locus, there is an outward shift of the OG-locus so that 

thee equilibrium moves from E to Em. Although it is clear that the national income shares of private 

consumptionn must fall, it is not possible to say a priori  whether the global growth rate wil l decrease or 

increase. . 

2.4.42.4.4 External debt and government debt 

Too complete the solution of the world model, it is necessary to analyse the global differences which will 

bee denoted by the subscript R (e.g. CR = (OK) - (C*IK *)): 

CCRR = [°(r-p)+n-y]C R - p[ap + (l -o)r + X](DR+FR) (2.22) 

PRPR = (r-y)F*  -CR-GR ~SR (2-23) 

wheree r and y have already been determined by the global averages. Assume that the world interest rate 

exceedss the world growth rate (r>y) and that the home country has a higher national income share 

governmentt spending than the foreign country (GR + SR>0). It follows that the locus describing 

equilibriumm on the current account (the CA-!ocus) slopes upwards and has a negative intercept with the 

verticall  axis in Figure 2.2. The locus describing common growth rates in the national income shares of 

privatee consumption (the CR-locus) slopes upwards, as y-n<o(r-p). Assume the saddle-path condition 

iss satisfied. 
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Figuree 2.2 Budget deficits and foreign debt 

A A 

Steadyy relative 
consumption n 
(CR) ) 

Steadyy foreign 
assetss (CA) 

Ann instantaneous increase in the ratio of government debt to national income at home relative 

too that ratio abroad (higher DR) shifts the CR-locus to the left. The new equilibrium E' is associated with 

ann decrease in private consumption at home relative to abroad and an accumulation of foreign debt by 

thee home country. On impact relative private consumption misadjusts, i.e. rises on account of the 

postponementt of taxation at home. Along the adjustment path the home country experiences deficits on 

thee current account and builds up foreign debt. In the long run the home country must generate a trade 

surpluss in order to generate sufficient income to service the accumulated foreign debt. The long-run 

resultt of an increase in relative government debt must thus be a fall in relative private consumption. The 

short-runn pattern corresponds somewhat to the experience of the US in the early eighties, whereas part 

off  the long-run pattern may be occurring in the early nineties. 

Ann increase in the national income share of government consumption of the home country shifts 

thee CA-locus to the right and changes the long-run equilibrium from E to E". The initial fall in relative 

consumptionn undershoots, so the home country builds up a foreign debt along the adjustment path. Over 

timee the burden of servicing the foreign debt increases, so relative private consumption falls over time. 
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Hence,, if one country goes for a postponement of taxation, it boosts private consumption in the 

shortt run but worsens growth prospects for all other countries in the world, leads to an accumulation of 

foreignn debt and reduces private consumption in the long run. If one country goes for an increase in 

governmentt consumption, it must tolerate a build-up of foreign debt and ongoing falls in private 

consumptionn and at the same it reduces global interest and growth rates. 

2.4.52.4.5 Budgetary policies, interest rates and adjustment costs for investment 

Ann unsatisfactory feature of the analysis so far is that the global interest rate depends on technological 

parameterss and supply-side oriented policies such as expenditures on public infrastructure, R&D, etc. 

butbut not on demand-side oriented government policies. One would expect the global interest rate to rise 

whenn budgetary policies throughout the world become looser. Such an extension may also help to explain 

ann empirical puzzle. The analysis so far predicts a positive correlation between interest rates and growth 

rates.. The source of this correlation is a variety of technology shocks, because it is reasonable to suppose 

thatt these shocks dominate preference shocks (in particular shocks in the subjective rate of time 

preference).. Empirically it is hard to detect such a positive correlation, hence the puzzle. These are two 

goodd reasons why the analysis must be extended to also allow for an effect of demand-side policies on 

interestt rates. A straightforward way to do this is to allow for adjustments costs for private investment. 

Firmm j maximizes the present value of future profits: 

f{y(j,v)-My)Hj,v)-f{y(j,v)-My)Hj,v)-

wheree i denotes gross investment and y stands for the adjustment cost parameter. It follows that the 

marginall  productivity of capital plus the marginal reduction in adjustment costs arising from an 

additionall  unit of capital must equal the user cost of capital and that the investment rate increases when 

thee value of the Firm (q) rises. Ignoring the effects of public infrastructure (n,, +n2 +n3 = 1, S = S' = 0), 

aggregationn across firms of these optimality conditions yields: 

iT-HV-h-i)'-iT-HV-h-i)'-
Perfectt capital mobility throughout the world then yields in steady state the global interest rate: 

1 + V ( ^ JJ ^»)exP -/Kwy» dv dv (2.24) ) 

qq = 1 +2\| /~, 11,6 
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* - 55 + 
i i . e - t ^ - i ] 2 / ^ ^ 

,, q - 1 =2\(/(Y+5) . (2.26) ) 

Sincee the value of the firm is the discounted value of future profits, there is a negative relation between 

thee interest rate (r) and the value of the stock market (q). Since a high value of Tobin's "Q" induces a high 

investmentt rate and I/K = y+5, it is clear that the production side of the economy defines a negative 

relationshipp between the interest rate and the growth or (net) investment rate. This asset market 

equilibriumm and aggregate supply relationship is represented by the AS-Iocus in Figure 2.3. The AS-locus 

slopess downwards and lies entirely below the real interest rate that would prevail if there are no 

adjustmentt costs for investment, viz. r = n,0-0. The steady-state global consumption function and the 

Harrod-Domarr condition yield the following aggregate demand relationship between growth and interest 

rates: : 

yy = o(r-p) + n -
' p [ opp + (l-aW](l+I>^ 

0 - G . - 5 - Y Y 
(2.27) ) 

whichh is represented by the AD-locus in Figure 2.3. The AD-locus slopes upwards, as long as 

(p+X)/(Y-«)>> 1 -l/o" holds which will definitely be the case if the intertemporal substitution effect is at 

leastt as big as the income effect (o>l). In that case, an increase in the global interest rate induces a 

smallerr propensity to consume out of wealth so that households save more and the world economy can 

groww at a higher rate. 
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Figuree 2.3 Real interest rates and growth rates 

AD D 

ASCF=0) ) 

ASS Q¥>0) 

Globall  equilibrium occurs at the intersection of the AD- and AS-curves. Clearly, adjustment 

costss for investment lead, independent of whether debt neutrality holds or not, to a lower global interest 

ratee and lower global growth (compare E with E0). In general, looser budgetary policies, viz. a 

postponementt of taxes that induces a rise in the global ratio of debt to national income or an increase in 

governmentt consumption, cause a rise in global interest rates, a fall in share prices throughout the world 

andd a reduction in global growth. Those countries that are responsible for the laxer budgetary policies 

buildd up foreign debt and eventually have to pay for their effervescent fiscal policies with lower levels 

ass well as lower growth of private consumption. The other countries build up foreign assets and enjoy 

higherr levels of consumption, but have to suffer a lower growth rate. 

Thee extension explains the empirical puzzle mentioned above as long as one allows for 

departuress from Ricardian debt neutrality. If debt neutrality holds, only technical shocks induce shifts 

inn interest rates and growth rates. This results in a positive correlation between interest rates and growth 

rates.. To obtain a negative correlation between interest rates and growth rates, it is necessary to depart 

fromm debt neutrality. In that case, changes in budgetary policies induce shifts in the AD-curve and a 

negativee correlation between interest and growth rates. If shocks to budgetary policies are of the same 

orderr of magnitude as technical shocks, one observes no correlation between interest and growth rates. 
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2.4.62.4.6 Divergence in growth rates 

Soo far, the assumption of a global capital market ensures that the growth rates of various countries must 

bee the same. This is obviously unrealistic. To get divergent growth rates one could assume different 

intensitiess of investment in human capital in different countries (e.g., Buiter and Kletzer.1991). An 

alternativee that stays within the spirit of the analysis so far is to allow for different costs of adjustment 

off  investment for different countries. It is easy to show that, in steady state, output in each country will 

bee proportional to its capital stock and that, if 9>0" and \py", that steady-state home capital exceeds 

foreignn capital, K>K*.  Capital flows to the country in which it has the higher marginal productivity, and 

costss of adjustment are higher. A country with high adjustment costs for investment requires a lower 

grosss investment rate in order for share prices to be equalized throughout the world. If countries start 

withh the same capital, the country with higher adjustment costs has higher share prices and attracts 

capitall  until share prices are equalized again. An equilibrium condition is that 

Y(Y+5)) = y'(Y*+8*) (2.28) 

holds.. The country, with other things equal, that faces higher adjustment costs for investment or a higher 

depreciationn rate of its capital, will end up with a lower growth rate than other countries. 

2.55 Research and development: An engine of growth 

Ann important engine of economic growth is the intentional accumulation of knowledge by the research 

forr and development of new or better products (for example, Romer, 1990, Grossman and Helpman, 

1991,, Aghion and Howitt, 1992). The following presents a theory, along the lines of Grossman and 

Helpmann (1991), in which R&D involves a continuous expansion of product variety. It is based on the 

ideass surveyed in previous sections. 

2.5.12.5.1 A model of expanding product variety 

Thee economy consists of two sectors: (i) a monopolistic competitive sector which produces differentiated 

finalfinal goods; (ii) a competitive sector which conducts R&D. Labour is the only primary factor of 

production.. Both labour and financial capital are perfectly mobile across sectors. All households are 

identical.. Consumption and savings decisions follow from the life-cycle hypothesis. The preferences of 

thee infinitely-lived representative household may be written as: 
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U(t)U(t) = ƒ C(V) ) 

1-1 1 
exp[-p(v-/)] f /v v (2.29) ) 

wheree p is the subjective rate of time preference, a denotes the elasticity of intertemporal substitution, 

andd C represents an index of private consumption. The representative household has a love for diversity, 

soo the index not only depends on the consumed amount of each variety (x,) but also on the number of 

varietiess (N): 

l*?4 l*?4 0<n< l l (2.30) ) 

Forr convenience, the range of available varieties is assumed to be continuous and the integer constraint 

iss not considered.7 Maximization of utility subject to the household budget constraint yields the Keynes-

Ramseyy rule: 

* ~ - P P == a ( r -p) , r = R-—- (2.31) ) 

wheree R is the producer (nominal) interest rate and Pc is the ideal index for the price of consumption, 

suchh that the product of the indices for this price and for private consumption equals household 

expendituree (E). The ideal price index is given by: 

rr cc = ]>/- ''  dj 
n-i i 

(2.32) ) 

Thee representative household postpones consumption and thus saves when the consumer (real) interest 

ratee (r) exceeds the rate of time preference (p), and particularly if the elasticity of intertemporal 

substitutionn is high (a). The household spends a fraction of its expenditure on each available variety: 

77 This formulation has also been used in other models of growth as (part of) a production function. The interpretation is naturally 

different,, because then a variety represents an intermediate input (Grossman and Helpman, 1991) or a capital good (Romer, 1990). 

Ann increased number of varieties entails an increased factor productivity due to a higher degree of specialization in production. 
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Pi Pi 

ft-<* ft-<* 
11 " t l (2.33) 

wheree e is the elasticity of substitution between any pair of varieties. 

Eachh variety is produced by a single firm. The monopolistic power of firms is derived from 

infinitely-livedd patents.8 A firm buys a patent from the R&D sector on a free market. This set-upp cost is 

financedfinanced by the issue of equity shares. Production of each firm displays constant returns to scale with 

respectt to the use of labour. Each firm maximizes profits subject to the perceived demand function for 

itss products, given total household expenditure, the prices set by other firms and the wage. As all firms 

aree identical and face the same conditions, firms charge the same price (p) and supply the same amount 

(x).(x). The price charged to consumers will be a constant mark-up over the wage, and profits (n) are a 

fractionn of total revenue: 

PP = 
(( 1 

1-1 1 

11 ,, .E 1 E 
ww = —w, n =( 1 -Ti > — = —— . 

nn N e N (2.34) 

Dividendss fully exhaust profits of firms. The return on equity consists of these dividends and the 

expectedd change in its stock market value. Arbitrage ensures that the rate of return on equity coincides 

withh the producer interest rate: 

—— + - ^ = R . (2.35) 
PP P 
11 N I N 

Inn a perfect-foresight equilibrium that excludes speculative bubbles in asset prices, the stock market value 

off  a typical firm in the final goods sector (PN) matches the present discounted value of future profits. As 

thee output of the R&D-sector is blueprints for new products and patents are infinitely-lived, the share 

pricee of such a firm also equals the price of a patented blueprint. 

AA representative firm in the R&D-sector can "add incrementally to the set of available products 

byy devoting a given finite amount of labour to R&D for a brief interval of time", so the number of 

Grossmann and Helpman also try to underpin the assumption of single firm by Bertrand competition between an innovator and 

ann imitator when imitation is costly and both products are perfect substitutes. However, if imitation is not too costly, Bertrand price 

settingg may not be credible. 
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varietiess cannot be increased instantaneously (Grossman and Helpman (1991, page 51). The productivity 

inn the R&D sector depends on the freely accessible economy-wide accumulated stock of knowledge as 

representedd by the number of available varieties. Ideas and information that are contained in new 

productss are instantaneously and freely available to current R&D. As a consequence, output of R&D is 

onlyy partly appropriable. Knowledge in this form is a non-rival input and its accumulation is given by: 

A>> = ANLN (2.36) 

wheree LN denotes labour employed by the R&D sector. Profit maximization implies, if demand for labour 

iss positive but bounded, that productivity of labour employed in the R&D sector must equal the relevant 

producerr wage for that sector: 

PPNNANAN = w . (2.37) 

Thee supply of labour by the households (£,) is given. Labour can be used either for R&D (LN) or for the 

productionn of differentiated goods. As the firms in the monopolistic competitive sector are alike, the 

equilibriumm condition for the labour market can be written as: 

II  = IE + i. (2.38) 
ANAN p 

where,, for simplicity, the labour coefficient for the final goods industry is normalized to unity. To 

pinpointt nominal magnitudes of variables private expenditure - rather than a price - is normalized to 

unity,, that is E=\ and thus C=\IPC. For a detailed derivation of the solution, the reader is referred to 

Grossmann and Helpman (1991). 

Theree are no transitional dynamics, so the economy immediately jumps to a balanced growth 

path.. Along this path the division of labour over both sectors remains constant, so that the number of 

productt varieties expands at the rate Y> The balanced growth path is furthermore characterized - due to 

thee chosen normalization - by a constant value for the pricee of a typical variety, the wage and the price 

off  a share on the stock market. However, the effective price of private consumption decreases, and thus 

thee index of private consumption increases at a constant rate. 

Fromm the equilibrium conditions for the capital market and for the labour market and from the 

first-orderfirst-order conditions for profit maximization, a negative relationship between the growth rate and the 

consumerr (real) interest rate (r) can derived. A change in the latter directly affects the present discounted 

valuee of future profits, and therefore the allocation of labour over the R&D and final goods sector. For 

thee same reason, the rate of innovation depends on the elasticity of substitution between consumer 
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varieties.. More monopoly power entails higher profits, and boosts R&D at the expense of the production 

inn the final goods sector. Given the interest rate, the size of the labour force influences positively the 

levell  of activity in both sectors. The growth in the number of varieties can thus be written as: 

Thee intertemporal preferences of the household can be summarized by the Keynes-Ramsey rule, which 

dictatess a positive relationship between the rate of innovation and the real interest rate. If the household 

iss more willing to substitute current consumption for future consumption (an increase in o) or becomes 

moree patient (a decrease in p), the desired growth rate in private consumption rises given the interest rate: 

Y**  = ° ( r - P ) ( - ^ - ) • (2-40) 

Itt follows that the equilibrium growth rate in the number of varieties is: 

Thee growth rate of consumption (yc) is a constant fraction of the innovation rate: 

1-11 1 

(2.41) ) 

A) ) i*i*  = — r \ y N • (2.42) 

Hence,, the equilibrium rate of innovation rises with the efficiency of labour in the R&D sector {A), the 

sizee of the labour force (L) and the degree of monopoly power (l/t|), and the innovation rate declines 

withh the degree of impatience (p). These effects on growth are amplified when the elasticity of 

intertemporall substitution rises. Note that a growing population leads in this simple model to an ever-

increasingg growth rate of the economy. 
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2.5.22.5.2 R&D subsidies 

AA remarkable feature of the recent literature on economic growth is the overwhelming support for the 

ideaa that investment has positive external effects on production possibilities. The return on investment 

cannott be fully reaped and the intertemporal choices by households are biased in favour of consumption 

andd at the expense of savings. The assumption of an external effect implies an active role of the 

government.. It may take measures to improve upon the intertemporal allocation of resources, because 

thee outcome of decentralised decisions by the various private agents are not optimal. At a general level 

off  thought an external effect stems from an inadequate definition and protection of property rights. 

Exampless abound in which uncertainty about property rights has inhibited investment. One can think of 

thee unsettled claims on land and buildings in former Eastern Germany or of the political instability in 

Southh America.9 Clearly, a system of patents may be essential to protect the research for and development 

off  new or better products and production methods against 'cheap' imitation. After all, firms are only 

willin gg to conduct R&D if at least temporarily profits can be earned. 

Inn practice, the cost of defining and protecting property rights are sometimes prohibitive, and the 

governmentt must resort to other instrument to bring about an efficient allocation of resources. In the 

currentt model the government could rely on R&D subsidies to raise the innovation rate and attain the 

optimall  rate, -fN: 

r**  = o ( ^ L - J - p ). (2.43) 

Thee optimal rate is clearly higher than the innovation rate in (2.41) that is achieved by decentralised 

decision-making. . 

2.5.32.5.3 International trade and R&D 

Tradee and economic integration can clearly affect the dynamic performance of economies. Though the 

naturee of the advantages or disadvantages may be static, changes in efficiency affect the decision to save 

andd invest. As Baldwin (1989) points out, the commotion about Europe 1992 cannot be caused by the 

predictionn of an one-time increase in productivity, but the excitement is based on the presumption of a 

(temporary)) increase in growth. What are the possible effects of trade? The familiar argument emphasises 

thee possibility of specialisation in production among countries. The pattern of inter-industry trade 

**  . In fact Barro (1990) finds a negative (conditional) correlation between the number  of assassinations and the number  of 

revolutionss on the one hand and the growth rate on the other  hand for  South American countries. Though this result nicely 

illustratess the text, it should not be taken too seriously. 
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reflects,, according to the Heckscher-Ohlin Theorem, the relative endowment of, for example, skilled and 

unskilledd labour in countries. International specialisation has an ambiguous effect on economic growth, 

forr it may imply that resources are devoted less to innovative activity and more to production of goods 

(seee Grossman and Helpman, 1991) 

Anotherr gain from trade is the expanded range of available products. Compare as an experiment 

off  thought a closed economy with an open economy. In the closed economy the price of foreign relative 

too domestic products is infinite, whereas in the open economy this price is a finite and the presence of 

intra-industryy trade enriches the choice of consumers. Consumers love variety and therefore value the 

expansionn in the range of available products. This gain is static and does not necessarily affect the 

dynamicc performance of an economy. 

Internationall  trade can also alter the intertemporal choice to save and invest directly. Removing 

impedimentss to international trade can increase the rate of innovation. The point is that isolated countries 

doo not carry out R&D as efficiently as two or more integrated countries. One the one hand, the exchange 

off  goods and services fosters the exchange of ideas and information, improving the productivity in the 

R&DD sector. On the other hand, international trade discourages redundant, duplicative efforts to create 

aa new product. To show these two effects the model must be adapted to apply to a world of two 

countries.. For expository purposes a strict distinction between trade and communication is made, and 

onlyy balanced growth paths are considered.10 

Assumee that the exchange of ideas and information between countries A and B is perfect, but 

thatt the trade of differentiated products between them is not allowed. The set of available varieties in the 

twoo countries may overlap. The degree to which varieties are produced both in country A and in country 

BB is arbitrary. Although the magnitude of the overlap can change over time it will taken to be constant. 

Thee common stock of knowledge (M) is -as before - related to past investments in R&D. The possibility 

off  learning from duplicative R&D is discarded. The common stock of knowledge can thus be expressed 

ass a time-invariant fraction of the available varieties, say M = C,(NA+NB). 

Thee model developed for a country in autarky can easily be adjusted to incorporate the spillover 

effect.. The main difference is that the productivity of the R&D-sector also depends on the number of 

availablee varieties in the other country, so that the economic development of countries throughout the 

worldd becomes intertwined. The condition for a balanced growth path is that rates of innovation in both 

countriess are the same. If the countries do not differ in preferences or technology, the steady-state set of 

Thee distinction between a flow of ideas and a flow of goods and services was first introduced by Rivera-Batiz and Romer {1990). 
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availablee varieties in a country is proportional to the size of its labour force. The rate of innovation (yN) 

alongg a balanced growth path of an economy with international R&D spillovers in autarky is given by: 

rt-T^rM^'>-£')•rt-T^rM^'>-£')• (2.44) 

Comparisonn with the growth formula for a closed economy (2.41) shows that international transmission 

off knowledge boosts the rate of innovation in both countries. The gains are however curbed by redundant 

investments,, as only new blueprints contribute to reduction in the cost of R&D. 

However,, international trade of goods will remove the redundancy in R&D, because it gives an 

economicc incentive to direct efforts towards the invention of new products rather than towards the 

imitationn of existing products. Both invention and imitation entail costs, but the rewards in case of a 

monopolyy exceed those in case of a duopoly.11 Exchange of the differentiated products induces 

internationall competition in R&D, even though the blueprints itself are not traded. 

Comparedd with the above expression for yN, the expression for the pace of innovation in the 

steadyy state (y'N) is only changed for the value of the parameter C,. Ultimately the overlap in the produced 

varietiess will virtually vanish because of the introduction of trade: 

T^7^XK +IV-P)-- P.45) 
1-11 1 

Tradee promotes competition, avoiding duplicative R&D and thereby raising the innovation rate. 

Internationall trade also implies more competition on the goods markets: the number of firms 

increases.. However, the size of the goods market also increases. The first effect puts a downward 

pressuree on profits, whereas the second effect raises the return on investment in R&D. The result of both 

forcess is therefore ambiguous, and in the model the two effects exactly cancel. 

Inn summary, trade may foster growth by a better exploitation of scale economies and by creating 

ann incentive to innovate rather than to imitate. These positive effects will deluge any negative effect of 

inter-industryy specialisation, as long as countries have identical relative endowments of basic inputs. A 

reallocationn of resources at the expense of R&D may occur if dissimilar countries engage in trade. 

1''  This argument is strengthened if Bertrand competition is a viable and credible policy for  the incumbent producer. 
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2.5.42.5.4 Diverging growth rates 

Inn the absence of international spillovers countries can grow at different rates. Grossman and Helpman 

(1991)) show that trade of goods and capital may then increase growth differences, so that a large country, 

thatt is better able to exploit the economies of scale, can eventually dominate the market for differentiated 

goods.. The possibility of lasting differences in growth rates relates to the structure of the model: similar 

too the model of Buiter and Ktetzer (1991) a non-traded or non-transferable good is used as an input in 

thee production of a traded good. 

Thee possibility of different and diverging growth rates disappears in the presence of knowledge 

spillovers,, even if countries differ in R&D technology as represented by the parameter A in equation (42). 

Differencess in R&D technology, while allowing for knowledge spillovers and international trade, imply 

differencess in wealth of the households. The number of varieties in relation to the size of the labour force 

iss higher in the more productive country than in the less productive country. In the former country the 

wagess exceed those in the latter country, so that the supplied amount per variety differs between the 

countries.. The country with a comparative advantage in research "specializes" in the number of varieties 

ratherr than in the production of each variety. 

2.66 The empirics of growth 

Thiss section covers some empirical studies on economic growth, that touch upon the discussion in 

previouss sections. It does not provide a complete overview of the empirical literature on economic 

growth.. (See, however, for a recent and comprehensive survey of empirical growth literature Temple, 

1999.)) The renewed interest in the process of economic growth has not only produced a vast amount of 

theoreticall  articles and books, but has also initiated a great deal of empirical work. This section starts 

withh empirical testing of endogenous versus exogenous growth theories. It then briefly characterizes 

empiricall  evidence on three engines of growth: human capital, public infrastructure and R&D. 

Upp to now this chapter has been almost entirely devoted to endogenous growth theories. This 

shouldd not be taken to imply that these theories have rendered the traditional Solow growth model 

obsolete.. Mankiw, Romer and Weil (1992) have jumped to the defence of this model. They claim that 

oncee the model is augmented to incorporate human capital, it explains the data reasonably well. Countries 

(and(and regions) converge, but rather slowly. The Solow model can explain convergence whereas often 

simplee endogenous growth models cannot. However, the Solow model cannot explain the observed rate 

off  convergence. To explain the observed rate, the elasticity of production with respect to the reproducible 
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factorss in production (costs) must be higher than the usual one-third, being the share of physical capital 

inn production costs. Broadening the concept of capital to include both physical and human capital 

increasess the elasticity and allows the (augmented) model to explain not only convergence but also the 

observedd rate of convergence. 

Joness (1997) takes a different research approach but also ends up criticizing endogenous growth 

theories.. He argues that according to these theories a temporary increase in the investment rate should 

raisee production indefinitely, whereas the Solow model predicts that it raises production only temporary. 

AA time-series analysis gives support for die latter idea and not for the former. 

AA similar problem is that in cross-country regressions the variance of the dependent variable, the 

ratee of economic growth, is much higher than that of the explanatory variables. Swings in the growth 

ratess are therefore not easily explained by variables suggested in endogenous growth theories. Whereas, 

forr example, systems of public education or government investments in infrastructure do not change 

radically,, the growth rates can. Easterly et al. (1993) show that the correlation between growth rates in 

twoo subsequent decades is low, and often even negative. These findings fit well into the Solow model, 

inn which convergence is central, but are at odds with simple models of endogenous growth. 

Solow'ss model of growth is thus still relevant today. However, the various forms of critique 

shouldd not bear so much weight as to deny the relevance of endogenous growth theories, for several 

reasons.. First, the naive Solow model suggests a too low elasticity of production with respect to 

reproduciblee factors. Typically, the elasticity is given a value of one-third, corresponding to the share 

off  capital in national income. The work initiated by Romer and Lucas suggest a value of one, or even 

higher.. A value of one-third is definitely too low and a value of one is perhaps too high. Important is that 

ann elasticity significantly higher than one-third, implies a much higher return of government policies than 

economistss used to assume. Second, simple model of endogenous growth may not predict convergence, 

butt more elaborate models may very well exhibit this property. More elaborate models often incorporate 

thee plausible assumption that poor countries may (partly) catch up with rich countries through a slow 

processs of copying and learning state-of-the-art technologies. This makes the models of endogenous and 

exogenouss growth observationally equivalent, since both types of growth models then predict 

(conditional)) convergence. Third, the theoretical contributions have given economists more and better 

toolss to analyse and to understand the process of economic growth. For example, many endogenous 

growthh theories reject the traditional assumption that technology is universally available and applicable. 

Instead,, they adopt the idea that technological spillovers between two countries are imperfect or 

sometimess even absent. The spillovers are often thought to depend on trade between the countries or on 

thee education level of their respective labour force. Indeed, based on this idea Coe and Helpman (1995) 
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lookk for international spillovers. Their results point to strong effects of R&D by one country on total 

factorr productivity in other countries in the club of rich countries. 

Moree important than the distinction between endogenous and exogenous growth theories is the 

distinctionn between successful and unsuccessful policies. Here, attention is confined to three possible 

drivingg forces behind high growth or productivity: human capital, public infrastructure and R&D. 

Inn the cross-country regressions of Barro (1990, 1991), and also in later work by others, human 

capitall  shows up as an important determinant of productivity (growth).12 Investment in human capital 

mayy improve the long-run economic performance by directly raising productivity, but also by facilitating 

thee adoption of new, foreign technologies. This is suggested by the results of Benhabib and Spiegel 

(1994).. They include in Barro-like regressions a term capturing the interaction between human capital 

andd (foreign) technology, and find that this term significantly explains productivity growth. The evidence 

forr human capital is however not undisputed. Islam (1995) uses panel data to estimate growth equations 

andd cannot find a positive effect of human capital variables. When allowing for unobserved heterogeneity 

thee human capital variables become statically insignificant. In more simple terms, country-specific 

constantss give statistically a better explanation than human capital variables. 

Otherr factors than human capital also contribute to economic growth. Many studies, often pre-

datingg and different from the cross-country growth regressions, find large effects of public investment 

ass well as R&D expenditure on productivity, though different studies about public investment yield less 

consistentt results than those about R&D. Empirical work, initiated by Aschauer (1989), finds sometimes 

noo effect and sometimes large effects of government investment on productivity and production. 'Too 

goodd to be true?' wonders the World Bank (1994). Indeed, the estimated effects are sometimes 

implausiblyy high. (See for an overview of the empirical literature Sturm, 1997) 

Ambivalencee does not arise from studies into the effect of R&D on productivity (growth) at 

sectorall  or firm level. Typically the impact is found to be large and the private return on R&D investment 

iss often estimated to be 30% or more (see for references Nadiri, 1993). Jones and Williams (1998) argue 

thatt the estimated rate of return on R&D provides a lower bound for the true social rate. Assuming a 

sociall  return of 30% they suggest that the United States does not invest enough in R&D and should 

quadruplee (!) expenditure on R&D. Jones and Williams consider a closed economy. For the United States 

thiss assumption is not too bad, but for small economies it is not appropriate when accounting for the 

possibilityy of international spillovers. A small open economy is less likely to appropriate the returns of 

R&DD fully. However, Jacobs, Nahuis and Tang (1999) find strong evidence for significant spillovers 

22 Barro was not the first to come up with cross-country regressions. Nevertheless, they are often called Barro regressions. 
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withinn the Dutch economy, implying that the suggestion of Jones and Williams is also relevant for small 

openn economies. 

AA general conclusion is that relation between human capital and public infrastructure on the hand 

andd growth on the other hand is not robust. Some studies find a positive relation, whereas others do not. 

R&D,, however, has a robust, positive effect on growth. There is also ample evidence that the social 

returnn is higher than the private return. 

Naturally,, there are more determinants of growth than the three that have been discussed in this 

sectionn so far. Different researchers try different variables in cross-country growth regressions. For 

example,, growth is impeded by government consumption in Barro (1991), by public debt in Beetsma and 

Vann der Ploeg (1996) and by inflation Fischer (1993). However, the problem with this type of research 

iss that many results are not robust. A variable is statistically significant in one regression, but is 

insignificantt in another regression. This is true for human capital, public infrastructure but also for many 

otherr variables. Levine and Renelt show that often one can find two different sets of explanatory 

variables,, producing such an ambiguous result. The consequence is that successful policies are not easy 

too identify. 

2.77 Concluding remarks 

Thiss survey has dealt with several engines of growth: research for and development of new products, 

learningg by doing as a side effect of private investment and public investment in, for example, 

infrastructure.. Another, deliberately neglected but important, approach focuses on investment in human 

capital.. Although these views on growth may at first sight appear to rather different from each other, they 

aree not mutually exclusive and share common features. First, in contrast to the orthodox neoclassical 

theoryy savings do matter for the determination of the rate of economic growth. Consequently the design 

off  the fiscal system, the definition and the protection of property rights and the functioning of financial 

marketss are crucial to economic growth. Taxes on capital income, the fiscal method of depreciation, 

patentss on inventions, uncertainty about property rights (think of the situation in Eastern Europe or of 

thee political stability in South America), the channelling of funds from lenders to borrowers, all these 

factorss affect the rate of return on investment and therefore the willingness to postpone consumption. 

Howeverr not only structural policies but also ordinary budgetary policies interfere with growth if the 

Ricardiann equivalence does not hold. We have shown that an increase in public consumption or in 

governmentt debt will diminish the available funds for investment; consumption of the current generation 
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wil ll  not be totally crowded out as yet unborn generations wil l partly pay the higher taxes in the future. 

Second,, almost all the views on economic growth relate the accumulation of knowledge to externalities, 

soo that private decisions to save and to invest are not optimal and growth is from a social point of view 

tooo low. Naturally, this implies an active role for the government; depending on the engine of growth the 

governmentt should try to support research and development, improve the channels of international 

communication,, promote investment, maintain and expand the infrastructure and/or invest in education. 

Thee predictions of the recent theories in an international setting depend clearly on the translation 

fromm these theories from the context of a closed economy to one of an open economy and are therefore 

nott clear-cut. For example, the theoretical relationship between trade and growth has been thoroughly 

investigatedd but is ambiguous; empirical results reveal that it may be positive (Roubini and Sala-i-Martin, 

1991). . 

Thee orthodox theory of growth has a rather optimistic view on the issue of growth and 

development.. In contrast, the recent theories indicate that differences in levels of and even in growth 

ratess of production and consumption may persist. An interesting avenue for further research is therefore 

too extend these theories to allow for international migration of labour (see for example Burda and 

Wyplosz,, 1992). This line of research may provide a real-world perspective on the issue of growth and 

development. . 
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3.11 Introductio n 

Onee prominent feature of the labour market in almost any country is (collective) bargaining between 

firmss and trade unions. Countries however differ a great deal with regard to legislation on strikes and 

collectivee agreements, union membership, the degree of coordination among employers and among 

employees,employees, government interference with the process wage-setting, and so on. Institutional differences 

cann potentially explain the wide variety of experiences. Even though economies are becoming more 

integratedd and more similar in many respects, unemployment is high in some countries, and low in other 

countries.. Unemployment rates do not seem to converge. Understanding national institutions and in 

particularr the functioning of trade unions helps to understand the performance of national labour markets, 

andd therefore also the dynamic performance of countries. Whereas the traditional neoclassical theory of 

economicc growth relies on exogenous labour-augmenting technical progress to describe the secular rise 

inn labour productivity, and therefore denies any relationship between economic growth and 

unemployment,, more recent contributions envisage increases in productivity as consequence of economic 

activity,, and at least suggest interaction between technical progress and employment of labour. This 

chapterr examines the relation among trade unions, (different) institutional arrangements, unemployment 

andd economic growth closely. 

Economicc growth can be affected by unemployment in several ways. First, increasing returns to 

scalee at the level of an economy or at firm level imply that the level of employment has a positive effect 

onn the rate of return on (broadly defined) capital. More employment can then trigger more investment 

(( savings) and more growth. Second, Devereux and Lockwood (1991) and Bean and Pissarides (1992) 

exploree a different mechanism. In a life-cycle model for consumption unemployment has an ambiguous 

effectt on the pool of savings and the supply of investment funds. An increase in wages implies on the 

onee hand a decline of employment, but on the other hand a redistribution of income from the inactive, 

oldd generation to the active, young generation. The former effect tends to decrease savings, whereas the 

latterr effect tends to increase it, since the young save and the old dissave. Third, Aghion and Howitt 

(1994)) emphasize that more R&D not only means more growth, but also implies more destruction of j obs, 

leadingg to more search unemployment. This chapter offers another view on the relationship between 

growthh and unemployment. It stresses that unemployment fortifies barriers to entry, limits competition 

andd the supply of differentiated products, and may therefore harm prospects of economic growth. 
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Nationall  labour markets differ notably and importantly to the degree of coordination among 

employerss and among employees. In countries like the United States or Canada wages are set at firm 

level,, whereas in countries like Sweden or Austria wages are set at an economy-wide level. Olson (1982) 

andd also, in the context of trade unions, Calmfors and Driffil l (1988) stress that a 'small' special-interest 

groupp is merely concerned with redistribution of (total) income, while a 'large' special-interest group is 

alsoo concerned with total income. So, the level at which wage are bargained or set matters. In contrast 

too a union at the level of a firm, an economy-wide union may have the ability to substantially redistribute 

incomee in favour of its members, but rather may willingly abstain from this possibility, as it inevitably 

hass to consider the macroeconomic consequences of its actions: the negative effect of unemployment on 

productionn and growth. However, a trade union may be constrained in its choice of an optimal strategy. 

Thee absence or presence of binding contracts or, generally, the commitment of a union to an optimal 

strategyy is crucial. Grout (1984) and van der Ploeg (1987) show that asset specificity causes the optimal 

strategyy to be time-inconsistent: a union may be willin g to offer a wage or a time path of wages that 

inducee (specific) investment, but once investment has occurred is tempted to renege on the announced 

wagee scheme. Commitment is also central in this chapter. An economy-wide trade union may opt for low 

wagess and high profits so as to induce investment in new varieties. The result is superior in terms of 

welfaree to a decentralised, full-employment equilibrium. Increasing returns to scale and imperfect 

competitionn imply that in a decentralised equilibrium the factors of production are not paid their true 

marginall  value. The result is that the number of available varieties is too low. An economy-wide union 

iss able to recognize this and may try to correct this market failure. Unfortunately, this strategy of low 

wagess and high profits is time-inconsistent. 

Inn section 2 a general-equilibrium model will be put forward. In this model economic growth is 

simplyy equivalent to accumulation of broadly defined capital, and competition on the goods market is 

characterizedd by increasing returns to scale, monopolistic supply and costly entry. Households are 

assumedd to be infinitely-lived, ignoring the effect of unemployment on the intergenerational distribution 

off  income and on savings. Whereas in section 2 the labour market is perfectly competitive, in section 3 

tradee unions are involved in the determination of wages. The model allows us to discuss in section 3 the 

consequencess of unemployment for growth, especially the interaction of imperfect competition on the 

goodss market and on the labour market, the difference between wage-setting at the most decentralised 

andd the most centralised level, and the relation between wages and investment in specific capital. Section 

44 summarizes the main conclusions. 
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3.22 Imperfect competition on the goods market and growth 

Thee literature on endogenous growth rejects the assumption of decreasing returns to capital and 

postulatess constant (or increasing) returns to a broad measure of capital. Capital is thought to include not 

onlyy physical goods but also human capital, research and development, and public infrastructure. The 

assumptionn of constant returns implies that investment possibilities do not diminish and the return on 

investmentt does not fall when capital stock expands. Ongoing economic growth is then possible and 

sustainable.. However, increasing returns to scale at the level of firm are not compatible with perfect 

competition.. Two ways are open to tackle this difficulty One way is to assume imperfect competition, 

ratherr than perfect competition. Another way is to assume external economies of scale. 

Thee model in this chapter combines these two approaches. Economic growth is endogenous 

owingg to a learning-by-doing effect of aggregate investment. This effect is external to a firm. 

Furthermore,, the goods market is characterized by monopolistic competition. The model is akin to 

models,, put forward by Romer (1990) and by Grossman and Helpman (1991). However, in those models 

leaning-by-doingg fosters research for and development of new products, whereas in this model learning-

by-doingg is thought to improve the quality of existing products. This section employs the assumption of 

aa perfectlyy competitive labour market, but the next section 3.3. abandons this assumption and discusses 

thee consequences of wage-setting by trade unions. In this section attention is confined to the determinants 

off  capital accumulation and economic growth as well as product variety. 

Firms Firms 

Thee model distinguishes two sectors: first, a perfectly competitive sector using only intermediate goods 

andd producing final goods; second, a monopolistic competitive sector employing capital and labour and 

producingg intermediate, differentiated goods. The final goods are either consumed or added to the capital 

stock.. Capital accumulation is the engine of ongoing growth. 

Productionn of final goods Y requires differentiated inputs x{j) according to 

|*(/)V ; ; ,je[0,N],,je[0,N], 0<n<I. (3.1) 

Thee production function applies to an infinite set of intermediate goods, indexed by ƒ However only a 

subsett of these goods is supplied, and this subset is represented by the interval [0,N]. The 'number' of 

availablee varieties or ,equivalently, the 'number' of the firms that supply these varieties is represented 
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byy N. The production function has the property that a larger number of varieties implies higher factor 

productivity.. Ethier (1982) refers to this property as the (increasing) degree of specialization in 

production. . 

Profitt maximization under the assumption of perfect competition yields the inverse demand 

functionn for variety ie[0JI], 

,, P Y 

fxQTdjfxQTdj ( 3-2) 

wheree p(j) is the price of variety i. The price of the final good py equals the minimum production cost, 

i n n 

ƒ/>(/)) l-*dj " . (3.3) 

Thee price of final good pY is the numeraire and is normalised to one in the remainder of this chapter. In 

aa symmetric equilibrium in whichp(i) = p V/, the price of each variety is unity as well. 

AA firm in the monopolistic competitive sector supplying variety ie[0fl ] uses physical capital 

k(i)k(i) and labour /(i) in the production of differentiated goods. The production function exhibits increasing 

returnss to scale with respect to the employment of both factors. However, the productivity of both factors 

nott only depends on the level of production but also on the total capital stock K. This represents a 

learning-by-doingg effect, which - similar to the work of Arrow (1962) and Romer (1986) - depends on 

pastt investments and is external to the firm. The production function is of the Cobb-Douglas variety to 

keepp the model and its results simple, 

x(i)=Ak(i)x(i)=Ak(i)aaKKlalaI(if,I(if, a,(3<l, a + Psl . (3.4) 

where e 

N N 

KK = fk(i)di 

o o 

Householdss own the inputs and rent these to firms competitively. Capital and labour are fully 

mobilee between sectors. Therefore, the dynamic problem of the firm collapses into a static one; the firm 

simplyy equates the marginal revenue of the inputs to their rental prices in every period, given the price 

off  the final good, expenditure on final goods and production by other firms. 
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Eachh firm faces a downward-sloping demand function. Since the set of potential and available 

varietiess is a continuum, the price elasticity of demand is constant and equals (1- T\)'\ The consequence 

off  the monopolistic position is that payments to labour and to capital do not fully exhaust the total 

revenuee of the firm and profits are positive: r|(a + P) < 1. 

Settingg up a firm is an investment. The investment cost may include the time and the effort spend 

onn orientation and organization, or goods and labour devoted to product development. The total costs, 

denotedd F, probably depend on the wage rate, however we choose to scale the cost with the total capital 

stock,, F = fK. Firms will instantaneously enter the monopolistic competitive sector if the present value 

off  future profits JI exceeds the set up cost. In other words, no entrance will occur if 

-- - fau)du 
[7i(v)ee ' dv s F{t) . (3-5) 
t t 

Thee introduction of a new product is more rewarding than imitation of already existing product, and 

entrantss do not wish to compete with incumbents. Consequently each firm is indeed a monopolistic 

supplierr of a variety. 

Firmss can issue shares to finance the set up cost. The reward for setting-up a firm is the sum of 

dividendss - the profits of a firm - and expected capital gains or losses. Under the assumption of perfect 

foresight,, return on the stock market should equal the return on capital goods or on consumer loans. The 

no-arbitragee condition is thus 

r-i®.r-i®.  Ü& , (3.6) 
v(00 */ ) l ; 

inn which v represents the stock market value of firm i', a dot denotes a time derivative, and n is the profit 

off  this firm. 

Beforee presenting other elements of the analysis, let us exploit the symmetry in equilibrium. All 

firmsfirms face the same conditions and are identical: they choose the same level of production and the same, 

correspondingg price. Using as well that at an aggregate level the identity K=K must hold the production 

off  final goods can be rewritten, 

YY = N6L*K = K1K, Q = J-^L3Ê. < 1, ( 3 7 ) 

n n 
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wheree L is total employment and K is capital coefficient. Clearly, the production of final goods is linear 

inn the capital stock. Economic growth is thus endogenous; production is unitarily elastic with respect to 

onee of the reproducible factors: capital. The other factors of production, L and N, are in equilibrium 

constant.. By assumption the population does not grow, and a result of the model the number of available 

productss that does not change over time as well. This result wil l be discussed in more detail shortly. 

Savingss determine the rate of capital accumulation and economic growth and depend on the real 

ratee of interest. Ignoring depreciation of capital, the real interest rate r equals the marginal revenue of 

capital, , 

r== —, sK=r\a, (3.8) 
K K 

wheree sK is the share of capital in total revenue. The real interest rate depends on employment. This 

resultss from economies of scale. Knowledge K is assumed to be a non-rival productive factor.13 Besides, 

productionn is subject to economies of scale at the level of a firm. The interest rate also increases with the 

numberr of varieties. This is a result of two opposing effects. First, an increased number of intermediate 

inputss entails a productivity gain in the final goods sector. Second, an increased number of firms in the 

intermediatee goods sector implies less capital and less labour for each firm and therefore a loss in 

productivity.. The gain however outweighs the loss. The gain of more varieties is strictly larger than the 

losss of a smaller scale of production. 

Profitt per firm are an important determinant of product variety. Profit is a constant fraction of 

firms'firms' revenue, 

**  = - £ > sN = (1-Tia-nP) . (3.9) 
KK  N 

Households Households 

Householdss are supposed to be infinitely-lived and have identical preferences, 

t / (0= | ln [c (v) ]ep ( v 'Vv ,, (3.10) 

Anotherr example in which the non-rivalrous character of knowledge yields a similar relationship between the interest rate and 

thee population size can be found in Grossman and Helpman (1991). 
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wheree c is consumption, p the rate of time preference and intertemporal elasticity of substitution equals 

one.. A household maximizes (9)) subject to a budget constraint: The non-human wealth of a household 

consistss of capital goods and shares. This yields the familiar Ramsey rule. Since the population is 

constantt over time, total consumption, C = Lc, grows at the rate, 

£ = r - p .. (3.11) 

DecentralisedDecentralised equilibrium 

Thee rate of capital accumulation can be deduced from the macroeconomic budget constraint. The setup 

costt do not require scarce resources and are merelyy a redistribution between households. These cost do 

nott affect the resource constraint and parallel an income transfer, 

KK = Y-C. (3.12) 

Thee equations (3.6), (3.11) and (3.12) form a system of three linear differential equations with two 

forward-lookingg variables (consumption and the stock market value of firms) and one backward looking 

variablee (the capital stock). Two of the three roots do not satisfy the transversality condition; for a given 

numberr of available varieties a unique rational-expectations equilibrium exists and is immediately 

reachedd as consumption and the stock market value jump to the values at which the three variables grow 

att a common rate g, 

gg = r\aN9L*-p. (3.13) 

Thee value of the firm at time t exactly matches in equilibrium the present discounted value of 

expectedd profits from t onwards and is supposed to decline with the number of firms. The spending on 

intermediatee inputs is spread evenly over each variety. If the number of varieties increases the outlays 

onn each variety decrease. This negative effect on profit per firm dominates the effect on productivity in 

thee final goods sector. The parameter 0 is less than unity, so that the returns on the introduction of a new 

productt decrease when the range of already existing products expands. This restriction on 9 assures that 

aa unique value for the number of varieties (A/*) exists at which the value of the (representative) firm 

equalss the set-up cost,14 

144 Note that this condition says that the profits per period should in equilibrium match the consumption out of non-human wealth 

thatt investors have foregone to finance the set-up cost. 
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ssNNN'*~N'*~llLt Lt 
—— = ƒ, sN = x\Q . (3.14) 

P P 

Iff  N(t) < TV*, the value of the firm exceeds the set-up cost, and firms will enter business until the equality 

iss restored; if JV(f) > TV*, no firm will enter or exit the sector. Attention is confined to a configuration in 

whichh the equality (3.14) exactly holds. 

Ann increase in the supply of labour implies an increase in the market size. Therefore, an increase 

inn the labour force boosts both the number of firms and the growth rate. A fall in the subjective rate of 

timee preference increases the growth rate through two channels. First, the households are more willing 

too save and invest, and, second, product variety increases. Larger set-up costs require a higher 

profitabilityy of each firm and imply therefore less competition (for expenditure), and less growth. 

Thee external effect of investment (a<l) causes the interest rate in the market equilibrium to be 

beloww the socially optimal value. This downward bias in the interest rate is aggravated by the 

monopolisticc competition - directly and indirectly. On the one hand an expansion of the capital stock is 

perceivedd not only to increase the output of a product but also to decrease the price of this good, so that 

thee return on investment in capital is too low (r\<l). On the other hand the return on research for and 

developmentt of a new product is also insufficient to give the right incentive to offer different varieties 

(seee appendix A for a characterization of the socially optimal number of varieties and economic growth). 

Thee overall bias in the interest rate distorts the intertemporal choice between consumption and 

investment,, so that the growth rate of the consumption, production and the capital stock is too low. 

Anyy change that causes the value of the firm to exceed the set-up cost will invoke entry into the 

intermediatee goods sector. However, the opposite is not true. Firms will always remain in business. The 

fixedfixed costs only affect the decision to start a firm, but do not interfere with the decision to continue or 

too stop - once these costs have been incurred. And as the profits are positive, firms will decide to 

continuee their production under any circumstances. Actual or foreseeable adverse changes in the level 

orr in the growth of the profits wil l only show up in the stock market value as this jumps to ensure the no-

arbitragee condition. Different configurations may of course yield different outcomes. For example the 

additionall  assumption of fixed costs per period establishes a lower bound to the present discounted value 

off  (gross) profits. Production wil l cease if the value of the firm is negative. Note however that the entry 

andd exit condition do not coincide due the one-time cost. Exactly this difference makes demands by a 

unionn to increase wages and consequently to depress the value of the firm possible and credible. 
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3.33 Unions and economic growth 

Inn this section the assumption of a perfectly competitive labour market is abandoned. Instead, a union 

hass the ability to set a wage unilaterally. As before the firm cannot influence the wage and has the right 

too manage; given the wage a typical firm determines employment. The casee of a monopoly union is not 

thoughtt to be a realistic one but should be bring to the fore the macroeconomic consequences of labour 

markett institutions, especially the level at which employers and employees bargain or cooperate. In the 

followingg three symmetric cases wil l be considered. First, at the most decentralised level of wage setting 

eachh firm faces a union. Second, at an intermediate level a subset of all firms is confronted by a union. 

Thiss case is similar to wage setting at an industry level. However, the boundaries of an industry are not 

definedd by the characteristics of product markets but by organisation of the labour market. Third, at the 

mostt centralised level a single, economy-wide union determines the wage. 

AA union maximises a Benthamite welfare function by setting the wage rate every period or by 

choosingg a path of wages in the case of centralised wage-determination. Union members derive only 

incomee from labour or from social security payments, that are financed by a proportional tax on labour 

andd benefit income. This assumption is made for convenience and implies that society consists of two 

groups,, capitalists and workers. Profits and interest accrue to the class of capitalist. This configuration 

doess not alter the results qualitatively in the case of wage-setting at decentralised or intermediate level, 

butbut wil l be discussed in the case of an economy-wide union. 

Thee welfare function of a typical union is 

U„(t)U„(t)  = ƒ U[L(v),W(v),B{v)} e"p(v"° dv, 
i i 

U[L(v),W(v),B(v)]=L(P,v)ln[W(v)]U[L(v),W(v),B(v)]=L(P,v)ln[W(v)] + [M-L(P,v)] ln[5(v)], (3.15) 

p p 

L(P,v)L(P,v) = ƒ L(i,v)di, 
o o 

wheree P is the relevant non-zero measure for a subset of all existing firms, that may range from an 

infinitesimallyy small value to the total number of firms N, L(P) is the demand for labour by firms 

belongingg to this subset, M is the relevant, exogenous number of members, W is the wage set by the 

union,, and B is benefit income.15 Taxes to finance the unemployment benefits are proportional to income 

Notee that both types of households have similar  preferences. 
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andd apply to both labour income and benefit income. The consequence is that the tax rate does not affect 

thee wage decision of unions.16 The equilibrium defined in the preceding section will serve as a 

benchmark.. The number of firms does not change, N= AT. The case that the decision to start a firm is 

influencedd by the expected actions of a union wil l not be analysed. 

3.3.3.3. J Wage-setting at the most decentralised and at an industry level 

Thee symmetric case of wage-setting at the most decentralised level entails that there are as many unions 

ass firms. A representative union tries to maximise the welfare function (3.15) subject to the marginality 

conditionss of the firm by setting the real wage in terms of the consumption price. The wages set by other 

unions,, the prices set by other firms and demand for consumption and investment goods are exogenous 

too a small union. A union does not take into account the actions or reactions by other unions, since the 

numberr of firms and unions is large. It also does not internalise the effects of its choices on other unions. 

Twoo effects may be distinguished. First, by raising the wage and the price of a product, demand shifts 

too other differentiated products. Second, by commanding a wage above its market-clearing level 

unemploymentt results and total income and total demand decreases in current and future periods. Owing 

too the perfect mobility of capital the dynamic problem for the firm to maximise profits now and in the 

futuree and for a union to maximise welfare of its members now and in the future is merely a static one. 

Optimisationn in the short run, i.e. each period, does not disagree with intertemporal objectives. 

Concentratingg on the interior solution to the problem of the representative union, the before-tax 

wagee is above the market-clearing level and the wage is a constant mark-up over benefit income, 

.. W 1 1-r.a 

wheree c° is the wage elasticity of labour demand.17 A measure for the monopoly power of a union is the 

inversee of this elasticity. The elasticity itself depends on the monopoly power of a firm (n<l) and the 

economiess of scale in production (a+P>l): 1 -T|(a+13)>0. So, the ability of a union to raise the wage above 

thee competitive wage derives from the ability of a firm to make positive profits. A union tries to enrich 

thee employees at the expense of the owners of a firm. Since capital is fully mobile, the possibility of 

Thetaxrateff  follows, given the benefit income ,̂ from the government budget constraint: t [L W + \N-L)BJ - (N-L)B. 

Duee to the choice of the Cobb-Douglas production function substitution possibilities between capital and labour are restricted 

andd do not explicitly appear in the expression for the wage elasticity of labour demand. 
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incomee redistribution requires positive profits and that the initial investment to establish a firm is a sunk 

cost.. The extent of the redistribution is however limited by the size of the profits. 

Unionss raise the wage rate above the market-clearing level, resulting in lasting unemployment.IS 

Thiss affects the marginal revenue of capital. The higher wage rate depresses the return on investment and 

householdss (= capitalists) save less, harming the prospects of growth. Note that in principle not only a 

taxx on capital income but also a tax on labour income may distort the intertemporal choice between 

currentt and future consumption and the rate of economic growth. The tax scheme that is employed here 

doess not affect the before-tax wage.19 However, a tax on labour income, initially reducing the difference 

betweenn the after-tax wage income and the after-tax benefit income, wil l put an upward pressure on 

before-taxx wages. Unions try to pass on the tax burden. The result is more unemployment and a lower 

returnn on capital investment. The danger is therefore that government spending may crowd out private 

investment. . 

Bargainingg over the wage at the level of an industry or sector is approximated by assuming that 

ann arbitrary group of firms face one and the same union. This group is a subset of all existing firms. In 

thee symmetric case all firms encounter a union and the unions are equal with respect to the number of 

firmss in a group. The unions apply the same rule for determination of the wage rate as the unions at.the 

mostt decentralised level, so that the margin between the wage and the unemployment benefit equals the 

inversee of the wage elasticity, 

In—— = —, eT = —-—^—, 0<p<\, cwn 

wheree p is the ratio between the number of firms in a group and the number of firms in total. Contrary 

too the analysis in the preceding paragraphs the relevant wage elasticity of labour demand (es) depends 

onn the market share of the group of firms. Owing to a difference in perceived monopoly power, i.e. the 

wagee elasticity, the mark-up of the wage over the unemployment benefit is higher. The monopoly power 

onn the labour market derives from monopoly power on the goods market. Because a union can ignore 

substitutionn between varieties within the subset, its monopoly power rises with the market share of the 

group.. Wage-setting at the level of an industry therefore implies more unemployment and less growth 

thann wage-setting at the level of a firm. The result that the demanded wage rate is positively related to 

thee level of aggregation corresponds to Calmfors and Driffil l (1988). An industry union may be seen as 

Thiss assumes an interior solution exists. 

199 See footnote 4. 
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aa coalition of (smaller) unions. Calmfors and Driffil l assume that the coalitions are moulded within 

sectorss that supply the nearest substitute, whereas here the coalitions could be formed randomly. 

Wagee setting at sectoral level appears to yield inferior results than wage-setting at firm level. The 

monopolyy power of sectoral union is simply higher. However, investment externalities are reason why 

thiss simple conclusion is necessarily justified. The next section discusses wage-setting by a national, 

economy-widee union, that takes into account the effect of its actions on the pace of capital accumulation 

andd the rate of economic growth. The leaming-by-doing effect of investment is for a national union a 

reasonn to choose relatively low wages. If the investment externality is confined to a subset of firms, this 

resultt is also relevant for wage-setting by a sectoral union and qualifies the simple conclusion that 

sectorall  wage-setting or wage-bargaining is inferior.20 

3.3.23.3.2 Wage-setting at the most centralised level 

Special-interestt groups may serve the interest of their members either by trying to foster economic 

efficiencyy and growth or by trying to redistribute income in favour of the group and at the expense of the 

restt of society. According to Olson (1982) 'small' organizations tend to increase their share in income, 

whereass 'large' organizations have an incentive to raise income. An economy-wide union is torn between 

twoo forces. On the one hand an encompassing union has more power to raise wages than unions at 

industryy or firm level, but on the other hand it cannot ignore the unfavourable macroeconomic 

consequencess of its actions. In the above model one large union may internalise effects that are external 

too many small unions. First, it has to take into account the effect of (un)employment on the rate of 

interestt and the rate of economic growth. Second, it may internalise the external effect of investment. 

Third,, an economy-wide union may take into account the government budget constraint. After all, the 

employedd members partly pay the unemployed members. Fourth, an economy-wide union may want to 

fosterr the research for and development of new products by redistributing income from workers to firms, 

ass the introduction of new products does not require resources in the aggregate (or - alternatively -

becausee product variety is not optimal). Below two case wil l be discussed in detail. In the first case an 

economy-widee union considers the negative effect of high wages on capital accumulation and economic 

growth.. In the second case the union even opts for full employment, but also tries to increase the range 

off  available intermediate goods. 

200 In the model firms equally benefit from investment by all other firms. Conceivable is however a symmetric situation in which 

eachh firm belongs to a subset and within the subset investment has an external effect on production. 
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AnAn economy-wide union and capital accumulation 

Beforee plunging into the intertemporal optimisation problem of the union, consider savings by the class 

off  capitalists. The pace of capital accumulation solely depends on these savings. Usingg that the class of 

workerss fully consumes its income and also pays the taxes to finance unemployment benefits, total 

savingss are equal to ( sK + SN)K'1 K-CC, where Cc is consumption by the class of capitalists. Consumption 

CCcc obeys the Ramsey rule. Scaling it with the capital stock, indicated by a lower-case letter, gives 

éécc = Cc[Cc - P - SNK'') • 

sincee r =SKK~1 .The change in the capital stock becomes 

/ / 
c c 

K. K. 

c c 
SSrrK'K' XX - O 

AA union can thus affect the pace of capital accumulation in two ways. First, it could raise capital 

productivityy K"1. A (permanently) higher return on investment brings about a (permanently) higher 

accumulationn rate. Second, the union could let consumption by the capitalists grow at a lower rate than 

thee capital stock. However, consumption trails the capital stock only temporarily. For example, rising 

wagess in efficiency units, resulting in decreasing employment and declining profits (SNK1), leads initially 

too more savings, since current consumption already anticipates declining profits, whereas current profits 

aree still relatively high. A policy of ever rising wages in efficiency units to boost savings is excluded 

fromfrom the following analysis. In other words, a union does not try to manipulate consumption by 

capitalistss relative to the capital stock.21 For this reason, the capital stock might as well be decomposed 

intoo two parts Kt and K2 such that the product of the two equals the capital stock, K = K^K2. The union 

ignoress the changes in the second measure for the capital stock, but takes into account the consequences 

off its actions for the first measure. This measure evolves according to 

k,k, = [SKK* - P)KV 

Thiss is a relevant constraint for the union. 

Thiss also avoids the problem of time-inconsistency. Now a union could announce a path of rising wages, but later it may want 

too choose a different path, boosting savings but also fooling other agents. Institutions to ensure commitment to an optimal but time-

inconsistentt plan may not exist. The solution to the dynamic problem should however be credible. This can be achieved in two, 

probablyy similar ways. First, a feedback solution rather than an open-loop solution can be calculated (see for example Cohen and 

Michel,, 1988). Second, the Nash solution can be computed. This presupposes a loss in leadership, i.e. the union does not try to 

influencee the behaviour of other agents. The latter approach is adopted here. 
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Thee union maximises the welfare function (3.15) subject to a labour demand function and the 

accumulationn of capital by choosing a path of wages, where at any point of time the wage and the capital 

stockk are perceived to influence employment as well as the capital productivity of capital. The number 

off  varieties is given and the condition for no-entry does not necessarily hold with equality. To focus 

entirelyy on the main dynamic interaction between wages and the capital stock, the union is assumed to 

disregardd the government budget constraint, linking unemployment and taxes. Later, the consequences 

off  internalising the government budget constraint will be discussed. Contrary to analysis in the previous 

subsection,, the setting of the wage entails an intertemporal choice between the immediate effect on 

welfaree - income of employed members and unemployment- and the distant effect on welfare - the rate 

off  capital accumulation. Consequently, the union maximises 

U(t)U(t) = f(L(v)\n[Wy)]+[M-L(v)]B(v))e-*v-0dv, (3.18) ) 

subjectt to a labour demand function, 

LL = I W W (( U/ V EC \ 
,, 0<8< 1 -a, zn = cc 1-p K,K,  i 

(3.19) ) 

thee changes in the relevant measure for the capital stock 

(3.20) ) 

andd the changes in the value of firms, scaled with the first measure for the capital stock, v = —, 

vv = pv 
SSNNK~K~11KK2 2 

NN : 
(3.21) ) 

where e 

K"11 = iV eLp ' x . V 6 6 

I * . . 
andd where / is a constant and ec is the wage elasticity of labour demand. Assume that the union does not 

alwayss realise that in equilibrium K = K. The extent to which the learning-by-doing effect of investment 

iss external to the union is measured by the parameter 8: this effect is internalised by the union to the same 

extentt as firms if 5 equals 1 -a, and fully if 5 equals zero. Note that the interest rate equals SKKM]. 

Thee first-order conditions are, 
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-E-EccL{lnW-lnB)L{lnW-lnB) + L - E ^ ^ K ' ^ K , = 0, (3.22) 

(J^tf,)) - p(V^i ) = +dsKK~\KK\) ~ ec(l-8)[L{lnW-\nB) * P ^ K " 1 ] , ( 3 ' 2 3) 

KK = 0, (3.24) 

Ass before the wage affects employment and income of employed members immediately. However, 

unemploymentt in the present and in the future also diminishes capital productivity in the current and the 

followingg periods and therefore the pace of capital accumulation. The shadow prices related to the capital 

stockk and the value of the firm, XK and \„ project the future state of affairs to the present. The (modified) 

shadoww price of capital is the present and discounted value of the marginal value of the capital stock in 

thee future. For a given wage, an increase in the capital stock leads to more employment and therefore also 

too a higher capital productivity. Besides, in the perception of the union an increase in the capital stock 

leadss to a decrease of the real interest rate, unless the union fully internalises the learning-by-doing effect 

off  capital investment and 5=0. The applied discount rate is equal to the union's rate of time preference 

andd the perceived decrease in the interest rate owing to an expansion of the capital stock. The shadow 

pricee of capital is positive, and equation (3.22) reveals that a decrease in the capital productivity resulting 

fromfrom an increase in unemployment is an argument for the union to restrain wages. Since the no-entry 

conditionn is not binding in the presence of unemployment, the value of a representative firm can freely 

bee determined by the union and the related shadow price is zero. 

Contraryy to unions at the level of a firm or an industry, an economy-wide union takes into 

accountt the adverse effect of unemployment on investment and economic growth. However, this does 

nott necessarily imply that centralised wage-setting entails lower wages and higher employment than 

decentralisedd wage-setting, because the monopoly power of an economy-wide union may be large. The 

first-orderr condition along the balanced growth path clearly shows this trade-off, 

.. W 1 ec_ 1( l - 5 ) r 
In—— = — - ^ — ' - , (3.25) 

BB  €c ec p + or 

__ (1-5)1 
KK]KK] ~ ~pTo7- ( 3 2 6) 
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Figuree 3.1 shows for the three cases - decentralised, sectoral and centralised wage-setting - the 

perceivedd wage elasticity. Clearly, trade unions have more market power when wages are set sectoral 

levell  rather than at firm level. The perceived wage elasticity falls when the sectoral unions increase in 

sizee and can set wages in more and/or larger sectors. To compare these two cases with wage-setting at 

ann aggregate level is more difficult, since the outcome depends on more than one parameter. However, 

thee figure shows the most plausible outcome where the perceived wage elasticity is lower for the one, 

economy-widee union than for the many, small unions at firm level: eD<ec.
22 In this configuration the 

economy-widee union has relatively much market power. It wil l not use this power to its full potential 

sincee this would discourage capital accumulation which is already too low. 

Figuree 3.1 Union size and perceived wage elasticities 

perceived d 
wagee elasticity 

__ l -no( i -p ) 
l-T1(a.+i3Xl-Jp) ) 

Ec.rp p 

V-L V-L 

unionn size, p 

Inn the model the intertemporal decisions are distorted for two reasons - except for the monopoly power 

off  unions. First, by the nature of monopolistic competition the private marginal value of capital is below 

thee social marginal value; an expansion of capital and production is perceived by the firm to lower the 

!! This outcome wil l prevail if the returns to scale are not too large and , in particular, if 6 + p < 1. 
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pricee of its output. Second, the learning-by-doing effect is external to firms. An economy-wide union has 

aa different perception on the determination of prices and output than a small firm. It may also incorporate 

thee learning-by-doing effect. If the union fully internalises the external effect of investment (8=0) the 

presentt discounted value of the capital stock is higher than if it does not (6= 1 -a). In the former case the 

unionn is more inclined to restrain wages than in the latter case. Internalising the external effect therefore 

shiftss the choice from income to employment, and the union opts for more investment and higher 

economicc growth. 

Too keep the above analysis tractable and clear some issues have not been addressed so far. First, 

thee economy-wide union may incorporate the government budget constraint, linking taxes to 

unemployment.. If the social security system is wholly or partly funded by workers this provides the union 

aa strong incentive to restrain wage increases. Second, the members of the union may earn income from 

financiall  assets. This modifies the analysis considerably. For example, the union should take into account 

thatt high wages and unemployment depress profits and erode the non-human wealth of its members. The 

suggestionn is thus that other considerations, the government budget constraint and non-human wealth of 

members,, also change the balance for an economy-wide union in favour of employment rather than 

income. . 

AnAn economy-wide union and product variety 

Forr the above reasons the optimal wage in the case of centralised wage-setting may very well equal the 

competitivee wage. Full employment does not necessarily imply that the union cannot influence the 

marginall  revenue of capital by varying the wage. It could redistribute labour income to profit income, 

inducingg more research for and development of new products and increasing specialisation of inputs in 

production.. The union has to trade the level of the wages against investment in new varieties. The 

problemm resembles the preceding one. The main difference is an additional constraint: owing to the no-

entryy condition (3.5) the value of the firm is not an instrument to the union. Only the case that the no-

entryy condition is binding at the start of the period will be considered. The wage is written as fraction 

(s(sLL)) of the marginal revenue of labour to a firm in terms of final goods, and labour is assumed to be 

efficientlyy allocated among firms. Consequently, the union chooses sL and to N(t) so as to maximise 

U{t)U{t) = Lf\n[W(v)]dv, (3.27) 

subjectt to, 
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KKxx =(sKKl - p)Kx, (3.28) 

is is 

vv =pv - i \ - s - s ) > (3.29) 

SS r K K.. A , 
WW = — l-^, (3.30) 

wheree L is given and constant. The optimal sL and N can be derived from first-order conditions in 

equilibriumm at the start of the planning period: 

ssLL KN 
(3.31) ) 

Jv.. A., 

KK = 0, (3.33) 

e[ii  + J^K"1^/:] - o-e)— = o. (3.34) 

Thee union has an incentive to restrain wages in order to raise the value of the firm and to expand the 

numberr of varieties. On the hand the diversity of inputs positively affects the productivity of labour and 

capital.. On the other hand it depresses profits per firm, so that wages have to be decreased to meet the 

no-entryy condition. The optimal fraction sL exceeds zero if the production of final goods is concave in 
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thee measure for variety, 9<1. Combining the three first-order conditions along a balanced-growth path 

yieldss the share of profits in total income,23 

SSNN = l-SK'5L = (l'SK) P + — 
11 (3.35) 
-o+r -o+r 
9 9 

or,, equivalently, the share of labour, 

*L*L 1-8 

e* i ''  (336) 

Clearly,, if the returns to investment in product variety do not diminish sharply, the union is inclined to 

sett a high profit share and a low labour share. The choice between profits and wages depends on the rate 

off  interest and the union's rate of time preference. Expanding the range of available intermediate goods 

leadss to more capital accumulation and to higher wages. The gains of more product variety are partly in 

thee future. 

Thee research for and development of new varieties does not demand resources and does not 

temporarilyy temper accumulation of capital. As the union does not face the choice between expansion 

off  the capital stock or an extension of the product range, its choice is likely to favour wage restraint. If 

thee introduction of new products does require scarce resources, the union may still have an incentive to 

sett the wage below the competitive wage. The external effect of aggregate investment and imperfect 

competitionn in the goods market bias directly or indirectly the supply of varieties and the interest rate 

downwards.. The union may therefore act in its own interest by (partly) remedying the ensuing distortion, 

byy redistributing income from employees to employers. 

Thee success or failure of the union's strategy depends preponderantly on its ability or disability 

too commit to this strategy credibly. For once a firm has been established and a new product has been 

launchedd the union may decide to cheat; the union can harmlessly raise wages at the expense of profits, 

becausee investment expenditures to set up a firm are sunk costs. Production wil l not cease and a firm will 

nott exit as long as profits are strictly positive, so that the wage can in fact be set at the level that just 

ensuress full employment. Formally, the no-entry condition at a later date is not binding and the value of 

233 The system of equations, describing the economy and including the first-order conditions for the union, imply that the economy 

immediatelyy jumps to a balanced-growth path. 
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aa representative firm is an instrument to the union, so that the associated shadow price will then be equal 

too zero. The marked difference between the time-inconsistent and the time-consistent policy is intimately 

relatedd to the character of the reproducible productive factor - variety of available products. Product 

varietyy is a stock that consists of past investments to establish firms or to introduce new products. The 

stockk of this productive factor has no alternative use. In other words, the adjustment costs to employ the 

stockk of past investments for an alternative, productive purpose are infinite. 

3.44 Concluding remarks 

Forr a union, economies of scale at firm level are a strong argument to choose relatively low wages. 

Increasingg wages chokes demand for labour and also demand for capital goods. The smaller scale of 

productionn reduces efficiency and lowers labour productivity, leading to even less demand for labour. 

Similarly,, a union taking into account external economies of scale or an investment externality, is 

inclinedd to set relatively low wages. This chapter has mainly focussed on a national, economy-wide 

union.. Considering that employment is a determinant of capital accumulation, a national union is inclined 

too restrain wage demands. Wages will be lower the more the union incorporates a learning-by-doing 

effectt of investment. A union may even want to transfer income from workers to firms in order to boost 

investmentt in R&D and expand product variety. Successfully pursuing this option requires that a union 

cann commit itself to a time-inconsistent plan. A more general conclusion is that - in the presence of 

investmentt externalities - a union does not want to frustrate investment and may even want to boost 

investment.. This conclusion may also apply to sectoral unions. The discussion of wage-setting by a 

nationall  union is also relevant for sectoral wage-setting or wage-bargaining, if externalities are confined 

too a sector or a region. The idea that sectoral wage-bargaining is inferior to bargaining at firm level or 

att a national level, does not have to be true in the presence of local or regional externalities. 

Thiss chapter has not discussed the scope of externalities so far. Are they local, national or 

international?? Evidence on this matter does not give an unequivocal outcome. Typically empirical studies 

inn the United States trying to estimate the effect of R&D on production or factor productivity find that 

thee return on R&D is relatively high (see Nadiri, 1993, Jones and Williams, 1998). This suggests that 

effortss to introduce new or better products are too little, and have external effects on production and 

investmentt elsewhere. Besides, more evidence for local and national externalities come from studies 

linkingg at sectoral or firm level R&D and productivity (see for example Jacobs, Nahuis and Tang, 1999). 

However,, Coe and Helpman (1995) and others find that the benefits of R&D are not confined to regional 
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orr national zones. Instead, they find that R&D in one country raises factor productivity in another country 

(withinn the group of rich countries). 

Thee evidence on the (geographical) boundaries of externalities is thus mixed. This may very well 

reflectt that local, national and international spillovers are not mutually exclusive and are equally 

important.. Since sectoral spillovers seem to be significant and affect the outcome of wage-bargaining 

betweenn employers and employees, sectoral wage bargaining is not necessarily inferior to wage 

bargainingg at a national level or at firm level. 
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Appendixx A Accumulation of varieties 

Thee problem of the optimal variety cannot be settled explicitly within the context of the model, as the 

introductionn of new varieties does not require resources, and the solution that the number of products 

shouldd be infinite is trivial and uninteresting. The problem can however be approached by analogous 

reasoning.. The model is therefore modified on two accounts: the introduction of products demands 

resourcess and takes time. The problem becomes to maximize 

W(t)W(t) = j\n[C(v)]e-«v,)dv, (Al ) 

i i 

subjectt to, 

KK = N*K-C-RK, (A2) 

TVV = BR, (A3) 

wheree A and B technology parameters. The range of available products is represented as before by a 

measuree N, and expands with BR if RK goods are devoted to the research for and development of 

products.. The size of the population is normalised to unity. The reproducible productive factors K and 

NN wil l not be accumulated simultaneously; either NorK wil l be accumulated. These two cases have to 

bee distinguished. 

II  XN > lKK; N > 0, K = 0 

C-'' = BXN (A4) 

kkKK = (p - N» - R)XK (A5) 

*.„„  = (p - QN*-%N (A6) 

III  XN <; lKK; N = 0, K > 0 

C"11 = XK (A7) 
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iiKK = (p - N*)\K (A8) 

iiNN = pXN - QKN\ (A9) 

Thee change in regimes occurs if BkN = XK K, or equivalently, if 

ox/99 1 
—— = Bl . (A10) 

P P 

Fromm this equality the optimal range of available products (N") can be deduced. Both regimes can be 

distinguishedd by the initial condition for N. If N(t) < N" regime I applies, and if N(t) z N" regime II 

applies.. Owing to the concavity of the production function for goods with respect to variety the extension 

off  the product range is more rewarding than the expansion of the capital stock if N(t) is low. However, 

thee return on investment to increase variety is decreasing. Therefore, the transition from regime I to 

regimee II occurs if N has approached N*' and consumption in both regimes are equal. 

Thee similarity between the no-entry condition (3.20) and the equality (A 10) should be apparent. 

Clearly,, monopolistic competition depresses the return on investment in both alternatives - the capital 

stockk and product variety. The beneficial effect of specialization is not fully reflected by the reward to 

investors.. Consequently, the number of available varieties is too low. The difference between the 

competitivee and the optimal interest rate may either mitigate or aggravate this distortion. Note that this 

differencee cannot only be attributed to monopolistic competition and the external effect of investment 

directlyy (t|, a < 1), but also indirectly (N<N**). 
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44 INTERNATIONA L COMPETITION , GROWTH AND WELFARE : 

THEE CASE FOR MANAGE D TRADE LIBERALISATIO N 

4.11 Introductio n 

Itt is a commonly expressed fear that increasing international competition harms economic prosperity as 

itt necessitates long-lasting and painful restructuring of economies. Examples of these statements abound 

wheneverr trade liberalizations are under discussion, be it during the integration process within the EC, 

duringg the negotiations of the NAFTA or when trade negotiations with East Asian or Eastern European 

countriess are under way. 

Economists,, on the other hand, emphasize gains from international trade. The traditional 

argumentt is that gains derive from better specialization according to comparative advantages. More 

recentt approaches have put forward different arguments as well. For example, Krugman (1979, 1981) 

showss that removing barriers to trade expands the range of products available to consumers and 

producerss and forces producers to better exploit economies of scale. Besides, trade of goods and services 

mayy promote the international transfer of technology and knowledge and improve the dynamic 

performancee of economies. Grossman and Helpman (1990, 1991) as well as Rivera-Batiz and Romer 

(1991)) combine relatively recent contributions to growth and trade theory to show that by increasing the 

scopee or the pace of technological spillovers trade boosts economic growth. Grossman and Helpman also 

mentionn that trade avoids wasting resources employed in redundant, duplicative research. 

Thesee and other arguments form a solid defence of the case for free trade. However, other 

considerationss than the gains that trade may bring, matter as well. Such a consideration is for example 

thee distribution of the gains. The prospect of future gains is not the main reason behind the debate about 

globalisationn and its consequences. Rather the distribution of the gains draws most of the attention. For 

example,, many fear that low-skilled workers wil l lose and at least that income inequality will rise. 

Anotherr consideration is timing of the gains. The whole idea behind trade liberalisation is to restructure 

economies.. Restructuring is essential for delivering gains, but may also impose cost. Trade liberalisation 

iss best seen as an investment. The gains are in the future, but the costs are incurred in the present. This 

mayy give rise to another distributional conflict. The possibility is real that later, unborn generations 

benefit,, but that current generations lose. 

Thee notion that the short-run and long-run effects of trade liberalisation are different and perhaps 

veryy different, is not revolutionary. Mussa (1978), for example, incorporates adjustment costs in the 

Heckscher-Ohlinn model and explicitly studies the dynamics of trade liberalisation. However, the more 
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recentt approaches to international trade, assuming monopolistic competition and increasing returns to 

scale,, have largely ignored transitional dynamics so far. Most ideas have been put forward by developing 

staticc models, and studies into the dynamic effects of trade have mainly concentrated on balanced-growth 

paths.. This chapter studies short-run effects of trade liberalisation. It supplements earlier work by 

Krugman,, Helpman and many others, that has focused on long-run effects. Studying the short run 

qualifiess the by now traditional argument that internationall  trade expands the range of available products 

andd is therefore beneficial. This chapter shows that this much depends on the pace of trade liberalization. 

Thee scenario we have in mind is the following. Imagine two countries that have no or littl e 

economicc interaction with each other. Let both countries produce one final good that is available in 

differentt varieties. When diversifying their goods, entrepreneurs in both countries base their decisions 

notnot on goods produced and sold abroad but solely upon goods sold by domestic competitors. At some 

pointt in time, trade liberalization is announced and (possibly at a later date) free trade in goods sets in. 

Domesticc firms can now freely sell their products abroad, as can foreign firms on the domestic market. 

Tradee liberalization reveals that some goods produced domestically have close or even perfect foreign 

substitutes.. Firms that were monopolists in their market under autarky, face competitors producing an 

identicall  variety under trade. This scenario of a changing market structure as a consequence of opening 

upp to trade captures the idea of increased competition due to international trade. 

Thee impact of international competition is easily understood. Increasing competition between 

domesticc and foreign firms leads to lower prices of now oligopolistically provided varieties. Demand will 

shiftt from monopolistic to oligopolistic goods. This reduces profits of existing monopolistic varieties 

and,, more important, the expected return on investment in the development of a new variety. These lower 

R&DD returns imply a lower innovation rate which may even lead to a complete cessation of all innovative 

activity.. Crucial factors are the degree of the overlap between varieties produced domestically and 

abroad,, to be called scale of competition, and the intensity of competition. If countries are caught in a 

no-growthh trap, but even if innovation continues, a decrease in the innovation rate leads to welfare losses 

duee to an inefficient factor allocation. Welfare losses can be so strong that autarky is preferred to free 

trade.. Corrective devices are temporary tariffs. 

Thee next section presents the model. Section 3 and section 4, respectively, look at the effects of 

increasingg international competition on growth and welfare. Section 5 studies the effects of permanent 

andd temporary tariffs. Section 6 concludes. 
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4.22 The model 

Thiss section is subdivided into three parts. The first is the starting point of the chapter and in particular 

introducess a concept for international competition. The second part presents a simple two-country model 

off  innovation and growth. The third part provides the autarky benchmark case and derives a reduced form 

off  the model that will be used in subsequent sections. 

4.2.14.2.1 Overlap of varieties 

Thee model distinguishes two countries, A and B, that have access to identical technologies and share 

commonn preferences. Both countries produce one differentiated final good using labour as the only rival 

input.. Differentiation is a consequence of R&D activities that also requires labour as input but, in 

addition,, benefits from a non-rival productive factor, a public stock of knowledge (Romer, 1990). The 

modell  we use can either be seen as a two-country version of Grossman and Helpman (1991, ch. 3.2) or 

aa simplified version of Grossman and Helpman (1990), and we do not claim any originality in its setup. 

Thee main difference is the concept of international competition, illustrated in Figure 4.1. 

Figuree 4.1 Overlap of varieties 

Beforee opening up to trade, each country already produces a certain range of varieties. As shown 

inn Figure 4.1, n A = nA + n, is the number of varieties developed in country A and nB = nJ + nB 

varietiess originate from country B. Monopolistic varieties are indexed by m, duopolistic by d. When 

countriess open up to trade, they find themselves in one of several possible situations. The simplest 

situationn is one in which no overlap exists, nd = 0. This is the situation usually analysed in trade models. 

Onee argument for analysing this situation only is that market entrants do not have the incentive to copy 

alreadyy existing varieties. If imitation is as costly as development of a new variety, profits a firm earns 
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fromm a shared variety are lower than profits a market entrant receives if a new variety is developed24. A 

second,, usually not explicitly spelled out, argument is that only long-run economic effects of 

internationall  trade are studied. Any adjustment process that might set in after allowing for international 

tradee can therefore be neglected. 

Suchh a long-run perspective can be misleading. If one is interested in the effects of opening up 

too trade on welfare and growth shortly after the trade liberalization takes place, and this is certainly the 

focuss of the more relevant policy discussions, the adjustment mechanisms should not be neglected. One 

factorr playing an important role during the adjustment process is increasing competition in some markets. 

Thiss situation is captured by allowing for an overlap, nd > 0. In autarky, firms have incomplete 

informationn about markets abroad and little incentive to take varieties produced abroad into account in 

theirr R&D strategy. Opening up reveals that some or even all varieties produced at home are close 

substitutess for those that have been developed abroad. This changes the market structure. 

Thee chapter accepts the standard assumption that the elasticity of substitution between goods is 

identicall  for all pairs of firms only for a country in autarky. This assumption about substitution 

elasticitiess can be understood as a formalization of the idea that new market entrants know the location 

off  products offered by incumbents and place their product optimally. Under complete information, all 

goodss are equally imperfect substitutes for each other. Letting two countries evolve independently of 

eachh other, until they start to trade, makes clear that the assumption that all firms still have the same 

distancee from each other is then unrealistic. It is very probable that market power of firms changes, and 

thatt some firms have more market power than others. 

AA simple way to capture this asymmetry is to study a market structure, where firms either remain 

monopolistss or become duopolists and keeping the elasticity of substitution between varieties invariant. 

Integratingg product markets therefore implies that firms behave just as they behaved in autarky or that 

theyy face new competitors on their own market. Clearly, richer setups can be imagined but this one is 

adoptedd here for simplicity. Considering this possibility of an overlap allows to give a realistic 

interpretationn of concerns about welfare and growth reducing effects of a sudden, rapid trade 

liberalization. . 

Onee might argue that such an overlap could not arise. Given the R&D technology, firms can, at 

noo costs, avoid the development of varieties already produced by another firm. Hence, if firms assign 

positivee probability to trade barriers being lifted in the future, they should avoid developing these 

varieties.. Clearly, this cannot be assumed at all times. Not all policy decisions can be anticipated. 

Studiess that consider imitation of already existing varieties include Segerstrom (1991) and Grossman and Helpman (1991b). 
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Besides,, and more important, in autarky imitation of varieties produced abroad may be profitable. The 

standardd argument that imitation of domestic varieties does not occur, because sharing a market is less 

profitablee than owning one, does not apply to imitation of foreign varieties in the presence of high trade 

barriers.. These aspects - imperfect information and imitation - appear realistic and intuitively clear, and 

wee therefore did not explicitly model them. 

Thee question then remains why firms do not relocate their products on the goods market to 

restoree their market power once an overlap is revealed. Clearly, this would happen if relocation was 

costless.. Allowing for costly relocation would then raise the question whether investment in relocation 

yieldss higher returns than investment in other forms, for example the development of completely new 

varieties.. If these costs are not substantially lower than costs of R&D, investors would not finance 

relocation:: The increase in profits earned from relocation equals the difference between profits from a 

monopolyy and profits from duopolistic competition. If the latter are different from zero or if relocation 

costss equal R&D costs, investment in a new variety is always more profitable than relocation. Hence, no 

relocationn activities would take place. 

Thee main motivation for allowing for an overlap of varieties is that we do not take a long-run 

approachh to studying economic phenomena. In the long-run, it is reasonable to assume that all firms 

chosee an optimal distance from each other and that they therefore all behave identically. Hence, we do 

nott question this standard assumption in static models, neither in dynamic models that focus on long-run 

balancedd growth paths. Thinking about market structures that emerge immediately after trade 

liberalization,, however, requires to depart from symmetric long-run views. Short after a fundamental 

changee in the economic environment, there are asymmetries, differences in market power and 

competitionn behaviour which then may or may not gradually and slowly disappear over time. This is the 

approachh we take here. We start from two countries in autarky, let them trade and follow their evolution 

overr time from the moment they open up to trade until the new long-run equilibrium. 

Oncee countries have started to trade, the argument that monopolistic markets remain 

monopolisticc and no imitation occurs is valid here, as well. Hence, the overlap is a feature of trading 

economiess inherited from the past. The number of duopolistic varieties nd will stay constant as soon as 

countriess trade with each other and can therefore be treated as a parameter. The total number of varieties 

availablee for consumption «is the sum of monopolistic and duopolistic varieties, n - n* +n£ +«,.The 

numberr of firms in country J (i = A, B) is made up of monopolists and duopolists, n ' = n^ +nd' hence 

thee number of firms in the world exceeds the number of varieties by the overlap, nA +n8 = n + nd. 
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4.2.24.2.2 The basic model 

Wee will now give a brief description of the model, more details can be found in Grossman and Helpman 

(1991).. Countries are assumed to be at or after a certain point in time tlraJe when they start to interact by 

tradingg final goods and financial capital. Utilit y of a consumer living in country i at time t stems from 

aa stream of future consumption, discounted at the time preference rate p, and is given by 

U'(t)U'(t) = Jexp[-p(T-r)]lnC'(x)rfr . (4.1) 

Thee consumption index C '(T) depends on consumption of varieties k of a differentiated final good x 
n n 

producedd in both countries and is given by, [ C '(T) f = fx(k) dk, 0 < a < 1. With perfect capital markets 

aa world wide identical interest rate r{t) leads to expenditure growth that is the same for all consumers, 

È\t) È\t) 

E\t) E\t) 
r{t)r{t) - p . (4.2) 

Anticipatingg both the symmetry property that all varieties are equally priced within a country (since all 

firmsfirms have access to the same technology) and international factor-price equalization (which will be 

shownn below), total demand for a variety is given by 

w w •(E•(EAA + EB). (4.3) 

Thee indexy' indicates whether a variety is monopolistically or duopolistically provided,̂  = m, d, prices 

aree denoted by p and e = 1/(1 -a) > 1 is the demand elasticity. 

Thee production side is characterized by two activities: production of varieties for which 

blueprintss have already been developed and development of new blueprints. The production process takes 

placee under constant returns to scale and follows the simplest production function possible, x{k) = L^, 

wheree L.k) stands for the quantity of labour allocated to the production of variety k. Since the technology 

iss identical for all varieties, they are all equally priced, if monopolistically supplied, 

ppmm = w/a, (4.4a) 

wheree w is the wage rate. Since the outcome of the model implies factor price equalization, all 

monopolisticc varieties in the world economy have the same price. The profit-maximizing price of a 
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duopolisticallyy provided variety, that is produced with the same technology as a monopolistic variety, 

iss given by 

ppdd = w/m (< Pm), (4.4b) 

wheree m 'l is the markup that depends on the intensity of competition between firms in this market. 

Whenn countries trade, new firms wil l enter the market by developing new unique varieties only. 

Thee development of blueprints for these varieties requires the allocation of a certain quantity of labour 

andd some knowledge which is freely available for all innovation activities. The production function reads 

«LL = AZ,X (4-5) 

wheree K is the international stock of knowledge, L^ is the quantity of labour allocated to R&D in 

countryy i and A is a productivity parameter of labour. It is known from the work of Grossman and 

Helpmann that this parameter is labour augmenting and has the same growth effect as if the economies 

labourr force increased by a factor of A. Having this in mind, we normalise A to unity. Knowledge results 

ass a by-product from the R&D activity and is assumed to be proportional to the number of different 

varietiess available in the world economy. Hence, varieties that are produced twice contribute only once 

too the stock of knowledge, K = n = n* + «„f + n . • Free market entry drives pure profits to zero which 

meanss that the present value vm of the profit stream resulting from a blueprint for a new monopolistic 

varietyy equals its development costs, 

vmm = ci = w/Kn . (4.6) 

Thee value of such an innovation of a new monopolistic variety equals, in a perfect-foresight equilibrium, 

thee discounted sum of its future profits, 

vv
mm = / e x p H ^ T ) - ^ ) ) ] ^ ! ) ^ , (4.7) 

i i 

u u 

wheree profits are 7tm = (\-a)pmxm and R(u) = fr(s)ds. 

Finally,, the full employment condition for the factor market requires that demand for labour of 

thee R&D sector and of the production process of monopolistic and duopolistic varieties equals its fixed 

supplyy L'. Letting s' denote the share in world demand for a duopolistic variety covered by the firm in 

countryy i, we obtain 
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LRLR + L:  + LJ =^ f  + n X  + „,,'x , = L' . (4.8) 

4.2.33 Preliminary steps 

Beforee studying the effects of international competition on growth or welfare itself, some preliminary 

analysiss is necessary. This subsection will first focus on the autarky situation that will be used as a 

benchmarkk case for comparisons of growth rates or welfare levels. It then gives necessary conditions for 

factorr price equalization to hold right from the moment countries open up to trade. Finally, the reduced 

formm of the model that will be used for the subsequent analysis is presented. 

TheThe autarky benchmark case 

Sincee it is the scope of this chapter to understand changes in an economy caused by international 

competition,, an autarky point of reference for comparison of growth and welfare levels is needed. In the 

presentt setup, trade affects economies through three channels: trade in goods which increasess the number 

off  varieties available for consumption, trade in capital which allows intertemporal consumption 

smoothingg and, finally, an increase in the stock of knowledge available from abroad. The scope of this 

chapterr is to determine the effect of international competition through trade in goods on growth and 

welfare.. The ideal benchmark case would therefore be one that includes already the other two effects 

suchh that comparison of trade and autarky properties shows the effect of international competition only. 

Too achieve this, we allow for knowledge spillovers in autarky, already. Unfortunately, the present setup 

doess not allow a distinction of consumption smoothing effects from competition effects25. Since the 

formerr are welfare increasing, however, potential welfare losses through trade found later are even 

stronger,, if consumption smoothing was not allowed for. 

Allowingg for international knowledge spillovers under autarky does not ignore or question 

empiricall  results as e.g. Coe, Helpman and Hoffmaister (1997) or Coe and Helpman (1995) who show 

thatt foreign R&D capital is more beneficial to domestic productivity the more open an economy is to 

foreignn trade. Our counterfactual assumption is entirely analytically motivated in order to be able to focus 

onn the effects of competition. It helps to keep the analysis as simple as possible and does not have any 

impactt on the validity of the basic results. Neither does this approach deny the fact that trade usually 

Thee effects of consumption smoothing in models of the type used here are studied in Walde (1996). 
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comescomes "as a package". Starting trade relations with a foreign country involves many interactions which 

alll  have some positive or negative effect. A potentially welfare increasing effect due to international trade 

liess in relative specialization due to differences in relative factor endowment. We neglect this (and other 

possible)) effects without claiming that they are of no importance or are small compared to the present 

effect. . 

Allowingg for autarky knowledge spillovers leads to an innovation rate in autarky that exceeds 
L'L' Kn 

itss counterpart of a closed economy with no spillovers by . This term is the size of a country 
LL n

A+nB 

relativee to the size of the world economy, L = LA +LB times the ratio of R&D knowledge available for 

productionn to the number of firms in the world economy. Hence, the autarky innovation rate is higher, 

thee more knowledge per variety is generated, in other words, the less redundant R&D is. It reads, 

ggAA - gB = ( l - a ) - £ = - Z; - ap, — ^ - ^ 1 . (4.9) 

Ann implication of allowing for autarky spillovers is that the number of varieties per worker is identical 

forr every country, 

nnAAILILAA = nBILB . (4.10) 

FactorFactor price equalization 

Thee mechanism underlying factor price equalization here is similar to one in models of comparative 

advantagee due to differing factor endowments. Since both countries produce with identical technologies, 

bothh in the production and in the R&D process26, factor rewards equal because output prices are equal. 

Too proof factor price equalization, following Walde (1995), assume that monopolistic firms in, say, 

countryy A charge a higher price for varieties than firms in country B. Then, demand for varieties 

producedd in country A and real returns are lower, ^ / V
A = n* / v„f • Differentiating (4.7) with respect to 

timee gives the usual arbitrage condition of the capital market v'Jv^ = r - jt^/v^-Since the costs of 

financingfinancing R&D is the same for every investor due to perfect capital markets, the lower returns in A would 

havee to be compensated for by higher growth of firm values in country A.21 Higher growth of firm values 

feedss back to lower real returns and therefore requires still higher growth of firm value. This is not 

Notee that international perfect knowledge spillovers are crucial for  internationally identical R&D technologies. If international 

spilloverss were restricted, the following factor  price equalization argument would break down. 

2121 .A , A ^ -B . B A , A _ B , B B B, B _ A ^ A , A ^ « A /. A B 
VVm^m^VVmm > V m ' V M **  ~1Cm'Vm ~nm'Vm " *  ~PmXm'Vm PmXm'Vm ~ Xm Xm ^  Pm Pm 
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feasiblee and contradicts the long-run equilibrium properties of the model, where firm values equalise, 

vv A = v B • Hence prices of monopolistic varieties must instantaneously equalise at the moment countries 

openn up to trade, which leads to an instantaneous equalization of wages. 

Thiss proof of factor price equalization employs equation (4.6) which says that R&D is profitable 

inn both countries. If R&D stopped in, say, country B, the value of a firm entering the market, would be 

lowerr than its development costs, v < wB/K , (4.6) would be violated and factor prices would not 

equalise.. Hence, the results presented in the following are derived subject to the assumption of factor 

pricee equalization. In general, this assumption does not present any limitations to the validity of the 

arguments.. It will be noted, where the assumption becomes crucial. 

TheThe reduced form 

Thee behaviour of the world economy can be easiest analysed by using a differential equation system in 

twoo auxiliary variables. One is the ratio of the total number of different varieties to the number of 

duopolisticallyy provided varieties, r| = {fim + nd)ind = nlnd. The other one is the ratio of nominal world 

expendituree to the wage rate (which equals the product of the number of different varieties and the value 

off  a monopolistic firm), 5 = Elw = E/(nvm). Letting further u denote the relative price between a 

monopolisticc and a duopolistic variety (4.4), JI = pjpm, the system reads28, 

MM -
tl(0 0 

LL - a 11 +• n~E(i-n) ) 
T1('W~E-1 1 

5(0, , (4.11) ) 

5(0 0 
{{ , 1-u' e-a( l-ME) 

r|(')V~£-l l 
p-L p-L (4.12) ) 

Thiss reduced form of the integrated world economy was chosen since understanding the 

adjustmentt process of the world economy as a whole is sufficient for understanding effects we are 

interestedd in. The change of the world innovation rate due to opening up to trade can be derived, as well 

288 The first equation is found by inserting (4.8) into r|/n = nJKn = n*IKn+nBIKn, The second by differentiating (4.7) with 

respectt to time and inserting this plus demand equations into din6/(3; and rearranging. 
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ass welfare effects of free trade on individual countries. Studying growth effects for individual countries 

iss straightforward for the symmetric case where LA = L B but is intractable for asymmetric countries." 

433 International competition and growth 

Wee are now in a position to study the effects of increasing international competition on the growth 

performancee of a country. In a first subsection, the long-run effects as well as outcomes in the case of 

collusionn between competitors and if varieties do not overlap, are presented. The second subsection 

discussess the general case of an overlap. 

4.3.14.3.1 Long-run effects, collusion and no overlap 

Givenn the fact that no copying of already existing varieties wil l take place once countries have opened 

upp to trade, the share of duopolistically provided varieties in the number of all varieties continuously 

decliness and wil l eventually become negligibly small. Hence, in the long-run, the world economy's 

growthh rate wil l be the same as if no overlap of varieties existed. The same growth rate and a nearly 

identicall  factor allocation will be observed if duopolists collude (e.g. by one firm buying the foreign 

competitor)) and set their common output such that they maximize joint profits. This means that with 

respectt to growth rates under free trade, one can jointly analyse a situation of no overlap, collusion and 

thee long-run. 

Thee long-run is captured by n = (nm +nd)/nd becoming large as the number of duopolistically 

providedd varieties is constant and new firms enter the market. This gradually reduces "the importance 

off  the brackets" in (4.11) and (4.12) which vanish as n approaches infinity. It is then easy to see that the 

integratedd world economy eventually finds itself on a balanced growth path with a constant innovation 

ratee of 

gww = (l-a)Z. - ap . (4.13) 

Inn the case of no overlap, n d = 0, the auxiliary variable n is infinity and terms between the brackets in 

bothh (4.11) and (4.12) again vanish. The growth rate is again given by (4.13). The same is true if firms 

299 The adjustment process of countries that differ in size and fiirtheT catching-up features of models of this type was studied in 

Waldee (1995). The possibility of overlaps was not considered, however. 
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collude.. In this case, duopolists maximize joint profits and charge a price equal to the one of monopolists. 

Ass a consequence, \i - pjpm = 1 and, again, both equation (4.11) and (4.12) simplify. 

However,, when comparing these situations to autarky, differences arise. If there is no overlap, 

tradee does not increase the growth rate since firms enjoy international spillovers already in autarky and 

growthh rates in (4.9) and (4.13) are the same. The increase in the size of the market which tends to 

increasee R&D incentives is exactly offset by a reduction in R&D incentives through the increase in the 

numberr of competitors (Grossman and Helpman, 1991, p. 245). If there is an overlap and firms collude, 

thee innovation rate immediately jumps from its autarky (4.9) to its trade value (4.13). The main 

differencee between autarky and free trade of goods is the incentive to differentiate new products from 

other,, domestic and foreign, products. Trade avoids duplicative R&D and thus improves the allocation 

off  resources and the productivity of labour. The extra labour is both used for the production of final 

goodss and employed in the R&D-sector, so that the growth rate is higher in the case of trade than in the 

casee of autarky. 

Forr this reason the long-run growth rate under trade may exceed the autarky growth rate even 

inn the presence of an overlap, independently of duopolists's behaviour. The difference with a situation 

withoutt an overlap or with collusion is then that some varieties are provided duopolistically and at a 

relativelyy lower price, u < 1. 

4.3.24.3.2 Competition and growth in the short run 

Internationall  competition is a two-dimensional phenomenon. The first dimension is the scale of 

competition.. It increases with the overlap as captured by njn (= n"1). The second dimension is the 

intensityintensity of competition within a market. This competition between firms will be captured by the price 

ratioo ofmonopolistically to duopolistically supplied varieties, u = pdlpm- Fiercer competition implies 

aa lower price pd of a duopolistic variety and a lower price ratio u. The intensity of competition will be 

treatedd as a parameter. The scale of competition, however, is a state variable in the two equations 

describingg the world economy (4.11) and (4.12). If countries innovate under free trade, the scale of 

competitionn wil l gradually reduce, whereas the intensity does not change. 

Mostt of the analysis of growth and welfare effects will be performed in terms of the general 

measuree u for the intensity of competition. In some cases, however, it is useful to have some benchmark 

casess at hand. Different market structures and their implications for the price ratio and the markup are 

summarizedd in Figure 4.2. 
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Figuree 4.2 Intensity of competition, markups and relative prices 

Intensityy of competition Markup m"1 Price ratio u = am ' 

Bertrandd 1 a 

Cournott 2(1+a)' 2 ( l+a)' 

Collusionn a"1 1 

Underr Bertrand-competition, prices of duopolistic varieties equal the wage rate. Hence, the mark-up is 

unityy and the price ratio equals the inverse of the markup of monopolists. Under Cournot-competition, 

thee price of a duopolistic variety is higher than the Bertrand price but lower than a price charged by a 

monopolist30.. In the case of collusion, the duopolists behave like one firm and hence choose the 

monopolisticc price. The cases of Bertrand-competition and collusion provide upper and lower bounds, 

respectively,, for the intensity of competition. The more intense competition, the lower the price ratio, 

<X£U££ 1. 

Clearly,, this is a simple view of duopolistic competition. One could argue that firms should not 

contentt themselves with such passive strategies and rather try to increase their market shares. There are 

twoo reasons why the present chapter sticks a traditional approach. Even if firms competed with each other 

actively,, they would charge a price that is lower than the price of a monopolistic variety. Since this is the 

mechanismm that leads to the central effects stressed in this chapter, results would not change. Second, 

similarr to the argument made above with respect to relocation of varieties on the goods market, firms 

wouldd start competing actively with each other (i.e. by investing) only if returns to these investments are 

highh enough, compared to returns from investing in completely new varieties. If returns on R&D are 

higherr than returns on active strategies, firms would remain passive and simply share markets. 

TheThe evolution of the world economy 

Withh a relative price of u< 1, the evolution of the integrated world economy in terms of the auxiliary 

variabless as used in (4.11) and (4.12) can be illustrated with the help of Figure 4.3. 

Thee horizontal axis shows the ratio of different varieties in the world as a whole to the number 

off  duopolistically provided varieties, r\ = nlnd.\X ranges from 1 to infinite. The vertical axis plots the 

ratioo of nominal world expenditure to the value of R&D times the number of different varieties, 

i0i0 Under  Cournot competition, each firm  takes output of the other  firm  as given. Optimal quantities are then implicitl y defined 

byy p( 1 -(2e) ') = w, where the fact has been used that with equal marginal costs due to factor  price equalization, the market share 

off  each firm  is one half. 
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öö = E/(nv ). The zero-motion lines f] = 0 and 5 = 0 depict combinations of rj and 6 for which the 

changee in n and 8, respectively, are zero. The intersection point of these lines, 

a - ( - ' - O , ,, °P (4 14) 
(11 -a)L - ap 

determiness the threshold level, below which the world economy is caught in a no-growth trap. If the scale 

off  competition is too big, i.e. if there are too few monopolistic relative to duopolistic varieties 

(n,, < H ~ nm < ( H - I ) M A innovation in both countries comes to a halt.31 Keeping the scale of 

competitionn fixed, the probability that two countries are caught in such a trap depends on a variety of 

influencess that are visible in equation (4.14). The most important one is the intensity of competition 

betweenn foreign and domestic firms in the duopolistic market as captured by the relative price of 

duopolisticc to monopolistic goods u. The fiercer competition, the smaller the price ratio u and the 

furtherr the threshold leve! u shifts to the right in Figure 4.3. If competition is too fierce, i.e. u becomes 

tooo small for an initial value of r|0, innovation activity stops. On the other hand, if firms collude and 

uu = 1, the threshold level is nil and the trap disappears. The probability of the occurrence of a no-

growthh trap depends further on parameters that influence the world economy's growth rate. The higher 

thee world innovation rate in the denominator of (4.16), the further the threshold level moves to the left 

andd the less likely an economy is trapped in a no-growth situation. The threshold level is lower if the 

willingnesss to save or if the productivity of labour in R&D is high. 

311 The derivation of the reduced form (4.11) and (4.12) rests, as stressed before, on the assumption of factor price equalization, 

whichh in turn requires positive innovation rates in both countries. Hence, the phase diagram is drawn under this assumption as 

well.. The intersection point (4.14), therefore, has this expression only if both countries innovate if and only if n > Q. This is 

certainlyy the case for the symmetric case where LA = L B. If a situation is considered where the world economy starts trading 

andd all investment is concentrated in, say, country A, the system to be analyzed consists of two differential equations plus the factor 

markett clearing condition of country B with n B = 0. Such a system does not lend itself to a straightforward analysis, since the 

valuee of the threshold level T\ is given implicitly only by an analytically intractable equation system. Inspecting this system, 

however,, shows that the basic trade-offs pointed out in the main text are unaffected and that qualitative results remain untouched. 

Thee derivations are available from the authors upon request. 
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Figuree 4.3 The integrated world economy 

(Onee should not misinterpret the no-growth trap as the central prediction of the model. Clearly, this 

wouldd have very littl e empirical support. It should rather be seen as a benchmark case whose analysis 

providess useful insights into the basic mechanisms underlying the general argument.) 

Iff  an initial value n0 exceeds the no-growth trap value u, the world economy finds itself on the 

saddlee path that starts from the intersection point of the zero motion lines and approaches the horizontal 

linee L+p from below. This line gives the long-run balanced growth path value of 5. All other trajectories 

cann as usually be ruled out by showing that they violate either the transversality condition of the 

maximizationn problem for the representative household or non-negativity conditions. 

Thee mechanism that leads to either a halt of innovation activity or a dampening is easily 

understood.. Trade induces competition between suppliers of duopolistic varieties, erodes monopolies 

theyy used to have and forces prices of these varieties to fall below prices of monopolistic varieties. The 

demandd shift from monopolistic to duopolistic varieties is stronger, the more intense competition 

betweenn duopolists is, as can be seen from relative demand, derived from (4.3), 

Xj/xXj/xmm = (pjpm)~e = H~e- This alters the allocation of resources not only among currently available 

varieties,, but, as a consequence, also from investment to production. The change in demand at the 

expensee of monopolistically supplied varieties diminishes profits of monopolists and therefore the reward 

forr new market entrants, given by the stream of future profits. This reduces the attractiveness to start new 

enterprisess and hence dampens R&D activity which might even stop completely. 
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Inn the case of positive innovation after opening up to trade, hence if the overlap is not too large, n > n, 

thee introduction of new products paves the way for innovation later. Consumers have a taste for variety 

andd spread expenditure over all available products. Expenditure is constantly reallocated from already 

existingg to new products and the share of expenditure on common varieties in total expenditure 

decreases.. The effect of competition on the structure of demand becomes less and less important, as new 

andd unique products are launched on the goods market. The implication for the innovation rate is that 

itt increases over time and approaches the rate in the case of equally priced products (4.13) in the long 

run. . 

GrowthGrowth rates in the case ofBertrand competition 

Itt is interesting to see that opening up to trade may lead for any scale of competition to a decrease of the 

innovationn rate if the intensity of competition is too high. An example is provided here for the case of 

Bertrandd competition, the strongest form of competition between firms. The innovation rate under free 

tradee is given by n/n = T\IT\ in (4.11). Though this expression is not easily compared to the autarky 

growthh rate (4.9), an upper and lower boundary can be found by exploiting the boundary values given 

forr 5(/). Equation (4.13) shows that the innovation rate is the higher, the lower, ceteris paribus, the value 

off  5(0. Figure 4.3 demonstrates that the value of 5(f) is bounded from below by the value it takes on its 

zero-motionn lines = 0 • Hence, upper and lower boundaries for the innovation rate can be obtained by 

inserting/oweranrff upper boundariesof6into(4.13). The lower boundary ofö is obtained by solving 5 = 0 

inn (4.12) for 5. After some rearrangement, one finds that the growth rate after trade sets in is bounded 

fromm above as 

f|/nn = n/n < gw - ( £+p) ( l - a ) a^Z~l) . 
T|| + a ( u E - l ) 

Comparingg the autarky innovation rate (4,9) to the upper boundary of the trade innovation rate 

showss that the autarky innovation rate is higher than the trade innovation rate if a(u £ - 1) > 1,32 

Numericallyy solving this (in)equality learns that it always obeyed in the case of Bertrand competition. 

Iff competition is too fierce, and hence the relative price is too low, the growth rate at the moment 

countriess open up to trade is lower than the autarky growth rate. 

Again,, there are two mechanisms at work. One increases the growth rate after opening up to 

trade,, one is growth reducing. Growth is increased since no R&D is carried out twice and the stock of 

Thee autarky innovation rate exceeds the trade innovation rate if r)(z -a) < a( I -z), where z = L/(L+p)and a = a{u E - l ) . 

Iff a 2 1, then the LHS is negative since z < 1. 
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knowledgee grows at the same rate as the number of varieties. As can be seen from the autarky growth 

ratee expression (4.9) it is precisely this gap between knowledge Kn and number of firms nA + nB that 

keepss the autarky innovation rate low." Growth is reduced due to the competition effect described above. 

Iff  the latter effect becomes too strong, the growth rate at the moment countries open up to trade falls 

beloww the growth rate in autarky. 

TradeTrade and country size 

AA further implication of the importance of the scale of competition as captured by rj is that trade among 

countriess with very unequal size is not very likely to have strong innovation decreasing effects. If the 

numberr of varieties differs between countries at t^,, the number of duopolistic varieties is always below 

thee number ofvarieties produced in one country before opening up to trade, nd <, Tmn(n*+nd, n*+nd)-

Hencee if a small country is included in an already existing trade union think of an enlargement of the EC 

towardss Eastern Europe, littl e innovation or welfare losses are to be expected. It wil l be shown in section 

5,, however, that there are nevertheless gains from managed trade liberalization. On the other hand, if 

countriess of approximately the same economic importance (size) begin to trade, more far-reaching 

consequencess can be expected. 

Discussion Discussion 

Twoo recent papers by Aghion and Howitt (1998) and Aghion, Dewatripont and Rey (1995) investigate 

thee effects of competition in the final goods market on innovation activity in a closed economy context. 

Theyy find that increasing competition has ambiguous effects on innovation. Their motivation is empirical 

workk by Blundell, Griffiths and Van Reenen (1995) and Nickell (1996) which tend to an ambiguous 

conclusionn on the effects of competition on growth. Our study differs from the one by the above authors 

inn at least two respects. First, we focus on international trade as a source of increasing competition. 

Second,, we consider welfare implications, explicitly focus on dynamic adjustment mechanisms and do 

nott restrict our attention to the long-run. This transition perspective leads to the prediction that there is 

noo one-to-one mapping from competition (as e.g. measured by market shares) to innovation activity and 

growthh since the quantity of innovation activity is determined not only by competitive conditions within 

onee market but also in other markets. In the short-run, when the demand diverting effect of the scale of 

competitionn is large, innovation is dampened, but in the long-run, when the demand diverting effect tends 

333 We do not ask the question why there is an overlap in autarky. Arguments can be chance, ignorance or  imitation. Since we want 

too study the effects of international competition as captured by overlapping varieties, there must be an overlap already in autarky. 

Thee reason we allow for  knowledge spillovers in autarky is a technical one as discussed earlier.. 
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too disappear, innovation activity goes back to its previous level. The intensity of competition and 

thereforee the market shares remain unchanged, however. 

4.44 International competition and welfare: comparing autarky and free trade 

Doo falling innovation rates due to international competition give reason to worry about welfare effects? 

Cann a country after having started to trade be worse off than in autarky? The present model allows for 

aa rich variety of cases and we will only discuss two examples. They qualify the traditional argument that 

countriess gain from free trade through a wider choice of varieties. General results are hard to derive. 

Afterr trade liberalisation the growth rate of the world economy changes over time. An analytical 

expressionn for welfare in the trade regime cannot be derived, rendering an explicit comparison between 

autarkyy and free trade impossible. The general conclusion from the two examples however is that trade 

iss inferior to autarky if dynamic losses following from a reduction in the innovation rate are larger than 

staticc gains from increases in consumption per variety and increases in the number of varieties available 

forr consumption. In other words, the welfare consequences of trade liberalization are ambiguous. 

Thee first example is trivial. If the overlap is negligibly small (but not zero), countries gain from 

tradee because the number of available varieties increases and consumers value variety. This is the 

traditionall  argument. The second example requires more explanation. We will study an extremee case in 

whichh two identical countries find themselves in a no-growth trap after opening up to trade. In a situation 

off  a complete two-sided overlap both countries will experience losses from trade, unless in the autarky 

thee economies are dynamically inefficient and the autarky growth rate exceeds the socially optimal rate.34 

Inn the case of a two-sided overlap, the advantage of international trade lies entirely 'in the future' 

i.e.. is a dynamic rather than a static one. Static gains from trade through expansion of choice of 

consumptionn are excluded since only the number of firms but not the amount of different varieties 

doubles.. Dynamic gains could result through a more efficient allocation of labour in the R&D-sector by 

avoidingg duplicative research. This type of gains from trade, however, is not realised since here a 

combinationn of fierce and large scale competition stops innovation. What remains to be seen is whether 

thee fall of the innovation rate leads to an increase or a decrease in the welfare level. 

Ann economy's autarky welfare level can be easily computed by inserting equilibrium properties 

forr the number of varieties and consumption into the utility function (4.1). Since there is no trade, an 

Thiss example does not make a specific assumption about the autarky growth rate 
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economy'ss consumption level per variety equals output of the representative firm. Relevant equilibrium 

propertiesarethenn'(t)) = n0'exp[g'(T-/0)]andjc'(x) = x0'exp[-g'(x-r0)] , where g ' i s the economy's 

constantt autarky innovation rate. In that case, the present value of the welfare level of country i in autarky 

iss a function of the number «' of varieties available at the moment when utility is evaluated, the 

correspondingg consumption level * ', the innovation rate and parameters, 

out out 

ap p 
ln(n0')+aln(x0')+—-g' ' 

P P 
(4.15) ) 

Thee consumption level can be directly read of the factor market clearing condition, 

x0''  =(l '  - g ' K '  • (4-!6) 

Freee trade welfare levels can be computed the same way as the autarky level. Given that the integrated 

worldd economy finds itself in a no-growth trap, the number of firms and therefore also the size of the 

firmss is constant. The expression of the welfare level therefore loses, compared to the autarky expression, 

thee term reflecting an ongoing innovation process. The utility function (4.1) becomes 

UL.UL. = —ln [« , ( c j r ] , (4.17) 
app l J 

wheree nJ - ««,'• Since all factors are used for production and no country has any foreign wealth, 

domesticc demand for duopolistically supplied varieties, c j , equals domestic production In the absence 

off R&D activity, factor market clearing conditions (4.8) imply 

,, L' 
ccdd = — • (4.18) 

nnd d 

Gainss from trade can then be computed by subtracting the autarky welfare level (4.15) from the 

tradee welfare level (4.17), with appropriate consumption levels (4.16) and (4.18) inserted. The resulting 

expressionn is a function of parameters and the autarky innovation rate of the country under consideration. 

Thee country enjoys gains from trade if 

\ \ 
G ( g ' ) ss cdog 

L' L' 

L'-g')L'-g') P 
- i l V > 0 0 

Thiss equation shows that international trade has two opposing effects on the welfare level of a country. 

Bothh effects stem from the shift of employment out of the R&D sector into the production sector. The 
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welfaree increasing effect consists in an increasing output of the representative firm, L'>L' -g', hence 

thee first term is positive. The welfare decreasing effect results precisely from the reduction in the growth 

rate.. Observe that there are no gains from trade, if the autarky growth rate was zero, G(0) = 0. This is no 

surprisee since in that case trade does not set free factors of production, does not induce reallocation nor 

doess not bring any gains through a wider choice of variety. If the autarky growth rate is positive, there 

mightt be losses or gains from trade, depending on how fast the economy has grown in autarky. Observing 

that t 

G'ig')G'ig')  ~ g'>-}-{{\-<£>Ll - ap]=-g' 
11 -a 

andd lim G(g') = °°, the gains from trade function can be plotted as in Figure 4.4. 
g'-L' g'-L' 

Figuree 4.4 Gains from trade as a function of the autarky growth rate g ' 

G(g') G(g') 

Theree is a very intuitive explanation for this shape. Note first that the expression for g * is the closed 

economyy welfare maximizing growth rate (Grossman and Helpman, 1991, ch. 3.4). This means that there 

aree losses from trade if the autarky innovation rate was below or at its social welfare maximizing value. 

Inn that case, dynamic losses through a fall in innovation activities are not compensated for by the static 

gainn in the size of output per variety. The more the autarky growth rate is above its social welfare 

maximizingg value, the smaller are losses from gains since the fall in the innovation rate itself (in addition 

too the increase in production per variety) is beneficial. The simple reason is that the innovation rate was 

sociallyy not welfare maximizing and absorbed too many factors. In the extreme case, when all factors in 

autarkyy tend to be employed in R&D activities, welfare in autarky was so low due to the inefficiently 
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highh innovation rate, that a situation of free trade with no growth is preferred to a closed economy 

situationn with too high trade. 

Theree are no reasons to assume that a closed economy is above its social welfare maximizing 

innovationn rate. Indeed, in the presence of knowledge spillovers between firms it is well known that the 

decentralisedd innovation rate falls short of g'. Hence, this has established that in the case of complete 

two-sidedd overlap, there are losses from trade if two countries find themselves in a no-growth trap after 

openingg up to trade. Dynamic losses due to the fall in the innovation rate are stronger than static gains 

resultingg from increased output per variety. 

Thee two extreme examples - no overlap or a complete overlap - clearly demonstrate the two 

opposingg welfare effects of trade liberalization: on the one hand static welfare gains and on the other 

handd (the strong possibility of) dynamic welfare losses. The basic question in the general case of ongoing 

innovationss under free trade is therefore whether static gains of more varieties outweigh dynamic losses 

associatedd with less innovation. More specifically, what is the critical level off  the number of duopohstic 

varietiess nd causing these dynamic losses? Or, equivalently, in terms of Figure 4.3, how big must n at 

leastt be such that there are still gains from trade? The answer to this question can be found numerically 

onlyy since an analytical evaluation of the utility functions starting at different TJ0 is not possible. It is easy 

too provide an existence proof of this value, n*, however. This then establishes that there are gains from 

tradee if and only if n0 > n *. 

Assumee that the integrated world economy finds itself in a no-growth trap if (and only if) there 

iss complete two-sided overlap, which means n = 1 in Figure 4.3. The world economy will experience 

lossess from trade in this situation. Now assume that there is no overlap. In that case, there will be no 

dynamicc gains from trade since the growth rate in autarky (4.9) equals the one under free trade (4.15). 

Theree will be static gains from trade, however, due to the increase in the number of varieties. This says 

thatt there are losses for trade for n = 1 and gains from trade for r\-<*>. Given the monotonicity of the 

adjustmentt process, welfare increases from trade are a monotonie function of n, which proves the 

existencee of n*. Hence, if the scale of competition is too large, given the total number of varieties 

availablee for consumption, dynamic losses outweigh static gains and countries loose from trade. 

4.55 A rationale for  (temporary) tariffs? 

Thee last section has considered conditions under which trade equilibria are inferior to autarky equilibria. 

Thee question to be answered now is whether these welfare losses are, under the derived conditions, an 
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inevitablee consequence of international trade or whether policy measures can increase welfare prospects 

off  trade. This is basically the question whether welfare losses are caused by a market failure that can be 

correctedd for or whether the adjustment process described in the tast sections follows an optimal path. 

Putt differently, can, in the absence of autarky distortions, free trade that is characterized by an efficient 

factorr allocation be welfare reducing?" 

Onee obvious difference between the current model and other, perfect competition models is the 

markett structure and the changes therein owing to international trade. This has several consequences. The 

changingg market structure leads to more competition, changing relative prices between otherwise 

identicall  varieties. This leads to a factor reallocation which is not welfare maximizing. Also, the 

changingg market structure leads to a lower incentive to innovate. The general question is whether any 

off  these changes are not internalised by the market. 

Thiss section will show that it is international trade itself that introduces a distortion and that there 

aree indeed gains from market intervention. It will further be explored to what extent this is a rationale 

forr tariffs. A distinction will be drawn between a discriminative tariff applied only to imports of 

duopolisticc varieties and a uniform tariff levied on all imported varieties. All tariffs arc ad-valorem and 

symmetric,, i.e. imposed by all countries at the same level. 

4.5.14.5.1 The distortions to be corrected for 

Whyy should international trade call for market intervention? Why is central coordination of decisions 

necessaryy that cannot be optimally taken on a decentralised level? The model presented here gives two 

reasons:: One market failure is caused by a coordination problem between entrepreneurs. This is the well-

knownn distortion due to knowledge spillovers that prevent entrepreneurs to fully appropriate returns to 

R&D.. This effect results in an innovation rate that falls short of the social welfare maximizing one. R&D 

subsidiess would increase the innovation rate up to its social welfare maximizing level (Grossman and 

Helpman,, 1991, ch. 3.4). Since this distortion and how to correct it is well understood and its presence 

docss not influence any of our results, we will not consider it any further. The second one is a 

coordinationn problem between producers, consumers and entrepreneurs. This is the one which is 

responsiblee for factor reallocation, falling innovation rates and welfare losses as a result of international 

trade. . 

355 lt'lhcre are domestic distortions prior to opening up to trade, it is well-known that trade through increasing the effects of the 

distortionn is welfare reducing Think of Brecher's {1974) example of domestic unemployment due to minimum wages and the effect 

off  a change in terms of trade. 
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Internationall  trade leads to higher competition for some firms since some varieties turn out to 

bee very close substitutes. Competition between firms leads to a price differential between monopolistic 

andd duopolistic varieties. The price differential is a distortion. In a second-best world, in which producers 

havee market power, more competition is not necessarily welfare-improving. Consumers change their 

demandd patterns, consuming different, sub-optimal amounts of otherwise identical varieties. Moreover, 

nott only do producers ignore the consequences for consumers, but also consumers do not take into 

accountt the effect of changing demand patterns on innovation incentives. The appendix shows that for 

aa given price differential, a< u< 1, a central planner chooses a higher growth rate, even if the central 

plannerr does not take into account the international knowledge spillovers. 

Thiss discussion has shown that the distortion we are concerned with here results from the effect 

off  opening up to trade on the market structure. This means that the market equilibrium under trade is 

welfaree inferior to a trade equilibrium with market intervention. As a consequence, market intervention 

iss welfare increasing as soon as there is some overlap and not only if the trade welfare level of a country 

fallss below its autarky welfare level. 

Theree are other good reasons to expect that any decrease in the innovation rate due to the overlap 

leadss to welfare losses. A decentralised economy without overlap is characterized by an innovation rate 

thatt falls short of the social welfare maximizing innovation rate because of R&D knowledge spillovers. 

Welfaree gains can therefore only be reached if the innovation rate /«creases. Since opening up to trade 

leads,, if anything, to a decrease of the innovation rate compared to the long-run (and hence also 

immediatelyy feasible) world innovation rate g w (4.13), this dynamic effect is, ceteris paribus, always 

welfaree decreasing. 

Clearly,, this does not mean that opening up to trade in general is welfare decreasing, this depends 

onn the relative strength of static gains and dynamic losses and, to be strongly emphasized, is not an 

argumentt against free trade. It is an argument, however, in favour of managed trade liberalization. 

4.5.24.5.2 First best instruments 

Iff  duopolistic and monopolistic varieties can easily and unambiguously be distinguished, the first best 

instrumentt is a discriminative tariff levied on imports of duopolistic varieties only. Given a certain 

markett structure in the duopolistic markets, e.g. Bertrand or Cournot competition, there exists a tariff on 

importedd duopolistic varieties that allows domestic producers to increase their prices up to a level where 

theirr markup (4.4b) equals the one of monopolists (4.4a). A tariff that certainly achieves this is an infinite 
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onee since it simply prohibits trade.36 In such a situation the relative price between monopolistic and 

duopolisticc varieties is unity, u = 1, as are relative prices between domestic and foreign varieties since 

thee tariff is applied to duopolistic varieties only. The discussion of collusion (which is characterized by 

uu = 1) above then shows that the integrated world economy immediately jumps to its long-run innovation 

ratee (4.13). Discriminative tariffs are welfare increasing because they allow to correct the price distortion 

betweenn monopolistic and duopolistic varieties. The statutory tariff rates are permanent since duopolistic 

varietiess continue to exist. However, the average tariff rate falls over time as a consequence of a steadily 

decreasingg market share of duopolistic varieties. In this sense protection is only temporary. 

4.5.34.5.3 A declining tariff as a second best instrument 

Itt can be expected to pose difficulties in the real world to distinguish between monopolistically and 

duopolisticallyy provided varieties. Elasticities of substitution between close substitutes are not easily 

observablee and the distinction by prices that is theoretically possible may not be a straightforward task 

inn reality. What is usually agreed upon in trade liberalization treaties are trade barriers that are gradually 

reducedd over time but that apply to all imports. This section will discuss a second-best policy: a 

combinationn of a R&D subsidy and a uniform tariff. The R&D subsidy or tax allows the innovation rate 

too be set optimal. The price distortion, as a result of international competition, generally implies that 

decentralisedd decision-making does not give the outcome a central planner would choose. We further 

focuss our attention to a uniform tariff. Provided that a uniform tariff is an efficient instrument for 

changingg the price of duopolistic varieties, an optimal tariff rate exists. The optimal rate is a function of 

thee overlap and decreases over time. 

AA uniform tariff alleviates a distortion, but also produces one. It diminishes the price differential 

betweenn monopolistic and duopolistic varieties, but also creates a price differential between domestic 

andd foreign varieties. An optimal tariff has to balance the two distortions. The weight attached to either 

distortionn depends on the overlap. If the number of duopolistic varieties is negligible and n - «>, a tariff 

onlyy produces a distortion and a welfare loss. The tariff should then be zero. However, if the number of 

(foreign)) monopolistic varieties is almost negligible and n 1 1, a rationale for temporary tariff appears. 

Iff  the tariff is an efficient instrument to change the relative price of duopolistic varieties the optimal tariff 

ratee is positive. More specifically, it can be shown that if a = — and if n 1 1 in the case of 
dl+tdl+t \i 

completee two-side overlap, the optimal rate is positive. In the case of Bertand competition a = 1 and this 

conditionn if fulfilled, but in the case of Cournot competition o a 1/2 and the optimal rate is not 

Inn the case of Coumot competition and Bertrand competition a prohibitive tariff" rate is not infinite, but equals 1/e - 1 
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necessarilyy positive. In either case a uniform tariff is only temporary. Trade liberalization is gradual 

ratherr than sudden, but will eventually lead to a situation of free trade. As innovations occur and the 

numberr of monopolistic varieties increases, the distortionary effect becomes more and more important 

andd the optimal tariff rate declines. 

Inn the absence of R&D subsidies the rationale for a uniform tariff is likely to be stronger. A 

uniformm tariff partly corrects the price differential between monopolistic and duopolistic varieties. It thus 

shiftss demand towards monopolistic varieties, may raise the return on R&D and may consequently boost 

innovativee activity. Again the tariff is temporary, because the growth-enhancing effect of a tariff is 

negligiblee if the overlap is (infinitesimally) small. 

4.66 Concluding remarks 

Sincee consumers value variety, one of the gains from international trade is that it expands the range of 

availablee products. This gain does not immediately materialise after trade liberalization. Countries may 

havee varieties in common. Romer and Rivera-Batiz (1990) and Grossman and Helpman (1991) point out 

thatt in that case trade wil l raise the rate of economic growth in the long run. In autarky countries engage 

inn duplicative, overlapping R&D activities. If imitation does not contribute as much as innovation to the 

pooll  of public knowledge, duplication is not efficient. International trade provides an incentive to avoid 

duplication,, and brings about a more efficient allocation of resources. It leads to competition among 

producerss of blueprints for new varieties, even if these blueprints are not traded. Competition on the 

goodss market ensures that introduction of a new variety is more profitable than duplication of an already 

existingg variety. 

Formall  models, capturing these ideas about gains from trade, are static (e.g. Krugman 1979, 

1981)) or confine attention to balanced-growth paths (e.g. Grossman and Helpman 1991). They are 

concernedd with the long-run effects of trade. This chapter acknowledges the contributions of these 

models,, but takes a different tack by focussing on transitional dynamics. The result is that suddenly and 

completee removing impediments to international trade, inducing competition on the goods market, does 

nott necessarily raise the rate of economic growth or welfare. 

Liberalizingg trade between two countries that have some varieties in common, induces 

competitionn between producers of these varieties. The relative price of duopolistically and 

monopolisticallyy provided varieties becomes lower, even though in every other respect the varieties are 

similar.. Also, the relative price of current and future consumption changes. Demand shifts from 
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monopolisticc to duopolistic varieties and thus from new to already existing ones, lowering profits and 

depressingg the reward for innovative activities. The effect of competition is thus ambiguous. On the one 

handd it increases the efficiency of R&D, by avoiding overlapping activities, but on the other hand it 

lowerss the return on R&D. If the scale or the intensity of competition is too large, sudden trade 

liberalizationn lowers the innovation rate or may even stop the innovation process. The consequence is 

thatt the two countries do not necessarily benefit from free trade. 

Thee chapter shows that the gains from trade do not materialise automatically. The two countries 

betterr agree upon gradual liberalization of international trade, rather than suddenly and completely 

removingg trade barriers. Temporary tariffs and also R&D subsidies counter the problem of too much 

competitionn and its consequences. The analysis also suggests that lengthy trade negotiations are a 

blessingg in disguise. They prepare producers of blueprints for the eventuality of competition, already 

avoidingg the waste of duplicative activities, reducing the overlap in the range of available varieties and 

decreasingg the scale of competition. 

Consideringg trade between more than two countries gives further support to the idea of gradual, 

managedd liberalization. Defining common varieties in suchh a context as those varieties that are produced 

byy two or more firms, the number of common, "cheap" varieties is likely to increase with the number of 

countries,, and the price of these varieties is likely to decrease. For example, in the case of Cournot 

competitionn the mark-up declines if the market share falls. Also collusion now requires more 

coordinationn and is harder to achieve. The scale and the intensity of competition will thus only increase 

iff  trade liberalization concerns more than two countries. 
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Appendixx A The reduced form equations for  the world economy 

Equationn (4.12) is found by inserting (4.8) into f|/n =nJKn=nA
ml'Kn*hBJKn- To this end, rearrange 

(4.8)) to „''/K =L '-nix'-n-s 'x. and obtain f|/n =L -n*x* -n*x* -n .x ,• Observing that 

demandd for monopolistic varieties is the same independently of their origin (as prices are identical 

whichh in turn results from factor price equalization), inserting demand functions (4.3) yields 

PmPm r. . Pj 
r\lx\=L-nr\lx\=L-nm m 

"ntPj^WJ' "ntPj^WJ' 
•E-n •E-n 

""mmPPmm
 +njP<i 

nn p + n ,p , 

nn p ' 't+n.\\.'zp '~E F n + n,u~E F 
=ii  - -J0LJ1 a_JJH—  = I - _Z!—i  a — where the last but one equality used p, = ^p„ 

nn +n,\i~e n + M , + « , UE - « , Ti + t r c - 1 u "E - u l e 

A s a g W ^ a S a ndd m ^ - m d d d- = ^ _b L = l+-H H—, we obtain 
nn + n ,u ' EE nm^nd+ny^~nd iV " ' " ! T|+UIC-1 

equationn (4.12). 

Equationn (4.13) can be obtained by differentiating (4.7) with respect to time, nm + vm =rvm, and 

insertingg this with the expenditure equation (4.2) into 6/5 =ÈIE ~nln ~vm/vm = -p -f]/n + n„,/vm, 

KKmm PmXn 
wheree r\/f\=ri/n has been used. The profit ratio can be written as — = (1 -a) 
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g(r || + n ' £ - 1 ) + g ^ " t : - a | i i E + ( l - g )n - a + a^  E - T ) _ - a( 1 - ^ E ) + T| + H' ' E - 1 - |x'  e + 1 

v i V E - ii  n + M l E - i n V ~ E - i 

.. - a ( i - |i E) + i V
 E . . . . . .. 

== 1 + ——— -—, we obtain (4.13). 
r |+ | i'' f - l 
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5.11 Introductio n 

AA system of progressive income taxes is not always looked at favourably. An important objection is that 

thee systemm discourages hard work and efforts to be efficient and innovative. What's more, it is a burden 

onn precisely those who are highly productive and are most likely to successful in these efforts. In smaller 

countriess this objection is compounded by the concern that system of progressive taxes is a disadvantage 

whenn competing for mobile factors. Highly productive and successful workers may choose to flee a 

countryy so as to evade a relatively high tax burden. Firms may also choose to leave the country since they 

doo not want to compensate workers for this high burden (at a high income levels). 

Thesee objections against progressive taxes live among conservatives but are also raised by some 

left-wingg politicians. They share the concern about the distortionary effects. Besides, a system of 

progressivee income taxes is not always an effective instrument to redistribute income. The combination 

off  progressive tax rates and deductions gives sometimes virtually the same result as a flat tax rate. Not 

surprisingly,, some left-wing politicians are looking for an alternative (third) way to achieve equality. 

Theyy tend to focus less on ex-post redistribution through progressive taxes but instead focus more on ex-

antee redistribution through empowerment. To achieve equal opportunities on education and employment 

forr all, some — long-term unemployed, youth in underprivileged areas — need extra support. The hope 

iss that education provides them with skills and empowers them to take advantage of new opportunities, 

soo that they can gain a fair share of the cake. 

AA policy that wants to provide equal opportunities for all, is likely to entail extra support for 

somee groups but must still build on a system of progressive income taxes. In an imperfect labour market 

wagess are not given to employers and employees but are set by one of the parties or are the result of 

bargainingg between the two parties. In such a market a progressive tax system restrains excessive wage 

demandss and in this way reduces the problem of unemployment. This paper emphasize wages-setting by 

tradee unions. The role of trade unions varies widely from country to country and should be ~ and perhaps 

alreadyy is - a reason for lasting differences in national tax systems. Furthermore, the paper will argue 

thatt education subsidies should compensate the negative effect that progressive taxes may have on 

schoolingg and training. Often, the subsidies allow the tax system to be more progressive. 

Inn the literature the moderating effects of progressive taxes on wage demands have been demonstrated 

bothh theoretically and empirically. This literature starts with the view that involuntary unemployment 
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iss an inevitable equilibrium outcome. In this view labour markets perform poorly as a result of 

asymmetricc information or imperfect competition. Typically, the prediction is that a more progressive 

taxx system discourages wage demands, at a given replacement rate, and reduces unemployment. Hoel 

(1990)) studies progression and its effects on wages and employment in the context of efficiency wages 

andd Koskela and Vilmunen (1996) in the context of trade unions. The theoretical, negative effect of a 

marginall  tax rate in excess of the average rate on wages is consistent with the data of a few countries. 

Forr example, it has been found for Italy, the Netherlands and the UK (see Sartor, 1987, Graafland and 

Huizinga,, 1996, and Lockwood and Manning, 1993, respectively). 

Evenn though in models of imperfect labour markets a system of progressive income taxes helps 

too reduce unemployment, increasing tax progression is not necessarily improving welfare. A system of 

progressivee taxes may reduce unemployment, but may also frustrate efforts to raise productivity. For a 

progressivee tax system does not discriminate between, on the one hand, wage increases as a result of 

markett imperfections and, on the other hand, wage increases owing to effort or investment raising labour 

productivity.. For example, if efficiency wages play a centre role, the effect of a progressive tax system 

iss not only to reduces the income difference between employed and unemployed workers and in this way 

unemploymentt but also to reduce the effort of the employed workers. Therefore employment in terms 

off  numbers may rise but at the same time employment in terms of efficiency units may not rise or even 

fall. . 

Anotherr negative side-effect of progressive taxes pertains to efforts to acquire skills. A system 

off  progressive taxes distorts the choice between leisure and productive activities, i.e. working or 

schooling.. In theory education subsidies can completely neutralize the negative effect of progressive 

taxess on education, but in reality they cannot nullify this side-effect. Accepting that the government 

cannott fully control through subsidies private efforts to acquire better skills, a trade-off appears. On the 

onee hand a system of progressive income taxes boosts employment, but on the other hand it also 

discouragess efforts to acquire skills. This paper studies the determinants of the optimal policy mix. A 

combinationn of steep marginal tax rates, relative to the average rates, and generous education subsidies 

becomess more favourable the larger the power of trade unions to set wages, the better the ability of the 

governmentt to steer private efforts to educate, and the higher the preference for income equality (between 

thee employed and the unemployed). A government can better reduce tax progression and increase 

educationn subsidies when the rate of return on investment in educationn rises or when the wedge between 

thee private and the sociall  rate of return becomes larger (while keeping the social rate of return constant). 
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Thiss paper connects three elements: trade unions, progressive taxes and education subsidies. A cursory 

lookk at the data suggests that these three elements are indeed closely related. Figure 5.1 documents 

differencess in tax progression within a group of 21 OECD-countries. In both panels the coefficient of 

residuall  income progression features. It applies in the case of a single person, earning 167% of the 

averagee production wage in 1996. This coefficient measures the elasticity of after-tax income with 

respectt to before-tax income. The tax system is progressive if this elasticity is less than one, and it is 

regressivee if this elasticity is higher than one. The panel on the left-hand plots the coefficient of residual 

incomee progression against union density in 1994. It shows a negative relation between the two. This 

showss that the more dominating the position of trade unions the more progressive the system of personal 

incomee taxes becomes. This article provides a normative justification for this combination of 

(exogenous)) union density and (endogenous) tax progression. It might serve as a starting point for a 

positivee explanation. Besides, it adds to this combination public expenditure on education. The idea is 

thatt a system of progressive income taxes discourages efforts to acquire skills and that education 

subsidiess can partly offset the negative effect of progressive taxes on these efforts. 

Thee panel on the right-hand side in Figure 5.1 shows that various countries adopt various 

combinationss of public expenditure on education and tax progression. It plots for 21 OECD countries 

educationn expenditure in 1994 and the coefficient of residual income progression in 1996. The panel on 

thee right-hand side shows large differences within the group of rich countries. At one end of the spectrum 

iss Denmark, where the government spends about 8% of GDP on education and where the tax system is 

highlyy progressive. At the other of the spectrum is Turkey where expenditure on education is slightly 

moree than 3% of GDP and the tax system is practically linear. It reveals a negative relation between 

publicc expenditure education and progression. This is partly a result of the policy mix in Scandinavia, 

wheree the governments provide significant subsidies to education and at the same time choose for 

relativelyy progressive taxes. 
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Figuree 5.1 Union density, tax progression and education subsidies 
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Inn this paper we analyse the idea that a system of progressive taxes is or should be a compromise between 

thee effort of the government to reach full employment in a non-competitive labour market and the effort 

too promote investment in human capital and economic growth. In section 2 we set out a simple model 

allowingg to illustrate this trade-off. Two features of the model are essential. On the one hand, trade 

unionss try to raise the wage above its market-clearing level, leading to unemployment. On the other hand, 

identicall workers invest to acquire skills. In section 3 and 4 we analyse optimal government policy - with 

andd without perfect information-, to reduce unemployment and simultaneously to encourage investment 

inn human capital by selecting marginal and average rates of income taxes as well as the rate of subsidy 

too education. The next section also considers the role of (income) equality and unemployment benefits. 

Sectionn 6 considers actual policies in various OECD countries. With the conclusions from the theoretical 
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approachh in mind, it looks for patterns in policy mixes. Section 7 summarizes the main results and 

concludes. . 

5.22 Trade unions, employment and human capital 

Too focus on wage setting and human capital investment the production side of the model is simple and 

straightforward.. Capital and labour produce one homogeneous good, used for consumption and 

investment.. Production technology is standard and features constant returns to scale. Firms invest in 

physicall  capital, and workers invest in human capital. The economy is a small and open; the interest rate 

equalss the one that prevails on the global capital markets. Aggregate labour supply is also exogenous and 

given.. The goods and capital market is perfectly competitive, whereas the labour market is not. Trade 

unionss at the industry level set the wage and restrict the supply of workers. 

Production,, investment and consumption take place simultaneously and only once, but a 

sequencee of decisions or events is imposed: 

11 the government sets taxes and subsidies; 

22 firms invest in capital goods; 

33 trade unions set the wage; 

44 workers learn whether they are employed and, if they are, invest in acquiring skills. 

Thiss sequence has two major implications. The decision over investment precedes the one over the wage. 

Irreversibilityy of investment is essential for the ability of trade unions to determine the wage and gives 

risee to a hold-up problem." The decision over taxes and subsidies precedes all other decisions. The 

governmentt cannot fool the other agents; it cannot announce a set of taxes and subsidies and implement 

aa different set. 

Thee various decisions will be addressed consecutively, in reverse order. The policy aspects, the 

choicee of taxes and subsidies by the government will be treated in sections 3 and higher. 

EducationEducation and human capital 

Workerss derive utility from consumption of goods. As there is no future they do not save, and 

consumptionn equals income. A representative worker earns net income yt which can be increased by 

investingg in human capital hj. This investment is modeled as an effort /}  which is a disutility. Because of 

Comparee Grout (1984) and van der Ploeg (1987). 
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unemployment,, workers are not certain of a job. They learn whether they arc employed before they have 

too decide on their investment in human capital. We focus on employed workers first; the case of the 

unemployedd is considered later. 

Utilit yy is given by U/ = yl{\-i/). Investment effort /; is expressed as a discount to utility. The cost 

off  effort could also be regarded a fraction of income. After tax income y, equals gross wages vv, less taxes 

tiWj)tiWj) plus an education subsidy £(/,), that is>', = wt - t(wt) + 5(//). The subsidy is proportional to effort and 

invariantt to individual wages. We can write income in a more condensed manner asy; =y{wp 5(i;)), where 

thee tax system is now implicitly in the y-function. For a representative, employed worker j utility then 

becomes s 

Thee difference between before-tax wage income and after-tax income (vv, -y;) equals the net tax burden 

(taxess less subsidies). 

AA workers can increase his earnings by investing in human capital. The wage rate per efficiency unit (o>) 

iss given to the individual worker. Total wage for an individual worker is proportional to human capital 

hhtt,, thus wt = (nhj. The learning technology is given by 

h.h. = h ifi'v . (5.2) 
J O )) v ' 

Thee coefficient p is the elasticity of human capital with respect to education. We allow for a positive 

humann capital externality, represented by the term /p, where i is the average investment effort by all 

workers.. Since effort is bounded (/< 1) human capital is bounded as well (h<hu). 

Thee government has two instruments to influence the human capital decision: the education 

subsidyy S and the tax system. For the moment we assume that education effort and human capital are 

perfectlyy observable to the government. Later we wil l drop this assumption and consider the 

consequencess of imperfect observability of effort and human capital. Via the subsidy the government can 

encouragee workers to invest in human capital. Taxation may have a negative effect on education, as it 

reapss part of the higher earnings through a higher tax burden. We assume that the tax system is 

characterisedd by a constant coefficient of residual income progression e, i.e the elasticity of the after-tax 

incomee with respect to the before-tax (wage) income: 
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dy.dy. w. 1 -T, 
J ^^ = _ ^ , (5.3) 
dw.. V- I ~x 

wheree tm and ta are the marginal tax rate (dz(Wj)/dWj) and the average tax rate (r^w^/w,) respectively, with 

z(Wj)z(Wj) representing net taxes, t(w,) = t{w}) - S(ij). Income taxes are progressive if the marginal rate exceeds 

thee average rate and the residual income elasticity is less than unity, £<1. 

Investmentt in human capital derives from maximising utility (5.1) subject to the human capital 

functionn (5.2). The first-order condition is 

dy.dy. dw dh. dy. dS(i) 

d~wd~w}} ~dh~ ~dT + dS(ip dij 
{l-ij)-yj{l-ij)-yj = 0. (5.4) 

Thee term between brackets represents the impact of education on income, through higher human capital 

(firstt term) and through higher subsidies (second term). The final term features the disutility of education 

effort.. The first term (human capital effect) can be rewritten in terms of elasticities p and £ using the 

humann capital function (5.2) and the definition of residual income progression above (5.3). The second 

termm (subsidy effect) can be reduced using a linear subsidy, e.g. S(i) = fy. Then, the partial derivative 

dS(ij)/dijdS(ij)/dij (=Q is constant and given to the individual worker. On the aggregate level, subsidies equal Cj. 

Forr the subsequent analysis it is convenient to write the subsidy as a fraction of (average) after-tax 

income,, s = Sly (= Q/y). Whether the education subsidy is expressed as a fraction of income (s) or as a 

ratee per unit of effort (Q is arbitrary from the policy perspective. Finally, using dy, /dS(ij) = 1, the first 

orderr condition can be written as 

£ £ p ^ i Z Z Ci-v>> -y, =o. (5.5) 

Rewritingg this equation and applying symmetry of sectors and workers {i} = i and yj= y) gives the 

followingg expression for effort (dropping the index j) 

11 + e + s 
(5.6) ) 

wheree e (= ep) is the elasticity of income with respect to education effort. So, how much workers invest 

inn their human capital is determined by two factors: 
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elasticityy of income with respect to education effort (e), which depends on the (individual) 

learningg efficiency p and residual income progression e, 

•• education subsidies as a fraction of income (s). 

Bothh factors have a positive impact. Investment effort is zero in the extreme case where e is zero (100 

perr cent marginal tax rate, e=0) and when there are also no subsidies to encourage education effort (s=0). 

Otherwise,, investment is positive and smaller than one. Note that the learning externality (p ) does not 

influencee the individual education decision; it does, however, affect the level of human capital and 

thereforee wages. 

WagesWages and employment 

Monopolyy trade unions dominate the labour market. They set wages, trying to maximize welfare of their 

members.. Wage negotiations take place at sectoral level; wages and employment in other sectors are 

takenn as given by the trade unions. Also investment is considered exogenous. The firm's decision to 

investt precedes the determination of wages, so that capital stock is fixed when the negotiations start. So, 

capitall is flexible ex ante and fixed ex post. As a result unions face a trade off between the level of wages 

andd the volume of employment. They face a downward sloping demand curve for labour. How much 

weightt is put on employment depends on the general state of unemployment in the economy. If there is 

largee unemployment, it will be harder to find a job outside the home sector, and unions will become more 

prudentt in wage demands. Therefore, higher unemployment will shift the balance from wages to 

employment,, producing a moderating effect on wages set by trade unions. 

Too model this negative, moderating effect of unemployment on wage demands, the allocation 

off jobs among workers is assumed to take two rounds. First, workers hope to get a job in their own 

sector.. If they succeed they receive utility U. However, due to union behaviour this will not be possible 

forr all workers, and the unfortunate ones flow to other sectors. If they find a job there, they receive equal 

utilityy to workers in their home sector (U). However, for those who remain without a job in the second 

roundd either, there will be lower utility (U0), as they stay unemployed and have to turn to the informal 

economy.. Obviously, the probability of success in the second round depends heavily on the general state 

off unemployment (u). If there are few jobs available in other sectors, workers and unions will think twice 

beforee putting jobs at risk by high wage claims in their home sector. 

Besidess the state of unemployment, trade unions take account of three other factors when 

negotiatingg on wages. First of all, the slope of the labour demand curve: The bargaining power of unions 

decreasess if labour demand becomes more elastic. Let a represent the inverse of the constant wage 

elasticityy of employment, with a = -[(w/L)(BL/dv/)]~] and 0<ct<l. Then bargaining power and wage 
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demandss wil l decrease as elasticity becomes smaller (a up). Secondly, the trade off between income and 

employmentt is affected by the tax system. Progressive taxes (e<l) discourages wage increases and thus 

shiftss the trade-off for a trade union in favour of employment: the gain of wage increases is reduced 

whereass the loss in terms of jobs remains unaffected. Finally, the outside option in the event the worker 

remainss unemployed (U0) matters. 

Inn the appendix we present a model which explicitly solves the relationship between wage setting 

andd unemployment on a consistent basis for all sectors in the economy. Here it suffices to present the 

solutionn of this model: 

U~U„ U~U„ 
——•——• = ozlu , (5.7) 

wheree wages are included in utility of employed workers U. We assume £/>{/„  and as<u, and obviously 

0<M<1.. This result formulates 'wage setting' in terms of desired distance in utility between employed 

andd unemployed workers. This distance will be larger, and therefore wages higher, as a and e are greater 

andd unemployment is smaller. 

Sincee the wage rate is exogenous in a small open economy, as will be discussed in the next 

section,, it is useful to invert this equation into a relation for unemployment, as a function of a, e and the 

distancee in utility. 

" == mi£r • < 5 8 > 
o o 

Thee idea underlying this result is that, to maintain a certain level of wages (and U), unemployment has 

too be bigger when a, e and U„ are higher in order to avoid upward pressure on wage demands by trade 

unions. . 

Inn summary, unemployment will decrease when: 

•• the tax system becomes more progressive (e down), 

•• wage elasticity of labour demand increases and the bargaining power of the trade unions declines 

(aa down), 

•• the (relative) difference between employed and unemployed workers in terms of utility increases 

{U-UJUup). {U-UJUup). 
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Forr the moment we assume that 'outside' utility U0 is given, for example by the income unemployed 

workerss would earn in the informal economy. In section 5 we will introduce unemployment benefits as 

aa fall-back position. 

Thiss result (5.8) can be simplified by assuming U0 = 0, that is, utility of unemployed workers is 

negligible,, hence u = etc We will start from this 'basic' case in the subsequent section 4. In section 5 

wee wil l relax this assumption when discussing the impact of the outside option and in particular 

unemploymentt benefits on optimal tax progression and education subsidies. 

ProductionProduction and employment 

Inn a small open economy the world interest rate determines the rate of return on capital and thus the ratio 

off  capital to labour. In turn, the capital-labour ratio determines the wage rate (in efficiency units). Perfect 

capitall  mobility thus puts a constraint on the wage rate: it cannot exceed a certain, international 

competitivee level without frustrating investment in physical capital. This constraint on the wage together 

withh the first-order condition for wage setting by trade unions (5.8) determine the equilibrium 

combinationn of wage rate, employment, capital stock and production. Figure 5.2 illustrates the 

equilibrium.. In the upper panel the horizontal line represents this 'competitive wage' condition, whereas 

thee upward sloping curve represents wage setting by trade unions. The latter reflects that a trade union 

wil ll  ask higher wages if the general state of employment improves and the labour market becomes more 

tense. . 

Sincee firms are aware of the wage-setting process, they will choose the capital stock, and 

thereforee labour demand, such that the ensuing wage equals the competitive wage, the ensuing 

employmentt equals the expected employment and the rate of return on the investment matches the world 

interestt rate. In other words, the lower panel in Figure 5.2 shows that for a small, open economy the 

optimall  capital-labour ratio is determined on global output and capital markets and, consequently, the 

capitall  stock varies proportionally with employment in efficiency units. 
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Figuree 5.2 Equilibrium determining wages, employment and the capital stock 

wage,w w wagewage demanded by union 

capital,, K 

competitivecompetitive wage 

employment,, L 

optimaloptimal capital-labour ratio 

Inn the specific case of zero outside utility, Uo=0, the wage setting curve becomes vertical. Wages are 

infinitelyy sensitive to unemployment at the equilibrium rate (u = ae). Any deviation from this equilibrium 

unemploymentt rate would lead to a wage spiral across sectors. As a result the model is dichotomized: 

thee wage (in efficiency units) is determined on international markets, and unemployment follows from 

tradee union behaviour. 

5.33 First-best policy when education in full y observable 

Thee economy is inefficient for two reasons. First, the private return on investment in education is biassed 

downwardd as a result of the externality in the process of learning (p in equation 5.2). Individual workers 

doo not take into account that their effort also helps others to improve their skills. For this reason workers 

choosee too littl e investment in human capital. Second, trade unions try to push the wage above its 
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competitivee level. The resulting unemployment is perhaps optimal for an individual trade union 

maximisingg its members' utility, it is certainly not optimal from a social point of view. 

Thee government may want to remedy the inefficiencies and to this end employ the instruments 

off  taxes and education subsidies. Progressive taxes can help to moderate wages demands by trade unions 

andd boost employment. However, it also discourages accumulation of human capital. The optimal tax 

progressionn depends highly on the possibility or impossibility for the government to control learning by 

otherr instruments, e.g. by a subsidy on human capital investment. In this section education effort is 

assumedd to be perfectly observable to the government. In this case, tax progression and education 

subsidiess constitute a perfect set of policy instruments by which the government can achieve a first-best 

solution.. In the next section monitoring of education effort is imperfect. The instrument of education 

subsidiess becomes blunt and the government faces a trade-off between unemployment and education. To 

showw that the government can then only achieve a second-best solution, we first characterise in this 

sectionn the first-best solution. 

Considerr a utilitarian government that aims to maximise expected utility of a representative 

worker.. Expected utility of a worker Fis a weighted average of utility when employed f/and utility when 

unemployedd U„: V= (l-u)U+ uU0. Utilit y of employed workers is given by U=y{.)(l-i) and exceeds that 

off  unemployed workers, U> U0.
3S The social planner's problem is to maximise 

VV = ( l -u)coA(l- i ) + uUo , (5.9) 

subjectt to the human capital function (5.2). Net income y is written here as (ah, where oo is the -

internationallyy - given wage per efficiency unit and h the amount of human capital. It is assumed that 

theree is no other government expenditure besides education subsidies. The sum of taxes and subsidies 

iss then zero and after-tax income equals the wage. 

Thee solution for optimal investment and unemployment is straightforward. Since U> U0, optimal 

unemploymentt is zero. Besides, the optimal effort to acquire skills takes into account the externality in 

thee process of learning. The first-order conditions can be summarised as 

u'u' = 0, (5-10) 

Sincee domestic capital income is fixed, its impact on utility can safely be neglected. 
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--JLJLJLJL zz  (5.U) 
1+0+3 3 

Thiss is an unconstrained optimum that can be attained by choosing proper values for the instruments e 

(=EP)) and s. Consider the private solutions for i and u (equations 5.6 and 5.8). Zero unemployment can 

bee reached by reaping offf  any gains from higher wages, hence e'=0. This requires a marginal tax rate of 

1000 per cent (e=0), so that there is no incentive left to increase wages at all. The optimum for education 

subsidyy is s' = P+ p. The subsidy must compensate for the 100 per cent tax rate (hence P) as well as for 

thee externality (hence p). 

Admittedly,, this solution with a 100 per cent marginal tax rate is extreme. It hinges on the 

assumptionn of purely exogenous labour supply. What we would like emphasise here, however, is the 

relationshipp between tax progression and education subsidies. From the private solution for education 

effortt (5.6) we obtain that optimal education effort (5.11) is realised by the following setting of the policy 

instruments, , 

5+ee = p + P . (5.12) 

Thiss condition implies a positive relationship between education subsidies s and tax progression 1 -e (note 

thatt e = ep), which is shown in Figure 5.3. In the absence of tax progression (l-e=0) the subsidy should 

justt compensate for the human capital externality fi. If progression increases, the subsidy should also 

increasee to offset the discouraging effect of taxes on education. In the optimum, with E = 0, the optimal 

subsidyy is given by s' = p+p. 
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Figuree 5.3 Optimal education subsidies and tax progression 

educationn subsidy, s 

*'=PP + P < 

e'' = 0 
taxx progression, 1 - e 

5.44 Optimal policy when education is imperfectly observable 

Individuall  effort on training and education is hard to observe for government. That income is observable 

doess not help much since there are many reasons for income differences. This does not mean that the 

governmentt cannot affect private, individual efforts to learn at all. It can influence effort indirectly, for 

examplee by subsidising complementary activities or costs. It is useful to distinguish between formal and 

informall  education. The latter type is not observable, let alone malleable, whereas the first type is 

observablee for the government, and is under (complete) control by means of subsidies or other policy 

instruments.. Investment of the contractible type may be thought to include expenditure on a wide variety 

off  educational goods and services. These goods and services may range from buildings to books or 

computerss and from teachers to pencils. The government often subsidises expenditure on educational 

goodss and services and frequently provides these goods and services for free. Investment of the non-

contractiblee type may be thought to include various individual actions. Individuals must choose for 

educationn rather than for work, must choose a type of education or must devote time and effort to study. 

Thesee actions are hard to monitor and not contractible. Assuming some complementarity between the 

twoo types of education, the government can indirectly encourage informal education by stimulating 

formall  education. Since the relation between the two is not invariable, this way of influencing (informal) 

educationn is imperfect. 
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Inn this section we wil l study a situation in which the government cannot completely control 

privatee efforts to acquire skills and is constrained in this way when trying to achieve an optimum through 

progressivee taxes and education subsidies. The first best solution is no longer attainable; the government 

mustt strike a balance between reducing unemployment on the one hand and stimulating education on the 

otherr hand. 

UnobservableUnobservable investment in education 

Heree we expand the model, set out in the previous section, by introducing a distinction between two types 

off  investment: private efforts i? and formal education ic. The government cannot observe the first type 

off  investment in human capital. At least, a contract (between a worker and the government) cannot 

includee this variable or a proxy for this variable, because a court cannot verify it. In other words, the 

governmentt cannot influence investment of the first type directly, whereas it can affect investment of the 

secondd type by subsidizing it. Typically, we will refer to the first type as informal or private education 

(i'G),, and to the second type as formal or public education (iP). Both types of effort sum up to total effort 

i , , 

i=ii=iFF
 + iG- (5-13) 

Employerss are able to observe efficiency of individual workers, so that they can pay a proper wage per 

efficiencyy unit. Wages per worker are given by Wj = athj. Since wage income increases with the level of 

humann capital workers have an incentive to invest in new and better skills. Human capital depends on 

bothh types of education. For a representative worker/' it can be written as 

Thee first multiplicative term between brackets, with the P coefficient, is the effect of private efforts by 

thee worker, whereas the second multiplicative term between brackets, with p, represents the externality 

off  the process of learning, both formal and informal, a denotes the elasticity of human capital with 

respectt to informal education, and 1-a the elasticity with respect to formal education. The sum of these 

elasticitiess is normalised to unity. One interpretation is that a measures the extent to which efforts are 

observable;; if a=l effort is not observable at all, while if CT=0 we are back in the case of perfect 

monitoringg again (with now iG = i). 

Wee can rewrite the human capital function using m for the fraction of private effort, m-iPl i, 

andd 1 -m (= iG I i) for the fraction of formal education, so that 
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/,,, = A ^ i ^ l ^ d - m . ) ' ° ) P ( m ° ( l - « ) ' ° ) P ] . (5-15) 

Whenn comparing this function with the function for human capital in the previous section, it becomes 

clearr the only difference is the (multiplicative) term between square brackets. In other words, the new 

humann capital function is the product of the old human capital function and the term between square 

brackets:: h "**  =h°]d [...]. Another difference between the current and the former section is of course that 

ss now stands for subsidies on formal education as a fraction of income, 5 = S{ic)ly (= C, iG I y). 

Thee allocation of total effort over observable and unobservable investment depends on their 

relativee productivity (elasticity o) and education subsidy s: 

mm = — = —o . (5.16) 
// e +5 

Thee share of informal education m rises, and that of formal education (1-m) falls, if the elasticity a 

increasess and if the subsidy s becomes smaller relative to the elasticity of income with respect to 

educationn (e). 

Thee distinction between two types of investment does not alter the market solution for total effort 

(5.6).. The reason is for the new and the old human capital function the elasticity of human capital hj with 

respectt to total effort ij is the same, namely p\ Also, it does not alter the market solution for wages or, 

moree precisely, unemployment (5.8).The distinction does not affect the trade-off between income and 

employmentt for a trade union. 

Thee first-best solutions follow from maximising social welfare (5.9), with U„=0, subject to the 

neww human capital function (5.15). The outcome for unemployment and total education are the same as 

inn section 3 (equations 5.10 and 5.11). For the structure of education we obtain 

m'm' = — = a . (5.17) 
i' i' 

Nott surprisingly, the optimal shares of informal and formal education derive from their relevant 

elasticities s 

Tablee 5.1 summarizes the results for the variables u, i and m. 
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Tablee 5.1 Market and first-best outcome for the main variables 

markett solution first-best outcome 

a a 
unemploymentt u —e 

•• , • . • e+s 

humann capital investment i 
11 + e + s 

sharee of private education m a 
e+s e+s 

InsufficientInsufficient instruments 

Imperfectt control over efforts has the effect that the government is no longer able to achieve the first-best 

optimum.. In addition to unemployment and total investment in education, policy should now also target 

thee structure of education (m). The government has three policy targets (u,i,m), and only possesses two 

instrumentss (s and e). 

Lookingg at the market solutions in Table 5.1 it is obvious that the first-best optimum is out of 

reachh of the government. Specifically, zero unemployment requires e=0, optimal total investment 

55 + e=p + p, and optimal structure of education s=0 (from 5.16 and 5.17). It is impossible to satisfy each 

off these conditions simultaneously. For example, it is possible to achieve zero unemployment and 

optimall total education (e =0, s=p+p), but only at the cost of a distorted structure of education; there 

wouldd be too much formal education and too little informal education. 

Thee consequence is that the government must settle for less than full employment, adequate 

investmentt in the human capital and an optimal mix of private and public education. It is forced to find 

aa compromise, using only two instruments: tax progression and education subsidies. 

Second-bestSecond-best optimum 

Wee proceed by deriving optimal tax progression and education subsidies in the constrained optimum. 

Optimall policy results from maximising a utilitarian social welfare function under the constraint of the 

markett solutions for unemployment (u) and education (i and m). We take utility of unemployed workers 

too be exogenous and negligible (U0 =0). In a later section we will drop the assumption of a zero outside 

optionn and introduce unemployment benefits. In the case that Uo=0 the problem for the government is 

too choose the policy instruments e and s such that they maximise total utility 

(5.8)) 0 (510) 

(5.6)) P^P (5.11) 
1 + P +P P 

(5.16)) a (5.17) 
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(11 -u)coA(W) (5.18) ) 

subjectt to the human capital function (5.15) and subject to the optimality conditions for trade unions and 

workerss (5.8, 5.6 and 5.16). Both e and s have positive effects on total education effort i, di/de>0 and 

di/ds>0,di/ds>0, but their impact on the allocation between observable and unobservable effort is of opposite 

sign,, dm/de>0 and dm/ds<0. The share of unobservable effort varies negatively with subsidies on 

formall  education, and positively with income progression (e, and thus e) whenever s>0. That is, more 

incomee progression helps to restore the balance between informal and formal education, when there is 

alreadyy bias towards formal education as a result of subsidies. Taking the first- order derivatives of (5.18) 

withh respect to 5 and e we can solve the first-order conditions, for s 

0 0 

(5.19) ) 

i'i' i 

i-ri-r i-ij 

( p+ PV ( e + 5) ) 
11 + e + s 

didi 1 

dsds i 

~~ (P+P) 

mm ' m 

kk \-m* y-mt 

GS GS 

(e+s)(ll  - c) +ÜS 

dw(P+p)(l l 

dsds m 

== 0 

-a) ) 

hdjforee / | ft \ 
—— + 

(p+p)) - (e+s) e 
11 + e + s e + s 

l - i '' \-ij de i { \-m' l - « ; 

(P+P) ) 

dede m 1 - M **  I " " ; 

ÊüiÊüi = o 
dede u 

(e+s)(\-o)(e+s)(\-o) + os e + s \-ae 
(5.20) ) 

Thesee two conditions determine optimal policy {e, s} for the government. The first equality in (5.19) 

stipulatess the fundamental trade off in education policy. For a given income progression (e) the optimal 

subsidyy is inevitably a compromise between the wil l to stimulate investment in education and the 

objectivee of an optimal structure of education. The government must accept that there is too littl e 

investmentt in education compared with the first-best solution (/</'*) and a distorted structure with too 

littl ee informal education relative to formal education (m<m'). A higher subsidy helps to reduce the 

distortionn in total effort i (the first term), but only at the cost of a larger distortion in the structure of 

educationn m (the second term). The structure of education is distorted for any positives, that is m < m' 

(seee Table 5.1). The costs of these distortions increase as the distance between actual and first-best 

solutionn becomes greater (the terms between brackets). The second line in (5.19) gives the solution in 

termss of e and s. For any positive s (and hence m<m') this result shows that the level of education is sub 

optimall  (/' < /'*), since e+s <p+P. 
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AA trade off also appears for income progression (e) where the positive effects on education (both 

onn i and m) must be balanced against the negative effect on unemployment. Again the cost of the 

distortionss depend on the distance with the first best optimum (between brackets, note that w*=0). The 

firstfirst two terms give the beneficial effects of income progression on the level and the structure of 

education.. These terms are positive whenever education is suboptimal and the structure of education is 

distortedd towards formal education (due to s>0). Finally, the third term represents the impact of e on 

employment.. This effect is negative as a higher e encourages higher wage claims by trade unions, at the 

costt of less employment. Since the first two terms are positive for any sX), it follows directly that eX), 

andd therefore that the government should allow for some unemployment. 

Alsoo in the constrained equilibrium there is a positive relationship between tax progression (1 -e) 

andd education subsidies s (see also equation 5.12 and Figure 5.3). That is, the education subsidy must 

bee higher if taxes are more progressive in order to compensate for the disincentive to invest in education. 

Thee relation between s and e (from equation 5.19) can be written as 

ss - ^ - C T > ' ^ > - g ) . (5.21) 
11 +o(P+P) 

Forr o=0 this reduces to the expression in the case of perfectly observable education (equation 5.12). 

SolutionSolution for optimal policy 

Afterr some manipulation the two optimality conditions give the following closed-form solutions for 

optimall  policy {e, s}, 

ee - M ^ _ (5.22) 
aa + o[fJ + a(P + P)] 

'(PP + PO-«> (5.23) 
a+a[p+a(pp + P)] 

Substitutionn in (5.6) and (5.16) yields for the level and the structure of education 
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7 ^ 1 ' -- — I  (5-24, 

and d 

fterr + a(l -o)) 

Thee first multiplicative terms (before the brackets) in these two equations correspond to the first-best 

solutionss for i and m: i" = (P+f3)/(l +P+JÏ) and m* =a (see equations 5.11 and 5.17). It follows 

immediatelyy that / < /'*  and m < m if a > 0, that is, whenever private efforts to acquire skills are 

imperfectlyy observable. 

Inn the case of partly unobservable investment in education, a > 0, the tax system does not have 

aa 100 per cent marginal tax rate to collect all labour income, e>0, but is not sufficient to yield optimal 

educationn either, e< P+P • Optimal policy further requires positive subsidies for formal education, 5 >0. 

Sincee it has a distortionary effect, the subsidy rate will always be smaller than the subsidy rate in the case 

off perfect observable education, 

ee > e' (= 0) and 5 < j * ( = p + p ) . (5.26) 

Howw much the instruments (and the targeted variables) deviate from the first-best policy depends on a 

numberr of parameters. In Table 5.2 we have derived the effect of exogenous parameters on the policy 

instrumentss as well as the market outcome for unemployment and education. 
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Tablee 5.2 Effects of exogenous parameters 

taxx progression 

educationn subsidy 

unemploymentt rate 

totall  education 

privatee education 

sociall  welfare 

unionn power 

a a 

1-ee + 

ss + 

MM  + 

i i 

m m 
V V 

onon policy and other variables 

returnn on 

education n 

IH H 
--
+ + 

+ + 

+ + 
+ + 

+ + 

externality y 

P(P+>) ) 
--

+ + 

+ + 

--

--

--

monitoring g 

off  education 
a a 

--

--

+ + 

--
+ + 

--

Inn this table we distinguish between the effect of total, social return of investment in education p+p, 

includingg the externality, and the (relative) difference between the social and private rate of return, 

p7(p+P),, as a consequence of the externality. 

MoreMore union power 

Mostt results in Table 5.2 are straightforward. A smaller wage elasticity of employment (a up) means 

lowerr costs of higher wages in terms of employment, thereby increasing bargaining power of trade unions 

andd encouraging wage demands by trade unions. As a result, unemployment will increase (w up). An 

optimall  response of the government is to counteract more bargaining power of trade unions by making 

taxestaxes more progressive (e down). Besides, the negative effect of more progressive taxes on human capital 

investmentt requires more education subsidies. On balance, both total education i and the share of private 

educationn will decrease. Also, social welfare (= expected utility of a representative worker) wil l decrease. 

Thiss is to be expected, since a higher a just implies a larger distortion in the wage setting process. 

HigherHigher return on education 

Next,, consider productivity of investment in education, p+p. The equations (37) and (38) show that an 

increasee in productivity (p+p up) leads to a activating education policy with higher subsidies {s up) and 

lesss progressive taxes (1-e down). As a result, education is stimulated (i up), and especially private 

educationn thrives (m up). The reverse side of the medal is that unemployment increases as well (u up). 

Onn balance, larger productivity is beneficial for welfare. 

LargerLarger externality of education 

Whenn the externality in the process of learning and education becomes more important (pV(P+p) up), 

investmentt in education tends to fall (»' down). To compensate for this negative effect, the government 
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wil ll  decrease tax progressivity (1-s down) and raise subsidies (s up). This cannot avoid, however, that 

totall  investment in education goes down, even though the share of private education increases (m up). 

Inn response to less progressive income taxes unemployment rises (H up). Evidently, the larger distortion 

inn education is partly mitigated at the expense a larger distortion on the labour market and an increase 

inn unemployment. On balance, the increased distortion in education affects welfare negatively. 

WorseWorse monitoring of education efforts 

Finally,, consider how the structure of education affects the optimal policy mix. Note that a can be 

interpretedd as a lack of information on education efforts. If o"=0, only observable formal education is 

productive,, whereas if a= 1 only unobservable, informal education matters. When education become less 

observablee (a up) the distortion in the structure of education becomes worse. The optimal policy mix 

shiftss towards less subsidies and less tax progression. Private education becomes more important (m up), 

andd total investment falls (i down). However, the price of less progressive income taxes is higher 

unemploymentt (« up). The government cannot avoid the twin problem of more unemployment and less 

investmentt in education. Again, welfare goes down because one of the distortions becomes more 

important. . 

5.55 Unemployment benefits 

Inn this section we shall reconsider the simplifying condition that the outside option for workers is 

negligible,, Uo = 0. More specifically, we analyse the case that the government dislikes inequality between 

thee unemployed and the employed and provides an unemployment benefit. The outside option is no 

longerr exogenous, but is a policy instrument in the hands of the government. Even though the 

governmentt dislikes inequality, it cannot eradicate the difference between unemployed and employed 

workers.. When the government raises the unemployment benefit, it also raises the outside option for 

tradee unions. They will start to ask for higher wages. In response unemployment will rise, aggravating 

thee tax burden on employed workers. The government can try to contain the distortionary effect of higher 

unemploymentt benefits by enlarging the tax base, through encouraging investment in human capital or 

byy making the income tax system more progressive. 

Inn this section we expand the model to account for unemployment benefits and their effect on 

incomee taxes and education subsidies. Introducing unemployment benefits implies two changes in the 
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modell  that show up in the social welfare function. We will discuss these changes before analysing the 

effectss of unemployment benefits. 

Assumee that the unemployment benefit is such that utility of unemployed workers (U0) is a 

fractionn b of utility of employed workers (U), thus U0 = bU. This fraction is thus a replacement rate in 

termss of utility. The government can freely set this replacement rate: it is a policy instrument. 

Whenn deciding upon the replacement rate the government employs a social welfare function. The 

functionn in this section is somewhat different from the one in earlier sections. One reason is the 

redistributionn from employed to unemployed workers. The utilitarian welfare function V breaks down 

intoo the welfare function in previous sections Vv ,0,with a negligible outside option for unemployed 

workers,, and the (relative) difference between before- and after-tax wage income of employed workers 

w-ylw=\-\w-ylw=\-\aa\\ V = Vv =0( 1 - T 0 ) . The difference between before-tax and after-tax wage income, w -y, is 

equall  to the contribution (net of subsidies received) of employed workers to the government budget. This 

contributionn pays entirely for the unemployment benefits, y0, 

(w-y)(l-u)(w-y)(l-u) = uyo, (5.27) 

wheree yg(= U0) is the unemployment benefit. The replacement rate determines the level of this benefit, 

y„y„ = bU= by(l-i). Using this in the government budget constraint (5.27) gives for the relative difference 

betweenn before- and after-tax wage income 

i . ,, ,^z- ! . 
»» i o <«*> 

1 - M M 

Thee average tax burden increases when unemployment increases and the tax base becomes smaller. In 

turn,, the unemployment rate depends on two policy variables (see equation 5.8): more tax progression 

leadss to less unemployment and a higher replacement rate to more unemployment. The replacement rate 

alsoo has a direct upward effect on the tax burden. Finally, the tax burden increases when investment in 

humann capital diminishes. The reason is that less investment in education leads to a lower wage rate and, 

sincee the level of unemployment benefits does not decrease as much as the wage rate, the tax burden on 

employedd workers rises. 

Theree is another reason that the social welfare function in this section is different from the one 

inn earlier sections. In this section we assume that the government dislikes inequality between the 

unemployedd and the employed, whereas in earlier sections a pure utilitarian social welfare function has 

beenn employed in which each worker is given equal weight. Now, the new social welfare function Wis 
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thee product of the old, utilitarian social welfare function F and a term l+(p/> (ip>0) that captures the 

preferencee for an equal distribution: W= K(l+cp/>). According to the extra term the government gives 

aa positive weight to utility of the unemployed vis-a-vis the employed. 

Thee social welfare function in this section breaks down into three multiplicative terms 

ww - >Vo(!-0( W ö ), (5.29) 

wheree the first term Vy =0 is the 'old' social welfare function in the absence of unemployment benefits 

(equationn 5.18), the second term 1 -xa is the result of redistribution from employed to unemployed workers 

andd the third term (I+96) captures the preference for equality. 

Thee government can improve the position of the unemployed by raising the level of 

unemploymentt benefits, but must take into account the negative effect on after-tax income of the 

employed.. In case of a purely utilitarian government (<p=0) this negative effect dominates, so that a corner 

solutionn arises with b =0. Therefore, the government must have a taste for equality (<p>0) to choose a 

positivee replacement rate, b>0. 

Thee first-order condition for unemployment benefits is littl e informative and is suppressed. It 

givess the obvious result that given the progression coefficient e and the subsidy rate s the replacement 

ratee b increases if the preference for equality becomes stronger and 9 increases. More interesting is how 

thee optimum for the subsidy rate and for the progression coefficient changes in the presence of 

unemploymentt benefits. The first-order conditions show that terms are added to the original conditions 

(5.19)) and (5.20) in section 4: 

OS OS 

''  + VU„-0 

\-u \-u 
b(l-xb(l-xaa)\^)\^ = 0, (5.30) 

as as 

de de 11 -u 
| L -- V^0{(l-i)b(l-Tjp^-- 0. (5.31) 
dede u°^ a J de 

Evidently,, if the replacement rate is negligible and b = 0, the new terms are zero, and the old first-order 

conditionss are still valid. However, if the replacement rate is positive and b > 0, the government adjusts 

thee subsidy rate and the progression coefficient to broaden the tax base. The first condition shows that 

forr a given progression coefficient the introduction of unemployment benefits is a positive reason for 

higherr education subsidies and more investmentt in education (since di/ds > 0). The second condition has 

twoo extra terms, that are of opposite sign (remember that di/de>0 and du/de>0). The first extra term 
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reflectss that less tax progression leads to more investment in education, whereas the second extra term 

showss that it is bad for unemployment. The latter effect dominates. Thus, introducing unemployment 

benefitss implies, given the subsidy rate, more progressive income taxes. The reason is that unemployment 

benefitss tend to raise unemployment and in this way raise the need for less powerful unions and more 

progressivee taxes. 

Soo far we have only considered own partial derivatives. We have asked: what is the effect of 

introducingg a positive but small replacement rate on the subsidy rate s, given the progression coefficient 

£,, and vice versa? However, to establish the effect of a stronger preference for equality and higher 

unemploymentt benefits we cannot rely on a partial-equilibrium analysis. Since the cross-derivatives in 

thee first-order conditions are not easy to establish, we have to resort to simulations. Table 5.3 shows the 

results.. The simulations broadly confirm the partial-equilibrium analysis. A stronger preference for 

equalityy (cp up) leads to a higher replacement rate (b up) and consequently more progressive income taxes 

(ee down) and higher subsidies on education (s up). More equality between employed and unemployed 

comess at a price. To begin with, unemployment rises (u up) when the replacement rate increases. That 

thee tax system becomes more progressive, is not enough to check union wage demands and to stop 

unemploymentt from rising. Moreover, investment in education falls (1 down). More tax progression 

reducess the incentive to invest, and rising education subsidies do not compensate for this negative effect 

onn human capital formation. Finally, the structure of education changes in favour of public investment 

andd the expense of private efforts to acquire skills (m down). 

Inn summary, taxes become more progressive to mitigate the negative consequences of more 

equalityy and a higher replacement rate (for the level of unemployment) and, similarly, education 

subsidiess become higher to mitigate the negative consequences of more tax progression (on investment 

inn education). 
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Tablee 5.3 Preference for equality and its effect on policy instruments 

SimulationSimulation results 

preferencee for equality, <p 0 0 0.25 5 

utilityy of unemployed, b 
(%% of utility of employed) 

progressionn coefficient, e 
(%) ) 

educationn subsidy, s 
(%% of after-tax income) 

unemployment,, u 
(%% of labour force) 

investmentt in education, i 
(%) ) 

privatee education, m 
(%% of total education) 

0.0 0 

83.3 3 

4.2 2 

8.3 3 

27.3 3 

59.3 3 

47.9 9 

69.1 1 

6.2 2 

13.3 3 

25.3 3 

70.6 6 

52.2 2 

8.5 5 

17.8 8 

22.7 7 

82.1 1 

37.5 5 

10.5 5 

20.9 9 

20.3 3 

54.5 5 47.4 4 39.3 3 

Exogenouss parameters: a = 0.1; (3=0.4; (3 = 0.1; o = 0.667. 

5.66 The empirical determinants of public education expenditure 

Thee theoretical approach in the previous sections concludes that under many circumstances progressive 

taxess and education subsidies tend to go hand in hand. Particularly, a dominant role in the process of 

wagee bargaining for trade unions provides an important reason for combining high progression and high 

subsidies.. Whereas the previous sections have had a normative perspective on government policies, this 

sectionn considers actual policies in various OECD countries. With the conclusions from the theoretical 

approachh in mind, we look for patterns in policy mixes. A clear-cut relation between public expenditure 

onn education, progression of income taxes and union membership emerges; a simple regression analysis 

suggestss that the practice of policy-making is not at odds with the conclusions from the theoretical 

approach. . 

Too uncover patterns in policy mixes we resort to regression analysis. However, a casual look at 

thee available data is already instructive. The data come from different sources and publications, but are 

oftenn provided by the OECD.39 Figure 5.1 {see Introduction) plots for 21 OECD countries education 

Ann overview of the sources is presented in Appendix A. 
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expendituree in 1994 and the coefficient of residual income progression in 1996 for a single person, 

earningg 167% of the average production wage. It reveals a negative relation between public expenditure 

educationn and progression. This is partly a result of the policy mix in Scandinavia, where the 

governmentss provide significant subsidies to education and at the same time choose for relatively 

progressivee taxes. The negative relation disappears when the sample does not include the four 

Scandinaviann countries. 

Too uncover the role of trade unions Figure 5.1 also plots for 18 OECD countries the coefficient 

off  progression and union membership, as a fraction of the total labour force, in 1994. Typically, countries 

optt for higher progression in tax system the higher membership is. An exception to this rule is the United 

Kingdom.. Here, membership amounts to about 30% of the labour force — not far from the unweighted 

OECDD average of 40% —, but the tax system is regressive, at least for an average one-person household 

earningg 167% of the average production wage. 

AA sample of 21 countries or less is not large. Using time series does not entirely resolve this 

problem.. The definition of public expenditure on education appears to change often, complicating a 

comparisonn over time. Besides, time series at a regular basis are often not available. For example, data 

aboutt union membership are available for only four times in the past twenty-five years. A similar 

problemm arises for data about replacement rates. Therefore, we opt for pooling data for 15 countries at 

thee beginning of the eighties (1981) and data for 21 countries in the middle of the nineties (1995). 

Thee data about the national tax systems are hardly a problem. The OECD publishes for different* 

typess of households and for several years, starting in 1978, the marginal and average tax rates. It is thus 

straightforwardd to derive the coefficient of residual income progression. The regression analysis uses 

onlyy one coefficient, that applies to a single person earning 167% of the average production wage. Using 

justt one measure to characterize progression in tax systems is not restrictive. The results do not change 

significantlyy if a coefficient for a different type of household — different with respect to composition or 

incomee — is employed instead. The reason is that there is a close relation between different measures for 

progression.. Even conceptually different measures will give similar results.40 

Thee regression analysis uses four exogenous variables to explain public expenditure on 

education:: union membership, a replacement rate, other government consumption and the population up 

too the age of 15. The theoretical approach in the previous section considers two of these four variables; 

Wee use a measure for progression based on a marginal tax rate and an average tax rate for a particular type of household. An 

alternativee measure is to consider average tax rates for two types of households, that are similar in composition but different with 

respectt to income. The correlation between the two measures is very high. This shows that one measure may fairly characterize 

nationall  tax systems so far as progression is concerned. 
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higherr union membership, implying more wage-setting power for unions, and a higher replacement rate 

aree expected to raise subsidies to education. Including thee other two variables helps to control for other 

factorss that for an empirical analysis could be relevant. The effect of more public consumption is not 

entirelyy clear. More consumption could crowd out education subsidies, since taxes to finance public 

expendituree are distortionary and therefore limit the size of the government. Equally, more consumption 

couldd reflect a stronger believe in the public competence to intervene in the private economy and 

thereforee imply more education subsidies. The effect of demography, however, is crystal clear. A 

youngerr population and a higher share of the population up to 15 is expected to raise public expenditure 

onn education. Table 5.4 briefly characterizes the relevant variables. 

Tablee 5.5 presents the results of the regression analysis. The first column shows that each 

variable,, except other government consumption, has a significant effect on education subsidies. Public 

expendituree on education is systematically and positively related with union membership, the 

replacementt rate and demography. The data support earlier conclusions about optimal combinations of 

incomee taxes and education subsidies. At the least, the results in the first column are compatible with the 

vieww that a higher membership and more powerful trade unions require more progressive income taxes 

and,, in turn, higher education subsidies.41 

411 Noteworthy is that a different proxy for bargaining powerr of unions produces a different result: union coverage, the number of 

workerss (members and non-members) represented by a union during the wage negotiations, does not have a significant, positive 

effectt on education subsidies. This is not an obvious result since the two variables - the number of members and the number of 

representedd workers ~ seem a good indication for the bargaining power of trade unions. In addition, the OECD (1997) reports that 

densityy and coverage have different impact on for example the unemployment rate and the employment rate. Anyway, the different 

resultss with different proxies calls for a cautious interpretation of the results. 
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Tablee 5.4 Summary Statistics 
Meann Standard Maximum Minimum 

Deviation n 
3636 observations 
educationn expenditure 
(%% of GDP) 

coefficientt of progression 
{%) ) 

unemployment t 
{%%  of labour  force) 

unionn membership 
(%%  of labour  force) 

replacementt rate 

governmentt consumption 
(%% of GDP) 
demography y 
(populationn up to IS, % of total population) 
Source::  OECD, various publications (sec Appendix A) 

Similarr equations have been estimated for 1995 and 1981 separately. The second and the third column 

off  the table show the results. The second column does not differ a great deal from the first column. 

However,, the results in the third column make clear that — not surprisingly -- 15 observations are not 

sufficientt to obtain precise, statistically significant estimates. Nevertheless, the coefficients do not 

changee much. Only the coefficient associated with demography drops markedly. 

Thee first three columns concern reduced-form equations. According to the discussion in earlier 

sectionss the effect of union membership on education subsidies is indirect, through its effect on 

progressionn of income taxes. The fourth and the fifth column show the results of structural equations, 

employingg the identifying restrictions that union membership does not affect education subsidies directly. 

Thee difference between the two columns is the estimation technique. The equation in the fourth column 

hass been estimated by the usual method of OLS whereas the one in the fifth column uses instrumental 

variables.. Both columns show that less progression (a higher coefficient of progression) implies less 

governmentt expenditure on education. They also show considerably different coefficients. Accounting 

forr endogeneity of progression doubles the estimated impact of this variable. Besides, evidence for a 

direct,, positive effect of the replacement rate on education expenditure, disregarding its indirect effect 

throughh its impact on tax progression, becomes weak. Clearly, the coefficient of progression is an 

importantt determinant of government expenditure on education, but exactly how important is not easy 

too tell. This depends on whether one is willin g to accept that tax progression is affected by the 

replacementt rate and, more generally, that policy-making is endogenous. 

5.77 1.3 

84.99 7.2 

7.66 3.8 

42.00 21.0 

31.88 15.1 

12.99 3.7 

19.99 2.6 

8.11 2.4 

105.00 70.9 

20.22 2.2 

91.00 9.0 

63.00 2.0 

21.66 4.4 

25.44 15.3 
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Thee last two columns again concern reduced-form equations. Here the four exogenous variables 

oughtt to explain the coefficient of progression (the sixth column) and unemployment (the seventh 

column).. The results back the earlier conclusions that higher union membership and a higher replacement 

ratee should bring a more progressive income tax system. However, in the theoretical model the chain of 

argumentss runs from wage-setting power to progression via unemployment. The expectation is that 

demandss for higher wage by workers can only be reconciled with the interest of firms by a higher 

unemploymentt rate. This is not borne out by the data. The replacement rate thus has the expected positive 

effectt on unemployment, but union membership does not have a positive effect on unemployment. 

Instead,, the latter effect is negative, albeit insignificant. 
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5.77 Concluding remarks 

AA system of progressive income taxes does not differentiate between various causes of income changes 

orr income differences. This article focuses on two of these causes. On the hand, trade unions aim to 

increasee income of their members by restricting the supply of labour and raising the wage. On the other 

hand,, workers aim to increase their income by investing to acquire skills. Progressive taxes interfere with 

bothh aims. They reduce upward wage pressure and in this way boost employment and production. The 

problemm is that they also diminish incentives to accumulate human capital and in this way reduce 

productivityy of workers and production. The optimal progression of income taxes should balance both 

thee positive and negative effect. However, a system of progressive taxes is not the only instrument a 

governmentt can use to stimulate accumulation of human capital. A government can rely also on direct 

subsidiess on investment in education. Unfortunately, as a consequence of imperfect monitoring education 

subsidiess cannot avoid that progressive income taxes reduce the private incentive to invest in skills. A 

governmentt must inevitably face the dilemma that taxing labour income entails. 

Thee optimal response of the government to the dilemma is to find a combination of progressive 

taxess and education subsidies that weighs unemployment against underinvestment in education and that 

weighss an inadequate level of education against an inadequate mix of private and public education. A 

combinationn of steep marginal tax rates, relative to the average rates, and generous education subsidies 

becomess more favourable the larger the power of trade unions to set wages, the better the ability of the 

governmentt to steer private efforts to educate, and the higher the preference for income equality (between 

thee employed and the unemployed). However, a government can better reduce tax progression and 

increasee education subsidies when the rate of return on investment in education rises or when the wedge 

betweenn the private and the social rate of return becomes larger (while keeping the social rate of return 

constant). . 

Ann empirical analysis for several OECD countries and the theoretical approach give similar 

results.. A policy mix of high education subsidies and relatively progressive income taxes is found in 

countriess where union membership is significant and the replacement rate is high. Thus, education 

subsidiess and progressive taxes go hand in hand. From a theoretical perspective, this is an optimal 

combinationn in countries where trade unions have a strong position and try to push the wage above its 

market-clearingg level. 

Thee paper does not and cannot reflect the full, theoretical and practical complexity of income 

taxx systems or education systems. The analysis could include that the risk of becoming unemployed has 
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aa deterrent effect on investment in education. Young people seem reluctant to take loans in order to 

investt in education. They rather choose to work or to settle for less demanding and time-consuming 

training.. A prominent reason is the fear that they might become unemployed and might not be able to pay 

backk those loans. Also, the analysis should perhaps allow for other government expenditure, that may 

crowdd out public expenditure on education, and for an elasticity of substitution between the two types 

off  investment in education that differs from unity. 
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Appendixx A Data sources 

SourcesSources and definitions 

name e 

source(s) ) 

definition n 

years s 

remarks s 

name e 
source(s) ) 

definition n 

years s 

remarks s 

educationeducation subsidies 

OECDD (1996), Life long learning for all, Paris; Table 1.12 

OECDD (1997), Education at a Glance - OECD Indicators, Paris 

OECDD (1997), Implementing the jobs study: Member country experiences, Paris (for Belgium 1994 on page 

91,, Table 28) 
publicc expenditure on education, % of GDP 

1980,, 1994 

namee trade union density / union membership 

sources)) OECD (1997), Employment Outlook, July, Paris 

definitionn number of trade union members, % of number of wage- and salary-earners 

yearss 1980, 1994 

remarkss For Greece and Ireland data are unavailable and the unweighted average for the rest of the countries has 

beenn used. 

namee replacement rate 
source(s)) OECD (1994), The OECD jobs study: evidence and explanations. Part II; The adjustment potential of the 

labourlabour market, Paris 

definitionn benefit entitlements after tax, % of previous earnings after tax 

yearss 1981, 1991 

remarks s 

otherother government consumption 

Governmentt consumption: CPB (Wi ldCat) 

Educationn subsidies: see above 

Governmentt consumption excluding public expenditure on education, % of GDP 

1981,, 1994 

name e 

source(s) ) 

definition n 

years s 

remarks s 

demography demography 

OECDD (1997), Labour force statistics 1976-1996, Paris 

populationn up to 15, % of total population 

1981,1995 5 

name e 

source(s) ) 

definition n 

years s 

remarks s 

coefficientcoefficient of income progression 

OECDD (1997), Tax/Benefit position of employees 1995-1996, Paris 

OECDD (1995), The OECD jobs study: taxation, employment and unemployment, Paris 

elasticityy of after-tax income to before-tax income for a single person earning 167% of the average 

productionn wage (APW) 

1981,1996 6 

Thee data for 1981 are derived by averaging two elasticities: one at 133% of APW and one at 200% of APW 
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name e 

source(s) ) 

definition n 

years s 

remarks s 

unemploymentunemployment rale 

CPBB (WildCat) 

unemployment,, % of population (standardized) 

1981,1994 4 

CountriesCountries in sample 

middlemiddle of the nineties beginningbeginning of the eighties 

Australia a 

Austria a 

Belgium m 

Canada a 

Denmark k 

Finland d 

France e 

Germany y 

Greece e 

Ireland Ireland 

Italy y 

Japan n 

Netherlands s 

Neww Zealand 

Norway y 

Portugal l 

Spain n 

Sweden n 

Switzerland d 

Unitedd Kingdom 

Unitedd States 

Australia a 

Belgium m 

Canada a 

Denmark k 

Finland d 

France e 

Germany y 

Italy y 

Japan n 

Netherlands s 

Neww Zealand 

Spain n 

Sweden n 

Unitedd Kingdom 

Unitedd States 
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Appendixx B The moderating effect of unemployment on wage demands 

Thee standard monopoly union model does not take into account that the level of unemployment is 

importantt for the fall-back position of workers and thus for the wage that trade unions ask for. Layard, 

Nickelll  and Jackman (1991) adjust the standard model to include a role for unemployment in the wage-

settingg process. They do not provide a satisfying, theoretical foundation for this role in the context of the 

staticc model; they impose the long-term properties of a dynamic model on the static model. Here, we 

hopee to provide a theoretical justification in the context of the static and otherwise standard model for 

includingg unemployment in the fall-back position of workers. 

Thee allocation of jobs takes two rounds. First, workers hope to get a job in their own sector and 

attainn the utility level U. Those that do not succeed in the first round, get a second chance in other 

sectors.. If workers are unfortunate in this second round as well, they become unemployed and attain 

utilit yy level U0 (<U). The probability of success in other sectors depends on the genera! state of 

unemploymentt (u). We will now discuss these two rounds elaborately. 

FirstFirst round 

AA trade union in sector k sets the wage wk (per efficiency unit) and in this way determines employment 

LLkk in this sector. All workers are member and, typically, employment will be smaller than membership 

NNkk,, Lk< Nk . In the first round jobs are allocated randomly among union members. The number of 

vacanciess is only a fraction \-uk (with uk= (Nk-Lk)/Nk) of membership. Moreover, not all vacancies are 

filledd by unions members; only a given fraction 1-6 of the available jobs will be occupied by them. The 

restt of the available jobs goes (in the second round) to outsiders. In a broader sense, the fraction 1-5 

couldd be regarded as an indicator for the preferential treatment of union members. The higher 1 -6 is, the 

moree privileged union members are. 

Considerr wage-setting by trade unions more closely. A representative uni on maximizes expected 

utilit yy Vv of a representative worker in an arbitrary sector (all sectors are similar, therefore we drop the 

sectorr index k): 

VVuu = ( l - 8 ) ( l - « ) t/ + [ l - ( l -8)( l -«)] t / a . (Al ) 

Thee term (1 -8)(1 -w) is the probability that a member gets a job. Here U is utility of the fortunate 

workerss that find a job in the first round; it is given by utility function (5.1) for optimal education effort 

ii (equation 5.6). Ua is expected utility of the unfortunate workers that have to find a job in the second 
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round.. Since there is a risk that they wil l not find a job at all, the expected utility in the second round is 

lowerr than in the first round, Ua<Uj The determinants of Ua will be discussed below. For the moment it 

iss sufficient that Ua is given for the trade union when determining thee wage. 

AA union faces a downward sloping labour demand function. Let a represent the inverse of the 

constantt wage elasticity of employment, with a = -[(w/LXöL/dw)]" 1 and 0«x<l. Then, obtain by 

maximizingg the union's welfare function (Al) , using the utility function (5.1) and the definition of tax 

progressionn (5.3), the first-order condition for the wage 

e t / - ! ( £ Z-- Ua) = 0 . (A2) 
a a 

Thee first term is the positive income effect of higher wages, whereas the second term represents the 

negativee effect of job losses in the first round. Since the utility level U is positively and monotonously 

associatedd with the wage w, and assuming that ea < 1, it follows that the better the outside option Ua the 

higherr the wage w is. Rewriting (A2) shows this more clearly 

UU = a (AT) 
11 - CLE 

Thee term 1/(1-cte) is the mark-up over the outside option of the union's members. It is a measure for the 

union'ss bargaining power. 

SecondSecond round 

Too obtain a solution for wages and/or employment we must consider the fall-back position Ua. This is 

thee utility of a worker who does not get a job in the 'home' sector in the first round. It depends on the 

jobb opportunities in the second round. The remaining vacancies after the first round (5£) will be available 

inn the second round. In this new round these jobs wil l be randomly distributed over all jobless workers 

5L+(N-L). 5L+(N-L). 

Thosee jobless workers that find a job in other sectors receive the same wage w and reach the 

samee utility level U as they would have in the home sector. This is a natural assumption to make since 

theree is no distinction between workers who are hired in the first round and those hired who are hired 

immediatelyy afterwards, in the second round. After this last round job opportunities for workers in the 

formall  economy are exhausted. Utilit y of these workers falls down to an exogenous level U0. 

Givenn this set-up the fall-back position can be written as 
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UUaa - (\-q)U + qU0 , (A3) 

wheree 1-q denotes the probability of a successful job hunt in other sectors. The probability that 

unemployedd workers after the first round find a job in the second round is the ratio of the number of 

availablee jobs (5L) and the number of job-seekers (5L+N-L), hence using 1-u = UN: 

1 -,, = U - 5<1-"> . ,A4) 
6L+N-L6L+N-L M+6(1-M) 

Thee outside option for union members in the first round thus becomes, 

== 5(1-») u + u „ 
aa u + S(l-u) ii+5(l-ii ) ° K ' 

Substitutingg this expression in the first-order condition (A2) for the wage gives a formula for the rate of 

unemploymentt w, 

6ae e 

V-UV-U00 (A6) 
-(11 -5)ae 

U U 

Severall  factors determine the unemployment rate in this model of trade unions. Unemployment decreases 

when: : 

•• the tax system becomes more progressive (e down), 

•• wage elasticity of labour demand increases and the bargaining power of the trade unions declines 

(aa down), 

•• the job security (preferential treatment) of union members in the 'home' sector becomes less (8 

up)42, , 

•• the (relative) difference between employed and unemployed workers in terms of utility increases 

(U-UJUup). (U-UJUup). 

422 The decisive reason behind this effect of 8 on u is that unemployed members -- after the first round ~ have a higher probability 

off finding a job in a different sector the higher 5 is. In other words, if S increases, the outside option for a union member improves 

andd unemployment must rise to reconcile the fixed competitive wage and the higher wage that unions will ask for. 
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RelationRelation with the main analysis 

Too understand why the set-up with two rounds is relevant for our main analysis, let us consider two 

extremee cases. If 5=0, all vacancies are filled in the first round and in fact there is no second round. After 

thee first round unemployed workers immediately fall back to the exogenous utility level, Ua = U0. The 

modell  thus reduces to a standard monopoly union model. In this case a mechanism is missing that can 

equatee the optimal wage for trade unions with the competitive wage in a small open economy. In Figure 

5.22 another horizontal line would appear. Therefore, we must conclude that the standard monopoly union 

modell  (5=0) does not yield a meaningful equilibrium. Therefore, this case is not interesting to pursue. 

Instead,, we focus on the other extreme case, 511. In this case all union members have to find a 

jobb in two rounds. The expression for the unemployment rate then simplifies to 

Inn this relatively simple expression the main determinants of unemployment in equation (A6) survive. 

Inn setting the wage, the union takes account of the wage-elasticity a, residual income progression £ and 

thee general state of unemployment. The corresponding wage- setting curve is upward sloping. We can 

furtherr simplify the analysis by assuming zero outside utility, Uo=0, in which case the wage-setting curve 

becomess vertical (see Figure 5.2). Wages are infinitely sensitive to unemployment then. Any deviation 

fromm this equilibrium unemployment rate leads to a wage spiral across sectors. As a result the model is 

dichotomized:: the wage rate is determined by international competitiveness, and the (un)employment rate 

byy trade union behaviour. 
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66 INEQUALITY , LABOUR MARKE T INSTITUTION S AND TECHNICA L CHANGE 

6.11 Introductio n 

Inn the United States the income distribution has become more uneven in the last 10 to 15 years. This has 

initiatedd a debate on the causes of rising income inequality. This debate mainly focuses on the position 

off  low-skilled relative to high-skilled workers, and on the role of international trade as opposed to biased 

technicall  change - biased at the expense of low-skilled workers and in favour of high-skilled workers. 

Inn the debate technical change is often seen as the main culprit. Quantitative research indicates that 

internationall  trade is unlikely to be solely responsible for rising inequality, or, at least, that other 

explanationss than trade are equally legitimate and deserve serious attention (see for example Learner 

1994).. Besides, some research suggests that technical changes in the past years have altered the 

compositionn of demand for labour. Krueger (1993), for example, derives that the introduction of the 

computerr has benefited high-skilled workers. Furthermore, several studies of plant-level data report that 

aa higher share of skilled workers is associated with technology indicators (see, for example, Doms, 

Dunnee and Troske, 1997) 

Soo the story goes that technical changes are to blame for the rising inequality in the United States 

andd perhaps also in the United Kingdom, and - in combination with rigid labour markets - for relatively 

highh unemployment of low-skilled workers in continental Europe. However, experiences of some 

countriess do not easily fit  into the story. Japan has a low unemployment rate, a relatively even income 

distributionn and has seen hardly rising income differences. Besides, some OECD countries are thought 

too have successfully reformed labour market institutions. These countries, among which the Netherlands, 

unemploymentt has fallen, but income inequality has not shown a spectacular rise as in the United States 

orr the United Kingdom. 

Itt might be that technical change is biased in the United States, but not in Japan or the 

Netherlands.. This is difficult to establish, since the process of technical change and its effect on wage 

inequalitiess is a black box. Difficul t is to explain why it is biased at the expense of low-skilled workers, 

lett alone why it is different in different countries.43 The role of technical change is often derived from 

aa rising skill premium and - as a logical, theoretical consequence - rising demand for high-skilled 

workerss relative to low-skilled workers. Biased technical change then merely describes, rather than 

explains,, rising inequality. 

Inn the literature some interesting attempts to explain biased technical change have appeared. See for example Acemoglu (1999). 
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Thee story of biased technical change only focuses on low-skilled and high-skilled workers. This 

focuss is however too narrow. Davis (1992) also reports that in many developed countries income equality 

hass risen during the seventies and eighties. But, not only income differences between low-skilled and 

high-skilledd workers have increased in this period, but also differences between young and old and even 

amongg similar workers - workers of the same age and with identical (formal) education - have become 

moree pronounced. A theory that accounts for only between-group inequality, is not sufficient. Instead 

aa theory of within-group inequality must complement it. See for a simple model Aghion, Caroli and 

Garcia-Penalosa(1999). . 

Also,, the causality may run the other way: from income distribution to economic growth and 

technicall  change. Cross-section analysis of the link between growth and income distribution, initiated 

byy Persson and Tabelini (1992, 1994), consistently reveals a negative relation between these two. A 

countryy with a relatively equal income distribution grows faster ceteris paribus. This result is often 

explainedd by growth-depressing income or capital taxes that redistribute income. Here the (primary) 

incomee distribution is a determinant of growth rather than the other way around. 

Thiss chapter develops the idea that technical change is the same everywhere but that the response 

-- in terms of more or less inequality -- is different in different countries. Technical change is conceived 

ass innovations destroying old products and creating new and better products, in a similar vein as 

Grossmann and Helpman (1991) and Aghion and Howitt (1992). In fact, the model is similar to the one 

thatt has been developed by Grossman and Helpman (1991). At the heart of it is R&D that aims to 

improvee - and destruct - existing products. The reason for a different response to a similar, 

technologicall  shock is found on the labour market. Competition on this market is assumed to be 

imperfect.. The description of the labour market has much in common with the model of Acemoglu and 

Newmann (1997). 

AA firm cannot perfectly monitor workers. To alleviate this problem a firm pays different wages 

too identical workers. To provide the right incentives to workers, a firm rewards some workers. In a sense, 

workerss can pursue a career with one firm. Some workers are successful, others are not. Innovations 

bringg new products but also destroy existing products, firms and thus careers. Technical changes in the 

formm of innovations hamper a firm because a successful career then becomes a less efficient instrument 

forr this firm to motivate workers. A firm can respond to a higher innovation rate by increasing or by 

decreasingg wage differences between careerwise successful and unsuccessful workers. This choice 

cruciallyy depends among other factors on labour market institutions. Progressive income taxes, firing 

costss and also trade unions make it more likely that a firm responds to more uncertainty by reducing wage 
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differences.. Potentially, these institutions can explain the differences between continental Europe and 

thee United States. At least, for a small sample of countries the data support the predicted relation among 

innovations,, trade unions and earnings inequality. 

Sectionn 2 characterizes wage setting by firms, and the consequences of innovations on the wage 

distribution.. Section 3 goes into labour market institutions, in particular progressive income taxes, firing 

costss and trade unions, that affect the wage distribution. Section 4 endogenizes technical change, showing 

thatt the outcome of the labour market not only depends on the innovation rate, but also determines it. In 

otherr words, higher growth could lead to more income inequality, but the direction in this relation can 

alsoo run from inequality to growth. In section 5 the analysis becomes empirical and considers a cross-

sectionn of countries. The analysis is not very extensive, but nevertheless shows that both trade unions 

andd innovations are important determinants of wage inequality. Section 6 concludes. 

6.22 Wage distributio n and innovations 

Inn this section a model of wage determination is set out. It shares one element with other efficiency-wage 

models,, namely that firms threaten to dismiss low-productive, shirking workers. A new element is that 

firmsfirms promise to reward (some) high-productive workers. To discipline workers firms rely not only on 

thee stick but also on the carrot. Furthermore, it resembles a model developed by Acemoglu and Newman 

(1998).. Whereas they focus on differences in monitoring technology between Europe and the United 

States,, here the attention is given to (differences in) tax progression, firing costs and the position of trade 

unions. . 

Workerss have to invest to acquire firm-specific skills in order to be productive. A firm cannot 

perfectlyy observe skills and productivity. Of some workers it observes productivity, of other workers it 

doess not. The wage of a worker depends on whether or not the firm observes the worker's productivity. 

AA firm tries to stimulate investment in firm-specific skills by announcing that when it learns productivity 

off  a group of workers, it wil l reward productive workers in this group by paying them a high wage and 

wil ll  punish unproductive workers in this group by dismissing them. The firm pays the rest of the workers 

aa low wage. The outcome is that workers earn a different wage even though they are ex-ante identical. 

Too convince workers to invest in firm-specific skills, the firm thus uses both a carrot and a stick. 

Thee carrot is of course that productive workers may receive a high rather than a low wage, and the stick 

iss that unproductive workers are dismissed. The trouble is after a worker has invested in firm-specific 
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skillss these skills may prove to be worthless. Competition may force a firm to leave business and a firm 

cannott therefore keep its promise to pay a high wage to some productive workers. Current R&D threatens 

thee future position of the firm, since it seeks to overtake today's monopoly position tomorrow. 

Innovationss thus undermine the promise to pay a high wage and erode the role of the carrot in stimulating 

investmentt in firm-specific skills. The model explores this channel along which innovations affect wage 

inequality.. The exact relation between innovations on the one hand and wage inequality on the other hand 

iss uncovered in the rest of this section. It depends among other things on (risk) preferences, monitoring 

technologyy and labour market institutions. 

Inn this section we characterize wage-setting by a representative firm and in particular the effect 

off  the (exogenous) innovation rate on wages and wage inequality. In section 4, the model is extended to 

determinee the allocation of labour across two sectors and the innovation rate. 

Ratherr than developing a full-fledged dynamic analysis of the relation between firm and workers 

aa short cut is taken. A dynamic analysis essentially results, but is largely simplified. Even though 

production,, consumption and investment take place simultaneously, a sequence on the decisions by both 

partiess is imposed.44 

11 The firm offers a wage scheme to its workers. 

22 The workers choose to invest or not. 

3aa The firm leams whether it will survive or not. In the presence of a (future) competitor the firm 

renegess on the announced scheme; it does not pay the high wage, but pays every worker the low 

wage.. In the absence of such a competitor the firm sticks to this scheme (see 3b). 

3bb The firm leams their productivity of some workers (a fraction ^ of all workers). These workers 

aree paid a high wage, whereas the others receive a low wage. (Unproductive workers are fired.) 

44 The workers that have invested, but are not rewarded extra, decide wether to stay or to leave. 

Twoo remarks have to be added. First, step 2 already assumes that the workers want to take the job. The 

conditionn that workers indeed want this, is always satisfied in the context of this model. This will be 

explainedd later. Second, step 3a does not say that a firm is driven out of business, but says that it will be 

competedd away. It still exists, but approaches closure. A firm that is about to be closed, can no longer 

offerr a career (credibly) and does not pay a high wage. This assumption is crucial for the outcome of the 

wage-settingg process. 

444 An analysis in which decisions are separated by real time, has to consider precautionary savings in face of thee uncertainty about 

labourr income and risk-averse preferences of workers. Precautionary savings complicate such an analysis greatly. 
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Workers Workers 

Thee offer of the firm to workers must obey two constraints. The first condition that an employer must 

consider,, is that workers must be willing to invest as to acquire firm-specific skills and to become 

productive.. A complication is that a firm can only observe productivity of a worker with probability q. 

Incompletee information on the part of the firm gives a worker an opportunity to choose: the worker either 

investss or does not. If a workers invests, he has a probability of being rewarded; if a workers does not 

invest,, he saves the effort but has a probability q of being fired. 

Figuree 6.1 schematically shows the consequences of either alternative. 

•• If a worker chooses to acquire skills, the probability of a high wage \w) is pq and the probability 

off a low wage (n:) is I-pq. The probability of being rewarded is the product of the probability 

thatt a firm survives (p) and the probability that a firm observes the productivity (q). 

•• If a worker decides to ignore the carrot and to shirk, the probability to be forced to leave the firm 

iss q and the probability to stay with the firm is 1-q. A worker who is fired, has to look for a job 

outsidee this sector, denoted X, in a different (low-wage) sector, denoted Y.45 

AA worker weighs both alternatives - to invest or not - by comparing expected utility. Utility in a given 

situationn is derived from consumption out of wage income (w), but is negatively affected by the 

exogenous,, fixed effort necessary to acquire skills (e, 0 < e < 1). Both the X-sector and the Y-sector 

requiree workers to invest in skills, with effort ex and eY respectively. An important difference between 

thee two sectors is monitoring. In the Y-sector monitoring is perfect whereas in the X-sector shirking is 

aa problem. The tree in Figure 6.1 summarizes the two alternatives for a worker in the X-sector: investing 

orr not (given that each worker prefers a job in X-sector over one in the Y-sector). 

Ann alternative assumption is a worker can look for a job in either of the two sectors. Both assumptions yield similar results. The 

assumptionn in the main text is simply more convenient than this alternative assumption. 
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Figuree 6.1 Consequences of different investment decisions 

firmm offers a wage 
scheme e 

workerss choose to 
investt e or not 

Productive e 
e>0 0 

ee = 0 
Unproductive e 

firmss learns about: 
a)) survival (p) 
b)) productivity of 
somee workers (q) 

(low-wage)) workers 
choosee to stay or to 
leave e 

Highh wage 

Inn the subsequent analysis a specific utility function will be used. In particular, the relative rate of risk 

aversionn is constant (a) and the elasticity of substitution between consumption of goods and 'leisure' 

(11 -e) is unity, 

l - o o 
o>00 : U(w,\-e) 

aa = l : U(w,l-e) = ln[w(l-e)] . 

(6.1) ) 

Thesee assumptions imply that the (marginal) value of investment effort (e) is proportional to the wage 

incomee (w), and exclude the tendency to - if possible - change the investment effort in response to 
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growingg wages. A consequence is that the results of the model can be couched in terms of relative wage 

differencess only. Note that workers are risk-neutral when o = 0 and otherwise risk-avers. 

AA worker is willing to invest if Ux\e>0 ~ ^xle^o or> m o re specifically, if 

pqpqJ-[^J-[^ x{x{\-e\-exx)]-°)]-°  + xQ-ex)]-

zz (6.2) 

Thiss (in)equality can be reordered, 

ii (6.2') 

Thee right-hand side of the last (in)equality represents the cost of investment, whereas the left-hand side 

iss the benefit of investing in skills and productivity. The benefit encompasses two terms. The first term 

betweenn brackets on the left-hand side is the reward of investing e - a high rather than a low wage -, and 

thee second term between brackets is the penalty - a job in Y rather than in X. This (in)equality wil l be 

labelledd investment condition or, alternatively, the incentive compatibility condition. 

Thee investment condition is always binding. If the benefit of investing is lower than the cost, 

workerss do not invest in skills and they are unproductive. Firms have to raise the wages to instate the 

incentivee to invest. However, if the benefit of investing is higher than the cost, workers are productive 

butt firms can economize by lowering the (high and low) wages such that the incentive to invest remains 

inn tact. 

Thee costs of investing in productive skills, ex and eY, are exogenous. Throughout this chapter they 

aree set equal to each other, ex = eY = e. The two sectors would pay the same wage if monitoring in the 

X-sectorr was perfect. 

Thee second condition that a firm must consider, is that after monitoring a worker must stay to 

workk for a low wage and will not take a job in the other sector. By assumption a worker must invest to 

bee productive in the Y-sector as well, even if he already had to invest to be productive in the X-sector. 
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Thee reason is that skills in the X-sector are partly firm-specific, and are not as productive in the Y-sector 

ass they are in the X-sector. A new job in this sector thus requires extra investment. He will not try to find 

workk elsewhere after the outcome of the monitoring process is established if, 

wwxx > Wy(l-c) , 0 < c < e , (6.3) 

wheree c is a measure for the extra investment. This measure indicates the degree to which skills in the 

X-sectorr are firm-specific and are substitutes for skills in the Y-sector.46 This inequality will be referred 

too as the (ex-post) competition condition,'*1 

Firms Firms 

Iff  besides the investment condition, the competition condition is binding, a firm does not have the ability 

too set (one of the) wages freely. Instead, the two conditions determine the two wages, wx and vv . More 

specifically,, from the competition condition follows the low wage and from the investment condition, 

givenn the low wage and the wage in the traditional sector, follows the high wage. In this case, (ex-post) 

competitionn from the other, traditional sector constricts the firm from decreasing the low wage further. 

Nott always the firm wants to decrease the low wage as much as possible. Conceivably, it may 

sometimess want to set the low wage higher the competitive wage, i.e., the wage that the firm at least has 

too offer so as to induce productive workers to stay. To understand this, consider optimal wage-setting 

fromm the perspective of the firm. 

AA firm minimizes the expected wage cost per worker, v,\, 

minn we
x = pqwx + {\~pq)w.x , (6.4) 

Iff  a worker wenl from the X-sector to the Y-sector total investment would be (1-c )(\-ex ) - 1 in terms of effort, where ex is 

investmentt for a job in the X-sector and c the extra investment for a job in the Y-sector. 

477 A job in the innovative sector is ex ante more attractive than one in the traditional sector. Substitution of (6.3) into (6.2) shows 

thatt the expected utility in the X-sector is higher than in the Y-sector if c < e. In this configuration, every worker would like to 

workk in the X-sector ex-ante, but not every worker can. Firms can choose, but select workers - they are identical - randomly. 

Moreover,, dismissal is indeed a penalty. The threat of losing a job when caught is not empty. 

Inn the opposite configuration, if c > e, the condition that (expected) utility of a job in each sector is the same, would have to 

determinee the low wage. Acemoglu and Newman (1997) use this condition. If this condition holds, ex-ante competition among 

firmsfirms sets a lower bound for the low wage, and if condition (6.3) holds, ex-post competition does. 
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subjectt to the investment condition. The two first-order conditions can be reduced to one optimality 

condition,, which wil l also be referred to as the distribution condition, 

{l-pq)[-&{l-pq)[-&xxyyoo + (VLj-'p-e)1-" ~ (l-?)(ag-° * 0 . (6.5) 

Onee way to understand this optimality condition is to imagine that the firm sets wages such that a small 

decreasee of the high wage and a small increase of the low wage, leaving the expected wage unaffected, 

doess not change the incentive to invest for workers positively or negatively. 

Iff  productivity is perfectly observable and <p=l, wages do not differ. If not, the firm rewards 

workerss differently. This inequality then shows the familiar trade-off between optimal risk-sharing and 

optimall  incentives.48 The first term arises from uncertainty in combination with risk aversion. The firm 

takess into account that uncertainty about the wage — high or low ? ~ discourages investment in skills. 

Itt is the main reason that the firm does not always want to set the low wage as low as possible. More 

uncertaintyy implies that the job becomes less attractive and that the penalty - the utility difference 

betweenn this job and a job elsewhere ~ is less a reason to invest. To restore the penalty, the firm has to 

raisee both wages and it sees the wage costs rise. The second term is the result of less than perfect 

monitoring.. The firm realises that a higher tow wage means a higher incentive to shirk. A worker may 

tryy to save the effort of investing in skills, where the probability of not being caught shirking is \-q. In 

otherr words, a higher low wage raises the cost of investment - the utility difference between investing 

andd not investing. 

Theree are two cases to consider. In the one case, the low wage is set in order to avoid that 

workerss do not search for a job elsewhere: the competition condition (6.3) is binding. In the other case, 

thee low wage follows from the trade-off between optimal risk-sharing and optimal incentives: the 

distributionn condition (6.5) is binding. So, either the competition condition (6.3) or the distribution 

conditionn (6.5) is operative. In either case, the wage scheme must induce investment by workers and 

makee the plans of the firm and the workers compatible. The investment condition (6.2) always holds. 

Bothh cases, in which either the competition or the distribution condition is binding, will be 

discussedd subsequently. Attention mainly goes out to the impact of the survival probability p on the 

relativee wage difference within the X-sector and between the X-sector and the Y-sector, vv^/w and 

w^/\Vy.w^/\Vy. This will demonstrate that a similar technological shock — more or less innovations - may have 

488 A firms and a worker run the risk that the firm does not observe productivity of the worker. Because the firm is risk-neutral and 

thee worker is not, optimal risk-sharing would imply that the firm carries this risk. 
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aa different effect on wage inequality, depending on which case prevails. After this, the next step (in 

sectionn 6.3) is to demonstrate that the two different cases agree with the different situations in continental 

Europee one the one hand and the Anglo-Saxon countries on the other hand. 

6.2.16.2.1 Wage-setting: the case of competition 

Thee low wage is not necessarily an instrument to a firm to provide the optimal incentive to invest in firm-

specificc skills. In the case under discussion the firm reduces the low wage until workers start to leave the 

firm.firm. The workers have the option of applying for a job elsewhere. The outside option of workers 

constrainss the firm when setting the low wage. Even though further decreasing the low wage would 

improvee the incentive to invest in firm-specific skills, the firm is kept from further decreasing the low 

wagee by competition on the labour market among firms. The competition condition is binding and the 

optimalityy condition is not. 

Substitutingg the ex-post competition condition into the investment condition, (6.3) and (6.5) 

yieldss an explicit expression for the relative difference between the high and the low wage, 

pq[(wpq[(wxxlwlwxx)-°)-° - l ] = [ (1/1-*) ' - - l] - q\\l\-ey- - ( l / l - c ) ' - ] , (6.6) 

wheree it is good to recall that the costs of investment in both sectors, X and Y, are assumed to be the 

same,, ex = eY = e. In the case of competition the relative wage difference depends on (four) factors that 

determinee the penalty, the reward and the incentive not to invest. The most interesting factor is the impact 

off  the probability that the firm survives,/?. When this probability decreases, the reward tends to fall. The 

promisee of a high wage becomes for workers a less compelling argument to invest. In other words, a 

careerr or a steep wage profile becomes less efficient instrument to motivate workers when a firm is more 

likelyy to fail and also to breakk its promise to pay a high wage. When the odds get worse, a firm responds 

byy raising the stakes. A decrease ofp implies an increase of wx/w , such that the expected reward does 

nott change. Equation (6.6) also makes clear that less efficient monitoring (q decreases), higher 

investmentt cost (e increases) and a worse outside option for workers (c increases) will bring about more 

wagee inequality within a firm (wx/w increases).49 

Onee other factor is ignored here: expectations. Nowadays many workers seem to feel less secure about their job than they used 

too do. In the model both firms and workers form expectations about the survival probability. The p featuring in the investment 

conditionn is the survival probability as perceived by workers, whereas thep in the expression for the wage cost is the survival 

probabilityy expected by firms. In the model the increased sense of insecurity among workers corresponds to a decreased survival 
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Leavee the discussion about wages within the X-sector and turn to the wage difference between 

X-sectorr and Y-sector. Typically, the expected wage cost in the X-sector exceeds those in the Y-sector, 

w£w£ > wY, and increases when/? falls. Figure 6.2 illustrates the effect of the survival probability on wage 

inequalitiess in the case of competition. It shows along the Y-axis the relative wage difference between 

thee two sectors and along the X-axis the wage difference within the X-sector. The definitions are such 

thatt an increase in either measure corresponds to an increase in wage inequality. The H'-curve represents 

combinationss of w^/wY and w£ /yv for which the investment condition holds. This curve can be derived 

byy substituting the wage cost equation (6.4) into the investment condition. For lower than optimal values 

off  wClw , to the left of point b in Figure 6.2, the curve slopes downward. When w£lw is below its 

optimumm value but comes closer to it, the utility of a job elsewhere can increase and w^lwY can decrease 

whilee maintaining the incentive to invest. The CC'-line, along which the competition condition holds, 

intersectss with the negatively sloped part of the IT-curve. Point a gives the equilibrium combination of w^l wx 

andd w£/wY, when the competition condition is binding. 

Figuree 6.2 Wage inequalities and the effect of the survival probability 

probability.. If workers fear that a firm is more likely to fail and expected p decreases, and the reward becomes a less efficient 

instrument,, this firm must respond by increasing wage differences. 
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Whenn the survival probability/» falls, the Il'-curve shifts upward. Point a' characterizes the new 

equilibriumm in which both w£/w and W^WY a re higher. If the survival probability falls the high wage 

mustt increase at an increasing rate as to maintain the expected value of the reward, and the expected 

wagee cost in the X-sector increase. This is precisely the reason that rewarding only some workers and 

creatingg wage differences is not always an efficient instrument to encourage investment in firm-specific 

skills. . 

6.2.26.2.2 Wage-setting: the case of optimal inequality 

Inn the case under review a firm trades off optimal incentives against optimal risk-sharing and pays more 

thann is necessary to keep workers with the firm. The distribution condition is binding and relates the 

relativee difference between the high and the low wage to three factors, 

11 - t 1 - ^ 1 - ^ ' . (6.7) "" x 
w w -x) -x) 

11 -pq 

Again,, less efficient monitoring and lower g induces a higher relative wage difference. However, more 

investmentt and higher e does not necessarily imply more inequality. When the cost of investment 

increases,, the wage difference, wx/w increases if a < 1 but decreases if a > 1. The main difference is 

howeverr the impact of the survival probability,/?. A firm does not rely on the reward to provide the right 

incentivee in this case of optimal inequality as much as in the previous case of competition. Instead, the 

penaltyy for a low-productive worker is more important. A firm increases the penalty by diminishing the 

wagee difference. Because workers are risk-averse, this raises the expected utility of a job, relative to job 

inn the other sector. When the survival probability decreases and p falls, the reward becomes less 

importantt and the penalty more important, so that wx!w declines. 

Whereass the wage difference in the X-sector diminishes when the survival probability decreases, 

thee sectoral wage difference increases. The marginal effect of/? on wSlwY is negative, irrespective which 

conditionn is binding. Point b in Figure 6.2 is the equilibrium combination when the distribution condition 

iss binding. In this point w^/wY attains its minimum value. When/? falls, the Il'-curve shifts upward, f 

characterizess the new equilibrium and wllwY increases 

Thee closing remark, to underscore the difference between competition case and the optimal-

inequalityy case, concerns the introduction of a legal minimum wage. In the case of optimal inequality a 

legall  minimum wage does not necessarily have a large effect on wage costs and (sectoral) employment, 
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whereass in the case of competition the minimum wage is clearly distortionary. A quick look at Figure 

6.22 shows this. Assume that w < wY and that the introduction of a minimum wage pushes the low wage 

inn the X-sector up and wx / w down. In other words, a minimum wage is equivalent to an upper bound 

onn wx'/n: and should feature in Figure 6.2 as a vertical line. wx/}v x falls below its equilibrium value, 

i.e.. point a in the competition case and point b in the optimal-inequality case. In both cases the expected 

wagee costs in the X-sector tend to rise. A consequence is as well that the high wage decreases and the 

wagee difference within the X-sector decreases. Thus, a minimum wage decreases wage differences, not 

onlyy at the bottom end of the wage distribution (between wx and wy) but also at the top end (between wY 

andd wx). 

Inn the optimal-inequality case the impact on expected wage cost is however small, and the 

marginall  effect in point b is even negligible. This suggests that the distortionary impact on the sectoral 

allocationn of labour is also small. The conclusion is thus that in the optimal-inequality case a minimum 

wagee does not seem to be a very inefficient instrument for income policy. However, in the competition 

casee the effect on wage costs is positive, since in point a the II'-curve slopes downward, so that the 

welfaree loss in this case is not inconsequential. 

6363 Labour  market institutions and wage inequality 

Industrialisedd countries have very different income distributions, and also have seen different changes 

therein.. Broadly speaking, in the Anglo-Saxon countries income inequality has risen sharply, whereas 

inn continental Europe changes in equality have been contained, at the cost of high unemployment. To add 

too the confusion, some countries, Japan for example, have always had a low unemployment rate, and 

somee countries, the Netherlands for example, have lowered the unemployment rate significantly, but have 

nott seen the income distribution becoming more uneven. This wide variety of experiences indicates that 

thee relation between technical change, labour market institutions and the income or wage distribution is 

nott straightforward and must be studied carefully. 

Thee analysis of wage setting in section 2 is here extended to include various policy instruments 

affectingg the performance of labour markets as well as the wage distribution. This section will deal with 

firingg cost and a system of progressive income taxes. Higher firing cost and more progressive income 

taxess further the configuration in which the distribution condition is binding and more technical change 

doess not lead to more wage inequality. Also a monopoly trade union is introduced into the analysis. A 
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unionn brings about a more equal wage distribution. The union's response to more uncertainty as a result 

off  more technical change is theoretically ambiguous. Simulations suggest that in response to more 

uncertaintyy a union is more likely to choose for more risk-sharing than a firm. 

Clearly,, in continental Europe income taxes are more progressive, firing costs are higher and 

tradee unions are more important than in the United States. The findings thus lead to the conclusion that 

thee optimal-inequality case is likely to apply to continental Europe and the competition case to the Anglo-

Saxonn countries. 

6.3.16.3.1 Progressive income taxes 

Inn the optimal-inequality case a system of progressive income taxes induces a firm in the X-sector to 

diminishh the wage difference. For a firm paying a high wage becomes less appealing the more the 

marginall  tax rate for a high income exceeds the rate for a low income. The marginal rates alter the 

distributionn condition, 

11 - T 

1-1 1 

( ( 
w w X X 

w w -xj -xj 
( ' - « " • - " • " . ^ I ,, (6.8) 

11 -pq 

wheree x is the marginal tax rate. This clearly shows the impact of the marginal rates on the wage 

difference. . 

Inn Figure 6.2 point a and b represent equilibria in which the marginal tax rates are the same. In 

pointt a the competition condition holds and in point b the distribution condition is binding. If the 

marginall rates become different and the average rates remain the same, the competition condition is 

unaffected,, whereas the distribution condition is. In the last case the equilibrium point moves upward and 

too the left along the H'-curve, and becomes for example point c rather than point b. This shows that the 

optimal-inequalityy case, in which the distribution condition is binding, is more likely in the presence of 

progressivee income taxes.50 

Averagee tax rates do not matter a great deal. The model determines relative after-tax wage differences. Changes in the average 

taxx rates lead to adjustment of before-tax wages, but do not bring about changes in the after-tax wages. This stems from the 

assumptionn about utility functions. The substitution elasticity between goods and 'leisure' is unity. 
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6.3.26.3.2 Firing cost 

Inn the wage scheme discussed in section 2 a firm threatens to dismiss a low-productive worker. If a firm 

learnss that a worker has not acquired firm-specific skills, this worker has to look for a job in the Y-sector, 

Firingg cost may change this. For a firm it may become economic to employ the worker, rather than 

dismisss him or her. This destroys the credibility of the threat to dismiss a low-productive worker. 

Thee wage scheme now allows the possibility of renegotiations between a firm and a low-

productivee worker. Suppose this worker has productivity A , 0 < A < 1 and the firing cost are denoted 

F.F. If the low-productive worker remains employed with the firm, the surplus is pxA + F- If the worker 

findsfinds employment in the Y-sector, the surplus, accruing to this workers, is wY{\ -e). If the net surplus 

iss positive, w^ t he firrn a nd m e worker (equally) divide the spoils and two wil l not separate. 

Iff  the net surplus is positive and partly accrues to the worker, increased firing cost shifts the II' -

curvee in Figure 6.2 upward. Firing cost thus makes the configuration, in which the distribution condition 

holds,, more likely to prevail. 

6.3.36.3.3 Trade unions 

Whilee the analysis can easily allow for progressive income taxes and firing cost, introducing trade unions 

requiress more drastic changes. In particular the first-order condition for the relative wage difference will 

change.. Suppose a monopoly union, rather than a firm, sets the wages. The trade union takes into account 

aa labour demand function. Demand (L) is a negative function of the expected wage cost, L = (w/) E 

wheree e is the constant wage elasticity of demand. Here only a partial equilibrium analysis is pursued. 

Thee trade union faces the familiar trade-off: the expected utility of a job in the X-sector tu£) can be 

increasedd only at the expense of those workers that are forced to find a job in the Y sector. Those workers 

losee because the utility of job in the Y-sector (UY\ is lower than the expected utility of a job in the X-

sector. . 

Thee union maximizes expected utility 

wheree M denotes membership and LI Nis the probability of finding a well-paid job with the firm in the 

X-sector.. The union seeks an optimal solution subject to the investment condition (6.2), the competition 

conditionn (6.3), and the labour demand function. The expected wage cost are defined by equation (6.4), 

andd the utility functions are the same as before. 
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Iff  the competition condition holds, wage-setting by the firm or by the trade union does not make 

anyy difference. The two wages, wx and w follow from the two conditions: the competition condition 

andd the investment condition. The first-order condition for an optimal relative wage difference however 

changes.. The derivation of this condition is given in the Appendix. It becomes 

(1-/*?)[-(wj- rr + ( H ^ r j d - e )1 " - (l-q)(wxy° = -\{l-q)wx°, (6.9) 

wheree X tells for which combination of income and employment the union settles when facing the trade-

offf  between the two, 

X X 
(w(wxxy°(l-e) y°(l-e) 

E\U^-UE\U^-UY Y 

II -o 

(6.10) ) 

Inn a sense it is a measure for the union's power. For example, if the wage elasticity of employment (e) 

increases,, X decreases and the trade union has to allow more wage inequality among the workers. The 

decisionn by the union converges then towards that by the firm in absence of the union. However, whereas 

firmm set the left-hand side of the equality to zero (see equation 6.4), the trade union does not as long as 

XX is positive. The trade union thus chooses less wage differences and more equality. It sets the low wage 

higherr than the firm and designs a less efficient wage scheme. The reward becomes a lesser incentive to 

investt and the penalty becomes more important; the expected wage must rise to satisfy the investment 

condition.. The rising wage is bought with lower employment. 

Iff  reinterpreted, Figure 6.2 can also demonstrate wage setting by a trade union. Assume that the 

CC'' -line represents the first-order condition for a trade union rather than the competition condition. If  w' / w 

increases,, the utility difference between ajob in the X-sector and the Y-sector becomes higher, and the 

unionn values the loss of employment more. It wil l thus allow inequality and increase w^/w . Hence, the 

first-orderfirst-order condition is an upward-sloping line or curve in Figure 6.2. 

Principally,, the impact of the survival probability on the choice of the union is ambiguous. A 

lowerr survival probability and a higher innovation rate shifts the first-order condition upwards and to the 

leftt in the reinterpreted Figure 6.2. The reason is the following. A lower survival probability has an 

immediate,, negative effect on the position of workers in the X-sector. It thus reduces the utility difference 

betweenn jobs in the X-sector and in the Y-sector. The union's first-order condition can then only hold 

iff  the utility difference is restored to its original value: the wage in the Y-sector must fall (w£/wY up) 
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orr the low wage in the X-sector must rise (w% /w down). However, also the investment condition is 

affected,, irrespective of wage-setting by a firm or by a union. The Il'-curve shifts upward and to the right. 

Forr providing the right incentive to invest, the reward becomes less important, so that the relative wage 

differencee within the X-sector can become smaller and wx /vv can rise, given w^lwY. An alternative 

pointt of view is that the penalty becomes more important, so that the utility difference between jobs in 

thee X-sector and in the Y-sector must increase and w^/wY must rise, given w^fw . The net effect on 

thee wage difference in the X-sector is ambiguous. The leftward shift of the first-order condition implies 

lesss wage inequality within the X-sector but the rightward shift of the investment condition more 

inequality. . 

Tablee 6.1 wraps up the discussion about wage setting and the consequences of a higher 

innovationn rate for the wage inequalities. It distinguishes three cases. In the first case the competition 

conditionn holds (see equations 6.3 or 6.6). In the second case the firm's distribution condition is relevant 

(seee equation 6.5 or 6.7). This case is labelled optimal inequality in the table. In the third and last case 

thee trade union sets wages and the union's first-order condition is binding (see equation 6.9). Numbers 

aree printed in italics if the firm's first-order condition or if the union's first-order condition dominates 

thee competition condition. 
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Tablee 6.1 Wages and the survival probability; simulat 

oo = 0.75 

competition n 

optimall  inequality 

tradee unions 

o== 1.5 

competition n 

optimal l 

inequality y 

tradee unions 
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p=] p=] 

1.521 1 

1.312 2 

1.214 4 

--
--

--

1.519 9 

1.311 1 

1.213 3 

2.700 0 

2.020 0 

1.163 3 

1367 1367 

1.220 1.220 

1.234 1.234 

P P == 0.85 

1.630 0 

1.322 2 

1.222 2 

33.094 4 

17.368 8 

0.897 7 

1.680 0 

1.347 7 

11 211 

1.651 1 

1.332 2 

1.232 2 

1.948 8 

1.484 4 

1.227 7 

1.327 1.327 

1.167 1.167 

1.257 1.257 

PP = 

ionion results for three 

0.70 0 

1.797 7 

1.335 5 

1.235 5 

7.697 7 

3.813 3 

11 066 

1.761 1.761 

1.319 1.319 

1.241 1.241 

1.873 3 

1.367 7 

1.264 4 

1.664 1.664 

1.279 1.279 

1.261 1.261 

1.287 1.287 

1.121 1.121 

1.276 1.276 

P'-P'-== 0.55 p 

2.080 0 

1.356 6 

1.255 5 

4.537 7 

2.167 7 

1.189 9 

1.834 1.834 

1.275 1.275 

1.279 1.279 

2.315 5 

1.434 4 

1.326 6 

1.513 1.513 

1.169 1.169 

1.283 1.283 

1.252 1.252 

1.083 1.083 

1.291 1.291 

cases cases 

== 0.40 

2.653 3 

1.397 7 

1,292 2 

3.371 1 

1.569 9 

1.285 5 

1.876 1.876 

1.210 1.210 

1.327 1.327 

3.577 7 

1.619 9 

1.497 7 

1.418 1.418 

1.100 1.100 

1.298 1.298 

1.223 1.223 

1.054 1.054 

1.303 1.303 

/77 = 0.25 

4.324 4 

1.499 9 

1.386 6 

2.773 3 

1.266 1.266 

1.362 1.362 

1.871 1.871 

1.131 1.131 

1.379 1.379 

16.525 5 

3.329 9 

3079 9 

1.353 1.353 

1.053 1.053 

1.310 1.310 

1.199 1.199 

1.030 1.030 

1312 1312 

v'v'xx = 1 ,c = 0.075, e = 0.40,9 = 0.60, E = 

Tablee 6.1 clearly shows that a trade union wil l choose less wage inequality within the X-sector than the 

firmm does, unless the competition condition is valid for both the trade union and the firm. It also 

demonstratess that in the case of trade unions the impact of the survival probability is ambiguous. If 

aa = 1.5, the effect of a lower probability is less wage inequality within the X-scctor. However, if 

oo = 0.75, the effect is exactly the opposite for relatively high values of the survival probability. It 

becomess weaker when the probability falls and eventually changes sign when it falls even further. In 
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general,, the impression is that a union is more likely than a firm to choose for more inequality in response 

too a lower survival probability. In the other two cases ambiguities do not arise. In the competition case 

aa lower probability implies more inequality whereas in the optimal-inequality case a lower probability 

leadss to less inequality. The three cases have however in common that indisputably less certainty about 

thee future of firms in the X-sector implies a higher (relative) wage in this sector, to offset the negative 

effectt of uncertainty for workers in this sector. 

6.3,46.3,4 Assessing the role of labour market institutions 

Thee discussion of progressive income taxes, firing cost and trade unions clearly shows that they have a 

significantt impact on the wage distribution and changes therein in response to more technical change. 

Theyy diminish the relative wage difference within the X-sector. Not only do they affect the distribution, 

butt they can also alter the relation between technical and the wage distribution quite drastically. The 

optimal-inequalityy case is more likely to prevail than the competition case, if the tax system is 

progressivee and firing workers is costly to a firm. The power of trade union may also be a reason is why 

moree technical change and a higher innovation rate lead to a more equal distribution (within the X-

sector).. These institutions thus potentially explain the difference between the American and the European 

situation.. The analysis underpins the story that in the United States more rapid technical change leads 

too more inequality, whereas in continental Europe labour market institutions prevent this from happening. 

Thesee institutions may at the same time cause relatively high unemployment. The analysis shows that 

progressivee income taxes, firing cost and unions raise the expected wage cost of the X-sector. This may 

distortt the sectoral allocation of resources. However, a more realistic interpretation of the analysis is that 

theyy raise the difference between the actual wage and the market-clearing wage and increase 

unemployment.. In this interpretation the outside option for workers is not working in a different sector, 

butt not working at all. The analysis can thus very well explain the dichotomy between the American and 

thee European economies: in the United States the competition case prevails, so that more rapid technical 

changee leads to more inequality; in Europe labour market institutions let risk-sharing prevail, so that 

inequalityy is less, and does not increase in response to more rapid technical change, but unemployment 

iss relatively high. 
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6.44 R& D and innovations: endogenous technical change 

Thiss section concentrates on the pace at which innovation occur. Technical change is conceived as 

innovationss destroying old products and creating new and better products, in a similar vein as Grossman 

andd Helpman (1991) and Aghion and Howitt (1992). In fact, the model closely resembles the one that 

hass been developed by Grossman and Helpman. At the heart is R&D that aims to improve - and destruct 

-- old products. 

Thiss section links the analysis to existing literature about endogenous economic growth and 

providess a context for the discussion in the previous sections. More important, it looks from a different 

anglee to relation between technical change and wages. It shows that technical change not only is a 

determinantt of the wage distribution, but is also a result of the labour market process. Th implication is 

thatt the same institutions that explain lower inequality in continental Europe, relative to the United 

States,, may also explain a slower pace of (technical) change. 

Thee model distinguishes only one productive factor, labour, and two sectors, X and Y, in which 

labourr is employed. The first sector is characterized by monopolistic competition. Each firm supplies a 

uniquee product of superior quality. It sets the price such that any potential competitor, supplying a 

productt of a slightly inferior quality, does not want to enter the market. The monopoly is however 

temporary.. Current research for a product of an even better quality threatens the future position of a firm 

inn the X-sector. This research is carried out in the perfectly competitive Y-sector. 

Thee model describes a small open economy. This economy produces one tradeable, final good. 

Thiss good is produced by using intermediate goods from the X-sector. The economy produces two non-

tradeablee goods, products from the X-sector and blueprints for better products from the Y-sector. Capital 

iss fully mobile, so that the real interest rate is given. This assumption cuts the link between investment 

andd consumption. We only need to consider wages, employment and investment. 

EconomicEconomic growth 

Thee final goods sector is perfectly competitive. Final goods (Z) are produced with intermediate products 

fromm the X-sector according to 

( ''  1 
|ln[*0>(/)]rf / / 

ll  o ) 
-- /Cexp 

{{ ' ) 
Jln[x(/)]rf/ / 

{{ o J 
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wheree x(i) denotes variety indexed i, k(i) is the quality that corresponds to variety i and K is an aggregate 

measuree for technology. Productivity in the final goods sector is augmented if better products are 

introduced.. The quality of the new varieties exceeds that the quality of similar, already existing varieties 

withh a exogenous factor X, k>l. Each period the quality ofp products remains the same, whereas the 

qualityy of \-p products increases. The growth of final goods production is then each period 

ggzz = gK = X.lp. So, innovations are the engine of growth. 

Economicc growth arises from the introduction of better products. Research for and development 

off  better intermediate goods raises the productivity of these goods in the production of final goods. 

However,, more economic growth does not necessarily imply a higher innovation rate and a lower 

expectedd life-span of firms. Growth depends not only on the sheer number of intermediate goods that are 

upgradedd (p), but also on the improvement in quality of these goods (X). 

Price-settingPrice-setting and profits in the X-sector 

Alll  firms in the X-sector are identical. They employ the same amount of labour and charge the same 

price.. The price of a typical variety is set such that a product of a slightly inferior quality is demanded 

norr supplied. The production cost of a potential entrant, rather than the cost of the incumbent, determines 

thee price of an available variety. 

Nott only the production technology of potential (inferior) entrant matters, but also the monitoring 

technology.. The process of wage-setting assumes that the incumbent does not pay a high wage when the 

incumbentt is about to lose its monopoly. A logical extension of this assumption is that a potential entrant 

doess not pay a high wage either, and does not pay a high wage ever. An entering firm will not earn 

positivee profits, and has thus nothing to loose and everything to win, by letting workers believe that it 

wil ll  stick to an announced wage scheme. If workers would believe an entering firm, this firm would reap 

thee gain - by paying all workers a low wage rather than to some workers a high wage. Therefore, it 

cannott differentiate wages credibly. 

Thee potential entrant has to resort to a less productive technology than the incumbent, that does 

notnot require firm-specific skills and is not troubled by imperfect monitoring. The productivity of a 

potentiall  entrant (A) is lower than the productivity of the incumbent firm [A ).51 The entrant has to pay 

5'' Alternatively, the incumbent firm and the entering firms use the same technology and both face the problem to provide workers 

withh the right incentive to invest. Still, because the entrant cannot differentiate wages, this firm has higher wage cost than the 

incumbentt firm. The results do not change if this alternative route would be chosen. 
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workerss wy and the production cost of an entrant are wy/A.i2 These costs are higher than the cost of the 

incumbent:: w /A, > w£/A~- Limit pricing involves that the price set by the monopolist is factor X higher 

thann the production cost of the potential competitor. Profits per worker are 

aXwyaXwy - w£ > 0 , 

wheree a = A/A- A monopoly confers a benefit, additional to the profits derived from the exclusive 

abilityy to supply a product of a superior quality. A monopolistic, enduring position helps to build a long-

termm relationship between workers and firm, that partly overcomes the problem of underinvestment in 

firm-specificfirm-specific skills. 

TheThe innovation rate 

Profitss in the X-sector are the precise reason for R&D in the Y-sector. Producing a blueprint and creating 

aa new monopoly yields a stream of profits. The value of a firm in the X-sector (V) equals the present, 

discountedd sum of future profits and determines the price of a blueprint, 

alwalw** " W*)L* (6.12) 
r+l-p r+l-p 

wheree Lx denotes employment (per firm) in the X-sector and r the exogenous real interest rate. The 

productionn cost in the Y-sector are 5wy, where is B is the labour requirement for producing a blueprint. 

Competitionn ensures that the price of a blueprint equals the cost of producing one. Using this equality 

andd substituting the full-employment condition I = Lx + LY = Lx + B{\-p) gives an (implicit) 

expressionn for the innovation rate 1-p, 

BwBw M», - «Ï\L - W-PÏ\ (6,3) 
YY r+l-p 

Thee right-hand side of the equality decreases when the innovation rate increases. To produce more 

blueprintss labour is drawn from the X-sector and profits in this sector decline. This and the increase in 

thee discount rate depress the value of a firm in the X-sector. If the interest rate r falls or if the labour 

Againn this assumes that the effort to acquire skills is for every job the same. 
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requirementt in the Y-sector B falls, the innovation rate l-p goes up and the survival probability p 

decreases. . 

Thee process of wage-setting is also relevant for investment in R&D. When the relative wage cost 

inn the X sector rise and w£/wr increases, profits in this sector decline, the return on investing in R&D 

becomess less, and the innovation rate declines. The previous sections have extensively discussed the 

oppositee relation. There has been shown that a falling innovation rate and an increased survival 

probabilityy leads to lower wage cost in the X-sector and to a lower wage ratio wx ' /uy Thus, a strong 

interactionn exist between R&D on the one hand and inter- and intra-sectoral wage distribution on the 

otherr hand. The causality does not run one way, from growth to income distribution or from income 

distributionn to growth. 

Thee labour market institution discussed in section 3 (progressive income taxes, firing costs and 

tradee unions) are a reason behind less wage inequality in Europe, relative to the United States. More 

equalityy and less efficient wage schemes however raise the wage cost in the X-sector. This depresses 

profitss and lowers the innovation rate. These institutions are also a potential reason for different technical 

changee in Europe and the United States, with the latter being more 'dynamic' than the former. 

6.55 A brief empirical analysis 

Inn this section the analysis becomes empirical. Data for various OECD countries allow to explore the link 

amongg measures for inequality, uncertainty and labour market institutions. The empirical analysis in this 

sectionn does not put the theoretical ideas in earlier section to a proper test. The sample is simply too 

smalll  and the level of aggregation is probably too high. Its aim is more modest. The analysis is only 

intendedd to uncover whether labour market institutions have an impact on earnings inequality and/or the 

survivall  probability and to have a first, tentative look at the relation between earnings inequality and the 

survivall  probability. It shows that trade unions effectively contain earnings differences but it fails to 

showw an effect of job protection measures on earnings inequality (directly or indirectly, through the 

survivall  probability). The survival probability however is found to have a significant, negative effect on 

earningss inequality, so that less uncertainty seems to imply less inequality. In turn, this probability 

dependss strongly on a measure for innovative activity. 
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Thee data comprise two measures for earnings inequality. The first is based on income deciles, provided 

inn OECD (1997) It is equal to the ratio of the upper limit of the ninth decile to that of the fifth. The 

secondsecond is the Gini-coefficient, taken from Deininger and Squire (1993). Also, for the survival probability 

directt observations are available. The OECD (1997) presents the outcome of a survey, asking the 

probabilityy that a worker stays with a firm if he or she performs well. Besides, job tenure, the average 

numberr of years that workers stay in the same job, is an indirect measure for the survival probability. 

Statisticss on job tenure are often put forward to rebut the claim that technical change has accelerated, 

therebyy increasing the turnover on the labour market and contributing uncertainty among workers. In 

recentt years job tenure has remained more or less constant and does not point at a higher turnover. 

Thee analysis considers several explanatory variables. One variable gauges the influence of trade 

unions.. It is defined as the ratio of union membership to total employment. Another variable measures 

firingfiring costs. It is an aggregate measure, constructed by the OECD (1999), for the difficulties firms 

encounterr when trying to dismiss workers. A third candidate to explain earnings inequality is progression 

inn the national systems of income taxes, but that variable is further ignored here. The reason is that the 

twoo measures for inequality arc based for some countries on before-tax earnings and for other countries 

onn after-tax earnings. Consequently, (unreported) regression results are rather poor. Regressions have 

beenn run with several measures for tax progression. Each does not have a statistically consistent relation 

withh the measures for inequality. 

Also,, the unemployment rate is invoked to explain the survival probability. The theoretical 

analysiss has disregarded cyclical factors behind the survival probability and has only considered 

structurall  explanations — technical change, innovations and so on. However, the state of the business 

cyclee is likely to affect the perceived position of workers as well. Introducing the unemployment rate into 

thee analysis does raise the question of causality. The causality may run from the survival probability to 

thee unemployment rate or vice versa. The problem of causality may also arise when the so-called 

inventivenesss coefficient, i.e. resident patent application per 10000 habitants, is introduced to explain 

thee survival probability. This problem will not be addressed as the empirical analysis is limited in scope. 
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Tablee 6.2 Turnover on the labour market and income inequality in the OECD 

regressionn results 

survival l 

probability y 

jobb tenure 

earnings earnings 

inequalityy (1) 

independentt variables 

unemploy--

mentt rate 

-2.274*" " 

(0.515) ) 

-2.198"" " 

(0.509) ) 

0.031 1 

(0.065) ) 

-1.471 1 

(2.644) ) 

inventiveness s 

coefficient t 

-1.210'" " 

(0.358) ) 

-1.290*" " 

(0.375) ) 

0.017 7 

(0.088) ) 

-0.375 5 

(1.245) ) 

union n 

density y 

1.925 5 

(1.508) ) 

0.011 1 

(0.014) ) 

-0.435" " 

(0.195) ) 

-0.470* * 

(0.290) ) 

job b survival l 

protectionprotection probability 

0.074 4 

(0.079) ) 

0.728" " 

(0.283) ) 

0.771*" " 

(0.271) ) 

1.661 1 

(4.272) ) 

-1.449*" " 

(0.438) ) 

-1.361*** * 

(0.388) ) 

job b 

tenure e 

-0.644 4 

(4.049) ) 

1.060 0 

(3.959) ) 

numberr of 

observations s 

17 7 

19 9 

18 8 

16 6 

16 6 

16 6 

16 6 

15 5 

16 6 

16 6 

R2 2 

0.643 3 

0.579 9 

0.396 6 

0.403 3 

0.023 3 

0.011 1 

0.439 9 

0.002 2 

0.594 4 

0.181 1 
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TableTable 6.2 continued 

earningss -0.039 0.112 

inequalityy (2) (0.348) (0.237) 

-0.375 5 

(0.858) ) 

-0.141" " 

(0.037) ) 

-0.145" " 

(0.038) ) 

-0.293"* * 

(0.101) ) 

-0.094 4 

(0.071) ) 

-0.797 7 

(0.763) ) 

-0.470 0 

(0.562) ) 

19 9 

19 9 

19 9 

17 7 

16 6 

0.022 2 

0.011 1 

0.318 8 

0.064 4 

0.595 5 

0.554 4 

Thee regression equations include a constant. These are not shown in the table. ". ", and "" denote statistical significance at the 10%, the 5° 

andd the 1 % level respectively. 

survivall  probability probability that a worker stays if he performs well in 1992; survey question OECD (1997), Table 5.3 

jobb tenure average number of years that a worker has the same job in 1992; OECD (1997) Table 5.5 

earningss inequality (1) ratio of upper limit of the ninth decile to that of the fifth decile in 1993; OECD (1996) Table 3.1 

earningss inequality (2) Gini-coefficient in early nineties (from 1987 onwards); Deininger and Squire(1996) 

unemploymentt rate unemployment in the first half of the nineties. % of labour force (standardized); CPB WildCat 

inventivenesss coefficient resident patent applications per 10000 inhabitants; OECD (1999) 

unionn density union membership in 1994, % of employment; OECD (1997) 

jobb protection difficulty of dismissal in late eighties; OECD (1999) Table 2 2 column 3 

Tablee 6.2 gives the regression results. The first two rows show that the survival probability, the 

unemploymentt rate and the measure for innovative activity — the inventiveness coefficient ~ are closely 

correlated.533 The evidence for an additional, independent effect of trade unions or job protection on the 

survivall  probability is not strong. Similar regressions with different results have been run with job tenure 

ratherr than the survival probability at the left-hand side (the 5lh and 6th rows). Job tenure appears to be 

unrelatedd with the unemployment rate and the inventiveness coefficient. Higher firing costs however 

bringg about more tenure. 

AA different measure for innovative activity is R&D expenditure by firms as a fraction of gross domestic product. This measure 

givess produce more or less similar results as the inventiveness coefficient. 
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Regressionss with the two measures for earnings inequality underline that the survival probability 

andd job tenure are not equivalent, interchangeable indicators for job uncertainty. Either measure for 

inequalityy is negatively affected by the survival probability but does not depend on job tenure. This does 

nott change when union density is introduced into the regression equations. Both union density and the 

survivall  probability affect earnings inequality, although in the case of the second measure for inequality, 

thee Gini-coefficients, the effect of the survival probability is no longer statistically significant once union 

densityy is introduced into the equation. Table 6.2 shows further that the unemployment rate, the 

inventivenesss coefficient and job protection do not have direct effect on inequality. 

Thee conclusion is that trade unions use their influence to contain earnings differences. The 

survivall  probability is also an influential factor. Typically, a higher probability and thus less uncertainty 

impliess less inequality. The empirical analysis also gives a hint about the factors that determine the 

survivall  probability. The unemployment rate and the innovative activity, measured by the inventiveness 

coefficient,, are found to have clearly negative effect on this probability. Two other candidates, trade 

unionss and job protection measures, fail to have a statistically significant impact. 

6.66 Conclusions 

Centrall  in this chapter is the interaction between wage inequality and technical change. Technical change 

iss conceived as innovations destroying current products and monopolies and creating new ones. The 

survivall  probability of a firm in the technology race matters for the wage distribution. Owing to 

incompletee information firms pay different wages to identical workers. Some workers are rewarded, 

otherss not. This wage scheme becomes a less efficient instrument to stimulate investment in firm-specific 

skillss when the innovation rate increases and the survival probability (of a firm or job) falls. 

Thee interaction between wage inequality and technical change is elusive. An unequivocal relation 

betweenn the two does not emerge for two reasons. First, a firm can respond to faster technical change and 

moree uncertainty in two ways. It can respond by higher rewards for some workers and more inequality. 

However,, to maintain the incentive to invest a firm may also opt for a higher average wage (relative to 

thee outside option) and more equality. Second, causality in the relation between the wage distribution 

andd technical change may run in either direction. The uncertainty that technical change creates, affects 

thee wage distribution. However, the wage distribution and the factors that determine this distribution may 

inn turn affect the pace of technical change. Institutions matter not only for labour market performance 
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butbut also for the process of technical change and growth. For example, unions may demand more equal 

butt less efficient wage schemes. This implies higher wage costs in the innovative sector leading to less 

employmentt in this sector and to a lower overall innovation rate. This chapter not only considers the role 

off  trade unions but also the effect of firings cost and progressive income taxes on the wage distribution. 

Thee empirical analysis at the end of the chapter is modest in its aims. At least, it underlines that 

tradee unions use their influence to contain wage in equality. Besides, it indicates that drawing 

conclusionss from job tenure and changes therein are premature. The claim that technical change 

attributess to job uncertainty is often downplayed. The reason is that in recent years job tenure has 

remainedd more or less constant and does not point at a higher turnover as a result of faster or different 

technicall  change. However, from the empirical analysis a negative relation between a direct measure for 

thee survival probability and wage inequality emerges, whereas job tenure and inequality appear to be 

uncorrected. . 
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Appendixx A First-order  conditions for  trade unions 

Maximize e 

/({ / ;; - ur) + Uy, 

subjectt to 

U[v;U[v; <\-q)Uc - qUY] 

where e 

V'V'xx - pq~^x{\-ex)]'° + (1-/*) J L ^ l -ex)]'°, 

uucc = -^-\mJ-aand UY = -r-[wAl-ey^'a-
l - all  AJ l - o l J 

Employmentt is a negative function of the expected wage, wx. The expected wage depends on the low 

andd the high wage as well as the probability to survive, 

wwxx = P9wx + 0 -P4)VLX-

Thee first-order conditions are 

wx':: —{ux ~ UY) + (1 +X)/—-e = 0 , 
dwtdwt dwy 

dVtdVt dUc 

Usingg the expressions for the various utility levels, the expression for the incentive compatibility 

constraintt and ex=ey= e gives 

wwxx:: -e(u£ - UY) + (1 +k)wx
awx(l-e)10 = 0 , 

vv-- (1 ̂ )(l-pq)[-(wxy° + (>vx) °p-ey° - X(1-9) (MJX ) "" = 0 . 

Factoringg out the term \+X gives equation (6.9). 
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77 GLOBALISATION , CO-OPERATION COSTS, AND WAGE INEQUALITIES 

7.11 Introductio n 

Thee debate about the effects of globalisation on wage inequalities has focused on trade, and particularly 

onn whether falling barriers to trade have increased inequality within developed countries and reduced 

inequalityy between developed and developing countries (e.g. Learner, 1993; Wood, 1994; Lawrence, 

1996;; Cline, 1998). The possible effects on wage inequalities of other globalisation mechanisms, such 

ass capital flows, migration and knowledge spillovers, have not been overlooked (e.g. Feenstra and 

Hanson,, 1995; Sachs and Warner, 1995; Borjas, Freeman and Katz, 1997), but it is trade that has 

receivedd most of the attention. 

Inn this chapter we examine a crucial but neglected non-trade globalisation mechanism, namely 

thee dramatic decline in the cost of international business travel and communication, which has made it 

muchh easier for highly-skilled workers who live in developed countries to co-operate in production with 

less-skilledd workers in developing countries, through a mixture of frequent short visits and 

telecommunication.. Our summary label for this mechanism is reduction of 'co-operation costs', in 

contrastt to the reduction of trade barriers or 'transport costs' on which most analyses of globalisation 

havee focused. We suspect that the effects of falling co-operation costs on wage inequalities have been 

att least as large as those of falling transport costs. The rapid growth in the volume of travel and 

communicationss is common knowledge, as is the steep rise in .he earnings of internationally mobile 

businesss people, but these features of reality have not been subjected to much economic analysis.54 

Andersonn (2000) is an exception. He finds an accelerating rise in business travel from the US 

duringg 1986-97, with travel to the South rising faster than (and by 1997 exceeding) travel to other 

Northernn countries. He also finds that the incomes of US business travellers rose faster than those of the 

restt of the US population, and that business travellers earn more than other workers, controlling for 

schoolingg and other measurable human capital characteristics. Anderson's analysis omits 

telecommunication,, but the evidence reviewed by Gaspar and Glaeser (1998) suggests that this form of 

544 However, closely related ideas have been explored by Rosen (1981), Frank and Cook (1995) and much earlier, as Rosen points 

out,, by Marshall, who wrote of the increase in income inequality caused by "the development of new facilities for communication, 

byy which men ... are enabled to apply their constructive or speculative genius to undertakings... extending over a wider area than 

everr before" (1920, book VI, ch. XII , § 11). 
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virtuall  travel is a complement to (rather than a substitute for) the face-to-face contact achieved by real 

travel. . 

Wee put forward a theoretical model, along the following lines. The concentration in developed 

countriess (the North) of highly-skilled workers enables the North to produce better-quality goods than 

developingg countries (the South), as a result of which less-skilled Northern workers earn more than less-

skilledd Southern workers. Falling co-operation costs make it economic to move part of the production 

off  high-quality goods to the South: this raises the wages of highly-skilled Northern workers, by widening 

thee market for their services, and of Southern workers, by widening the range of goods they produce, but 

itt lowers the wages of less-skilled Northern workers, by eroding their privileged access to production 

withh highly-skilled workers. Inequality between Southern and Northern less-skilled workers thus 

declines,, but inequality in the North between highly-skilled and less-skilled workers rises. 

Thiss mechanism is of course related in various ways to other aspects of globalisation, including 

trade.. In particular, falling travel and communications costs have facilitated the growth of trade as well 

ass of co-operative production, and the two activities can be combined, with the output of co-operative 

productionn in the South often being exported to the North. However, the two mechanisms are analytical ly 

distinct,, and can operate separately in practice. Thus reduction of transport costs has increased exports 

fromm the South of goods which are not produced co-operatively, and there are goods and services which 

aree produced co-operatively for consumption in the South and not exported to the North. 

Ourr mechanism is also related to direct foreign investment, particularly insofar as this involves 

thee provision not of finance but of expertise (or 'knowledge-intensive producer services' - Markusen, 

1997).. Transnational companies are channels through which highly-skilled Northern workers contribute 

theirr services to production activities in the South, and the spread and increasing sophistication of such 

companiess is both a cause and a consequence of falling co-operation costs. But co-operation and direct 

foreignn investment are far from fully overlapping. Much direct foreign investment in developing 

countriess is aimed at natural resources, rather than at labour. More importantly, much co-operation of 

highly-skilledd Northern workers in Southern production occurs through channels other than ownership: 

manyy Northern importers provide their Southern suppliers with assistance in production and packaging, 

ass well as in design and marketing; while Southern firms, including those supplying Southern markets, 

cann and do purchase the services of Northern experts. 

Ourr 'highly-skilled' workers are a small group - managers, entrepreneurs, designers, engineers 

andd other top business professionals - and their skills are not the usual sort of human capital, acquired 

byy purposive investment in education and training. Most of them are well-educated, but the value of their 
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servicess stems mainly from their creativity, experience and connections, acquired fortuitously from their 

genes,, families and careers. Their skills are thus scarce, and the high wages they command are better 

thoughtt of as a rent than as a return to investment. Nor do these skills contribute to production in the way 

thatt human capital is usually modelled as doing, which is just by adding to the quantity of output: highly-

skilledd workers do help to raise the volume (and lower the cost) of production, but their principal 

contributionn is to improve the quality of output, by making it possible to produce new and better goods 

andd services. 

Theree is in principle a clear distinction between migration, which involves permanent or long-

termm relocation of residence, and the intermittent and usually brief visits which (with telecommunication) 

enablee highly-skilled workers to co-operate in production in the South while continuing to reside in the 

North,, although in practice the dividing line is somewhat arbitrary. Expatriate employment of Northern 

workerss in Southern countries, which falls on the 'migration' side of the line, is a related phenomenon 

off  long standing but generally small scale, because of the high cost to employers of compensating 

workerss and their families for the loss of Northern amenities, which is avoided in the case of co-operation 

byy maintenance of Northern residence. Co-operation also avoids another cost of long-term expatriate 

employment,, which is that the skills and knowledge of the workers concerned tend to atrophy and 

becomee obsolete as a result of reduced contact with other skilled workers. 

Co-operationn has costs, however: it is not factor mobility as usually modelled, with the price of 

thee factor equalised in all countries. Improvements in transport, communications, institutions and policies 

havee much reduced the costs of co-operation, but they remain substantial, and have to be considered 

explicitlyy in analysing its economic effects. The direct costs of travel (air fares and hotel bills) are 

dwarfedd by the opportunity costs of time wasted both while travelling and while working in the South 

(forr example, waiting for appointments, and doing things which would be delegated to a secretary at 

home).. Similarly, insofar as the co-operation is by telecommunication rather than by travel, the main cost 

iss not the bills for phone calls, faxes and e-mail messages, but the additional time involved in distance-

work,, as compared with doing the same thing on the spot. For all these reasons, the services of highly-

skilledd workers cost much more in the South than in the North: what makes it worthwhile to employ them 

inn the South is that the other sorts of labour with w hich these workers co-operate cost much less there. 

Sectionn 2 of this chapter sets out our model of the determination of relative wages at a given level 

off  co-operation costs. Section 3 analyses the effects of falling co-operation costs on wage inequalities. 

Sectionn 4 compares the effects of falling transport costs with those of falling co-operation costs. Section 

55 concludes. 
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7.22 Equilibriu m with given co-operation costs 

Theree are two countries, North (N) and South (S), and two skill categories of workers, both in fixed 

supply:: highly-skilled workers, whose number is denoted by K (for know-how); and other workers, 

whosee number is denoted by L (for labour). L-workers are divided in fixed proportions between the 

Northh and the South, 

LL = LN + Ls , (7.1) 

andd can work only in the countries where they live. All K-workers live (and consume) in the North, but 

cann and do work both in the North and in the South, so that 

KK = KN - Ks , (7.2) 

However,, K-work in the South entails co-operation costs, consisting simply of wasted K-worker time, 

whichh is a fraction, / (> 0), of effective working time (the 'iceberg' principle), so that the effective supply 

off  K-work to the South is only K^( 1 +0. In this section, we treat the value of/ (which stands for travel 

andd telecommunication) as a parameter. 

Theree are two goods, a high-quality one (labelled A for advanced) and a low-quality one 

(labelledd B for backward), where 'quality' may be a matter of the newness of the good, or of other 

attributess such as reliability, performance, appearance and after-sales service, or of the effects of 

advertisingg on consumers' perceptions of these attributes. Production of the B-good requires only 

L-workers,, with a technology such that one unit of L-work produces one unit of B-output. Production 

off  the A-good requires K-workers as well as L-workers, with a standard constant-returns-to-scale 

technology,, which it will be convenient to express in the form Q = Lf{k), where/{A') is output per L-

worker,, k is the highly-skilled/other worker ratio, KIL, and/' > 0J" < 0. Transport costs are assumed 

forr the time being to be zero, so that the prices of the two goods, pA and pB, are the same in both 

countries. . 

Inn the type of equilibrium on which we wil l focus, the North is completely specialised in 

productionn of the A-good, but the South produces both the A-good and the B-good. World output of the 

B-good,, with its labour-only production technology, is thus simply 

QQBB =LS - LAS , (7.3) 
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wheree LAS is the part of the Southern labour force that works in the A-sector. World output of the A-good 

is s 

QAQA = M*JV > + LA<Aks> (7.4) 

wherekwherekNN=K=KffJLJLNN and ks = KJ(\ +i)LAS. (Co-operation costs may thus be regarded as a factor-specific 

inefficiencyy of Southern A-production.) 

Productt and labour markets are assumed to be perfectly competitive, so that the wages of all 

categoriess of workers are equal to their marginal value products. The wage of highly-skilled workers, w*, 

relativee to thatt of other Northern workers, wN, is thus 

f\kf\kNN) ) 
(7.5) ) 

wiwi AkN)-f'(k N)kN 

wheree ƒ ' ( ^) is the marginal physical product of K-workers, andJ[kN) -f\kN)kN that of Northern L-

workerss (output per L-worker minus skilled-wage payments per L-worker), with them's cancelled out. 

Thiss wage ratio, which we assume always to be greater than unity, is decreasing in kN (because/" < 0), 

andd hence, since LN is given, in KN, Greater concentration of K-work in the North, in other words, reduces 

wagee inequality within the North by making K-workers less scarce there, relative to L-workers. 

Thee wage of Northern L-workers relative to that of Southern L-workers, w5
L, is also equal to the 

ratioo of the marginal contributions of these two groups to A-production 

"l"l  _AkN)-f'{k N)kN 

wwss
ll Aks)-f'(k s)ks

 (7' 6) 

whichh depends on the sizes of kN and of ks. In particular, ifkN > ks, this wage ratio will be greater than 

unityy (that is, Northern L-workers will earn more than Southern L-workers). This is always the case in 

thee type of equilibrium on which we focus, since what causes the North to specialise in A-production is 

thee higher wage of Northern than of Southern L-workers, which makes it unprofitable to produce the B-

goodd in the North (the unit cost of B-output being simply the L-wage). 

Thesee two wage ratios between them imply a third, namely the wage of K-workers relative to 

Southernn L-workers i w^/w^ = (w^lw^) (w^/w/) ). Our assumptions about the other two wage ratios 
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guaranteee that H-.^/H-/> 1, and indeed that it is the largest of the three wage inequalities. The equations 

governingg the other wage ratios also show that this third one is related to the values of ks and ks in a 

ratherr subtle way. 

Relativee wages in our model thus depend proximately on ks and ks, which in turn are determined, 

togetherr with two other variables (Southern employment in the A-sector, LAS, and the relative goods price, 

ppAA /pB), by a set of four equations. The first, 

ƒ'(** )) = -^-/Us) (7.7) 

iss an arbitrage condition for K-workers, whose wage in the North must in equilibrium be equal to the 

wagee they can earn in the South, net of wasted time. The left-hand side of the equation is thus their 

marginall  product in Northern A-production, and the right-hand side is their marginal product in Southern 

A-production,, multiplied by 1 /(1 + 0, the productive proportion of time spent away from the North. (For 

example,, if t = 2, two-thirds of the time spent away is wasted, and so the wage in the North needs to be 

onlyy one-third of that earned during effective working time in the South.) The higher marginal product 

off  K-work in the South than in the North is possible because ks is lower than kN, which in turn is possible 

becausee Southern L-workers are paid less than Northern L-workers. In other words, Southern A-

productionn is economically viable because the higher cost of K-workers is offset by the lower cost of L-

workers.. The second equation, 

PPAA\Kk\Kkss)-fXk)-fXk ss)k)kss}-p}-pBB,, (7.8) 

iss an arbitrage condition for Southern L-workers, who are mobile across sectors and so in equilibrium 

mustt earn the same wage in A-production as in B-production. The left-hand side of the equation is their 

marginall  value product in the A-sector, the right-hand side their marginal value product in the B-sector 

(whichh is simply pg because each unit of labour produces one unit of output). This equation can be 

rearrangedd as 

PBPB Aks) - f\ks)ks' 
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whichh shows that there is a fixed, inverse, relationship between the relative price of the two goods and 

thee value of ks. If pA/pB remains constant, so must ks, and a fall (say) inpA/pB would require a rise in ks, 

too increase the marginal physical productivity of A-work relative to B-work (otherwise, the A-sector 

wagee would fall below the B-sector wage, causing an exodus of workers from the A-sector). The third 

equationn is the full-employment condition for highly-skilled labour, 

K K KKNN + Ks =LNkN +LASks{\H), (7.2a) ) 

whichh can be rewritten as 

KK~~LLNNkkN N 

kkss(Ut)(Ut) ' 
(7.2b) ) 

too show that the size of the Southern A-sector labour force, LAS, is decreasing both in kN (a rise in which, 

givenn LN and t, reduces the supply of K-work to the South) and in ks (a rise in which reduces the number 

off  Southern L-workers employed per unit of effective K-supply). 

Thee fourth equation is the demand function. For simplicity all workers are assumed to have 

identicall  homothetic preferences (so that their relative demand for the two goods is unrelated to their 

incomes).. Given the world (North plus South) outputs of the two goods, QA and QB, the relative price is 

thuss determined by a simple demand function 

PB PB 

(7.9) ) 

wheree the size of the parameter q reflects the degree of superiority of the A-good over the B-good in the 

eyess of consumers, and the parameter e is a constant substitution elasticity. Replacing QA/QB with a fuller 

expressionn from equations (7.3) and (7.4), this equation becomes 

PB PB 

M** )) + L*sRks) 
^s^s LAS 

(7.9a) ) 

showingg that the relative price depends on all three of the other variables (kN, ks and LAS). 
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Byy substitution for ks and LAS from equations (7.7) and (7.2b), the demand function can be further 

transformedd into a relationship between pA lpB and kN alone, which is shown as an upward-sloping line 

inn the top panel of Figure 7.1. It has an upward slope (as is proved in the appendix) essentially because 

relocationn of K.-workers towards the North, increasing kN and decreasing ks, leads to a relocation of 

Southernn workers towards the B-sector, making the A-good scarcer and the B-good more abundant and 

increasingpA/pB.
555 The two arbitrage conditions (7.7) and (7.8) can also be combined into a relationship 

between/>„„  lpB and kN, which is the downward-sloping line in the top panel of the figure. Its downward 

slopee (also proved in the appendix) reflects the inverse relationship between pA /pB and ks according to 

thee L-worker arbitrage condition, coupled with the direct relationship between ks and kN according to the 

K-workerr arbitrage condition. More K-workers, relative to L-workers, raises productivity of L-worker 

inn the A-sector and requires a compensating fall in the relative price since in equilibrium the marginal 

productivityy of L-workers has to be same in the two sectors. The intersection of these two lines 

determiness the equilibrium values of pA/pB and kN. The bottom panel of the figure shows the K-worker 

arbitragee condition as a direct relationship (given t) between ks and kN, which, with kN determined in the 

topp panel, fixes ks. The values of kN and £sthen determine relative wages, as explained above. 

555 To explain more fully, a higher value of Jtv means a higher value of Ks and hence (given K) a lower value of Ks and Ks/(l + 

I).I). The K-worker arbitrage condition shows that for a given t a higher value of ^ requires a higher value of ks, and thus less 

employmentt of L-workers in Southern A-production. Thi s reduces world A-output because the Northern input of L-work into A-

productionn is Fixed and because the reallocation of K-work between North and South does not affect A-output in the margin near 

thee equilibrium (as a result of the K-worker arbitrage condition). It also increases world B-output, because employment of Southern 

L-workerss in B-production rises as their employment in A-production falls. 
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Figuree 7.1 Equilibrium with given co-operation costs 

/Demand d 
PA'PB PA'PB 

Combined d 
arbitrage e 

K-worker r 
arbitrage e 

Thiss model applies only within certain limits. If t (the cost of co-operation) were at or above some 

prohibitivelyy high level, there would be no A-production in the South (Ks and hence LAS would be zero), 

andd thus each country would be completely specialised in one of the two goods. The demand equation 

(7.9a)) would become 

PA_ PA_ 

PB PB 

M--LjKILt LjKILt 

andd the equation determining the relative wages of Northern and Southern L-workers would become 

wcc PB 

Thiss situation would be similar in some respects to that modelled by Krugman (1979), in which Northern 

workerss earn more than Southern workers because new goods can be produced only in the North. A 

difference,, though, is that in Krugman's model there is just one class of Northern workers, whereas in 
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ourr model the North's monopoly of the ability to produce new goods is linked to its supply of highly-

skilledd workers. 

Att the other extreme, if t (the cost of co-operation) were zero, the basic nature of the model 

wouldd change in a different way. K-work would no longer be more costly in the South than in the North, 

thee wages of Northern and Southern L-workers would be equalised, and there would be no reason for the 

Northh to specialise in A-production. Indeed, given the other assumptions made in this section, there 

wouldd be no economic reason to treat the North and the South as different countries. 

Betweenn these two limits, in the range on which we focus, suppression of the B-good would turn 

ourr model into the familiar sort of model with only one good, produced with K. and L in both the North 

andd the South, with barriers to the movement of K and L between the two countries, with all the K owned 

byy Northern residents, and with a relatively larger stock of K in the North, so that the marginal product 

andd earnings of L are higher in the North than in the South, and vice versa for K. This simplification of 

ourr model, however, would lose a feature which is of crucial importance in reality, namely the distinction 

betweenn high-quality and low-quality goods- a distinctionn whose salience in the minds of businessmen 

(andd in the business press and literature) is acknowledged in an increasing number of economic models 

-- from Krugman (1979) to Murphy and Schleifer (1997). 

7.33 Effects of falling co-operation costs 

Thee previous section described an equilibrium at a given level of co-operation costs. However, 

co-operationn costs have fallen sharply over the past few decades, largely as a result of improved transport 

andd communications. In this section, we shall analyse how falling co-operation costs shift the equilibrium 

andd hence affect wage inequalities. 

Ourr conclusion will be that a fall in co-operation costs always narrows the wage gap between 

Northernn and Southern L-workers, and in most cases widens the wage gap within the North between 

K.-workerss and L-workers. The latter outcome is less clear-cut because a fall in co-operation costs has 

twoo different and potentially offsetting effects. The more obvious, and usually the dominant one, is a 

'substitution'' effect, whereby K-workers are encouraged to do more work in the South and less in the 

North.. The less obvious one is an 'efficiency' effect: lower co-operation costs tend to raise the effective 

worldd supply of K-workers, by reducing the amount of time they waste, so that more K-work in the South 

needd not imply less K-work in the North. 
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Thee efficiency effect is relevant only if the initial equilibrium involved some Southern 

A-production,, this being the case on which the model in the previous section focused. If the fall in 

co-operationn costs were from a prohibitive level to a permissive level (causing Southern A-production 

too start up), only the substitution effect would matter, and wage inequality within the North would 

necessarilyy increase. And of course if co-operation costs remained prohibitive, even after the fall, neither 

effectt would exist. 

7.3.17.3.1 Wage inequality in the North 

Wee consider first the impact of lower co-operation costs on wage inequality within the North between 

K-workerss and L-workers. This depends simply on what happens to kN (equation 7.5). If the substitution 
KK L 

effectt dominates and hence kN falls, thenwN/wN must rise (an increase in inequality), because the 

decreasedd ratio of K-workers to L-workers in the North raises the marginal productivity of Northern It-

workk relative to that of Northern L-work. But if the efficiency effect were to pull strongly in the opposite 

direction,, kN might rise and thus wN lwN would fall (a reduction in inequality). 

Thee economic logic of the substitution effect emerges from the It-worker arbitrage condition 

(equationn 7.7): given kSl a fall in t makes working in the North less attractive than working in the South, 

whichh causes movement of K-work out of the North (a reduction in KN), lowering kN and hence raising 

thee marginal productivity of Northern K-work until it is again just as attractive as Southern K-work. The 

economicc logic of the efficiency effect also emerges from the K-worker arbitrage condition, because 

anotherr result of the fall in / is a rise in ks, which reduces the marginal productivity of Southern K-work, 

andd thus diminishes the incentive to move K-work out of the North, tending to raise kN. This rise in ks 

occurss because lower co-operation costs increase the efficiency of Southern and hence global A-

production,, raising world output of the A-good, relative to the B-good, and hence driving down its 

relativee price, which requires a rise in ks to meet the arbitrage condition for Southern L-workers. 

Thee conflict between these two pressures on kNcan be illustrated in the top panel of Figure 7.1, 

inn which the positions of both the lines relating/̂  /pB to kN depend on /. As we show in the appendix, a 

falll  in / is bound to lower the downward-sloping 'arbitrage' function, tending to reduce kN, in accordance 

withh the substitution effect. However, a fall in t might either raise or lower the upward-sloping 'demand' 

function:: a rise in the function would reinforce the reduction in kN> but a fall would offset it, and if large 

enoughh (because of a strong efficiency effect) could result in an increase in kN. 
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Too discover what the direction of the net outcome depends on, we need more explicit expressions for the 

twoo lines in this figure, which we derive in the appendix in terms of small proportional changes near the 

equilibriumm (denoted by ), making use of 

.. K K 
KK *  ~si - I  St ~ 

wfwf = - -k and w, = —k , (7.10) 
oo ' a ' 

whichh relate proportional changes in wage rates (or more precisely in marginal products) to proportional 

changess in k, (i = N, S), the relationship depending on the share of K-worker wages in production cost, 

SjSjKK,, and on the (absolute value of the) elasticity of substitution in production between K-workers and L-

workers,, a,. We establish that the direction of the effect on kN of a fall in / depends on two aspects of an 

expression n 

- - ^ — k ^ VV -O (7.1D 
ee QA l-sA S ' 

inn which QAS/QA is the South's share of global A-output and s* is the share of A-goods in total world 

expenditure.. One aspect of this expression is its sign, which depends on the sign of the ( ) term. If 

oo > 1 -s As K>the sign of (7.11) is negative, a fall in t shifts the 'demand' function upward, and hence kN 

iss bound to fall. However, if the elasticity of substitution in production is low (as we shall suggest later 

iss usually the case), and hence a <] -sAs?, the sign of (7.11) is positive and the function shifts 

downward,, tending to increase kN. 

Inn the latter case, whether the downward shift is large enough to yield an actual rise in k^ depends 

onn another aspect of expression (7.11), namely its size, and in particular on whether it is bigger or smaller 

thann 5*7(1 -5 ƒ I If it is smaller, then the net effect is still a fall in kN, but if it is larger, the efficiency 

effectt outweighs the substitution effect and the net result is a rise in kN (and hence a reduction, rather than 

ann increase, in wage inequality in the North). This result would require the elasticity of substitution in 

consumption,, e, to be low, so that the rise in world output of the A-good would greatly depress its price, 

andd hence require a large increase in ks to meet the southern L-worker arbitrage condition (the required 

increasee in ks being larger, the lower the value ofss as can be seen from expressions 7.10). We will 

arguee below that such a combination of parameter values is unlikely, and hence that the usual outcome 

iss a fall in kN and a rise in wage inequality in the North. 
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7.3.27.3.2 North-South inequality 

Turningg now to the impact of a fall in co-operation costs on wage inequality between Northern and 

Southernn L-workers, it is clear from equation (7.6) that what happens to w^/w/ depends proximatelyy on 

whatt happens to kN and ks. Rewriting this equation in proportional changes (by making use again of 

expressionss 7.10) as 

* ïï = '-*-£„ -  ^ s , (7.12) 

wheree wf = w^/w^ shows that this wage ratio wil l usually move in the same direction as k,/ks. More 

specifically,, in the usual case in which k„ falls and ks rises as a result of a fall in co-operation costs, wage 

inequalityy between Northern and Southern L-workers will decrease. This is because, with k'N negative 

andd ks positive (and the s/o's positive), the sign of the right-hand side of equation (7.12) is bound to be 

negative. . 

Thee outcome is less obvious in the unusual case in which kN as well as ks rises as a result of a fall 

inn t (which makes the sign of the right-hand side of equation (7.12) ambiguous), but also turns out to be 

aa reduction in North-South wage inequality. In other words, even though the marginal productivity of 

Northernn L-workers rises in this case, it rises by less than the marginal productivity of Southern L-

workers,, because of the increase in the efficiency of Southern A-production. To establish this, we 

combinee equation (7.12) with the K-worker arbitrage condition (equation (7.7), rewritten in proportional 

changes,, as in the appendix), and rearrange as 

''  K i _ K 

11 • 
11 _ K K 

11 Sir Syr 

KK K 

JLkJLkNN + _ i _ , . (7.13) 
°N°N 1 S? 

Thee final term shows that the direct effect of a fall in / is to reduce wN/ws . The effect of a rise in kN (an 

indirectt result of the fall in t) depends on the sign of i -\ss l\ -ss Vl -ss /ss J, which must be negative, 

soo that the result, with£N positive, is to reinforce the reduction in wN/ws . The sign must be negative 

because,, as noted earlier, a necessary condition for kN to rise is as< 1 -s Ass , which implies, since 

oo <sM , j /< l , that G-<1 .Thus, with a substitution elasticity below unity, and ̂ greater than ks,sN must 
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bee less thans5 and hence \ss l\ -ss 111 -ss /ss j is greater than unity.56 So, whether ks falls or rises, a 

declinee in co-operation costs narrows the wage gap between Northern and Southern L-workers. 

Thee effects of falling co-operation costs on wage inequalities are particularly clear-cut in the 

speciall  case of Cobb-Douglas technology. For if a were unity and hencê  =ss , the first term on the 

right-hand-sidee of equation (7.13) would vanish, and only the direct effect of the fall in t onw^/w/ 

wouldd remain. Moreover, with Cobb-Douglas technology it is certain that kN will fall (because 

o55 = 1 > 1 -5 Ass ) and hence thalwN/ws will rise. 

7.3.37.3.3 Other considerations 

Inn the usual case, in which the wage of Northern L-workers falls relative to the wages of both K-workers 

andd Southern L-workers, it is bound also to fall absolutely in real terms. This is because the decline in 

kkNN reduces the marginal physical productivity of Northern L-workers and hence their wage in terms of 

theirr own product, with the decline in their consumption wage being reinforced by the fall in the price 

off  their own product (the A-good) relative to the B-good. Even in the unusual case in which kN rises, the 

reall  consumption wage of Northern L-workers is likely to decline as a result of the relative price change 

(whichh tends to be large in this case). By contrast, the real wage of Southern L-workers is bound to rise, 

becausee their wage in terms of the B-good does not alter, and the relative price of the B-good rises. 

Inn the usual case, as we show in the appendix, a fall in co-operation costs raises GNP, measured 

inn terms of the A-good, not only in the South but also in the North, because the worldwide income of K-

workerss (which is part of Northern GNP) increases by more than the income of Northern L-workers 

decliness - so that in principle the K-workers could more than compensate the Northern L-workers for 

theirr loss. However, in the unusual case in which the efficiency effect of lower co-operation costs 

dominates,, so that wage inequality in the North is decreased rather than increased, the worldwide decline 

inn the marginal productivity of K-workers (as a result of the rises in both ks and kN) causes the North's 

GNPP to decline in terms of the A-good - and even more in terms of consumption, because of the fall in 

thee relative price of the A-good. 

Wagess and incomes are not the only variables of practical interest to be affected by falling co-

operationn costs in the framework of our model. Another is the share of the South in world production of 

high-qualityy goods, which is relevant not only as a general indicator of development, but also as a point 

off  contact with other models, particularly those of Feenstra and Hanson (1995) and Wood (1998). In the 

Strictlyy speaking, there are two substitution elasticities, unless the technology is CES, but we neglect the complications which 

wouldd arise if oN were above unity and os below unity, or vice versa. 
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usuall  case, this share must rise as a result of a fall in co-operation costs, because world output of the A-

goodd rises and Northern output falls, as a result of the reduction in kN (given LN). In the unusual case in 

whichh a fall in co-operation costs results in a rise in kN, and hence in Northern output of the A-good, the 

South'ss share could either rise or fall." 

Ourr focus in this section has been on the effects of falling co-operation costs. It would of course 

bee possible also to investigate the effects of changes in the other parameters and exogenous variables of 

thee model in the previous section. In practice, moreover, it is certain that co-operation costs are not the 

onlyy thing which has been changing, and thus that observed changes in wage inequalities reflect a 

mixturee of effects. A full investigation lies outside the scope of this chapter, but two variables whose 

movementt is likely to have been important are the supplies of Northern and Southern L-workers, and in 

particularr the size of Ls relative to LN, which has been increasing over time, as a result of faster Southern 

populationn growth and rising literacy (making more people employable in non-traditional activities). 

Onee unsurprising effect of a rise in LSILN in our model is to widen the North-South gap in the 

wagess of L-workers - that is, to raise w^Av/, thus pulling in the opposite direction to falling co-

operationn costs. The gap widens because the increased supply of Southern labour raises the output of the 

B-good,, driving down its relative price and encouraging Southern L-workers to leave the B-sector for 

thee A-sector, where their increased numbers, given the supply of K-work to the South, lower ks and the 

marginall  productivity of Southern L-work (relative to that of Northern L-work). The widening of the gap 

iss damped, however, by an increase in the supply of K-work to the South, induced by the fall in ks, which 

raisess the marginal productivity of Southern K-work, relative to that of Northern K-work. The supply of 

K-workk to the North is correspondingly reduced, and so kN falls, increasing wN lwN . A more surprising 

effectt of the rise in LSILN in our model is thus to increase wage inequality in the North, reinforcing the 

(usual)) effect of falling co-operation costs. 

7.3.47.3.4 Simulations 

Too assess the possible size of the effects of falling co-operation costs on wage inequalities, we use 

numericall  simulations. We calibrate the model at the 'prohibitive' level of co-operation costs - at the 

pointt at which K-workers are still all employed in the North but are on the verge of supplying their 

servicess to the South - setting the value off at 3, which implies that the marginal productivity of K-work 

inn the South must be four (1 +1) times that in the North. We assume that K-workers are one-tenth of the 

577 Intuition suggests that the South's share must always rise (and our simulations reveal no case of a fall), but we have not been 

ablee to prove this - details are available on request. 
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Northernn labour force (implying that kN = KJLN = 1/9) and at this point earn three times as much as 

Northernn L-workers (making their share of production costs 0.25), and that the Southern labour force (Ls) 

iss equal in size to the total Northern labour force (KN + LA). Given values for the a 's we derive the initial 

valuess of ks, w^lwt and s?, and complete the calibration by using derived values for QA and QB and 

givenn values for the demand parameters (e and q) to derive the initial value oïpA/pB. 

Thee simulations then consist of reducing the value of t from 3 to zero in small steps, with 

particularr interest in what happens to relative wages. This depends on what values we assume for the 

substitutionn elasticities, both in production (a, for simplicity setting aN = GS) and in consumption (e). We 

believee that a is likely to be low - that other workers are poor substitutes for K-workers in the production 

off  A-goods, since they lack the knowledge needed to create, produce and market high-quality goods -

andd we set its value at 0.5 in our base case. By contrast, we believe that £ is likely to be fairly high - that 

low-qualityy goods are reasonable substitutes for high-quality goods - so we set its value at 3.0 in our base 

casee (and label this case LOHI). However, we also try two alternative pairs of elasticities, in one of which 

wee lower E from 3.0 to 0.125, keeping a at 0.5 (and labelling this the LOLO case), and in the other of 

whichh we raise a from 0.5 to 1.5, keeping e at 3.0 (and labelling this the HIHI case). The results of all 

threee cases are summarised in Figure 7.2, with more details in Appendix B Table B1. 

Figuree 7.2 Simulated effects of falling co-operation costs on wage inequalities 

LOLO:: o=0.5, e=0.125; LOHI: o=0.5, e=3.0; HIHI : o=1.5, e=3.0 
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Inequalityy between Northern and Southern L-workers. wNlws 
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Thee top panel of the figure shows the effect of falling co-operation costs on wage inequality in the North, 

withh each of the three lines referring to one of our pairs of elasticities. In the base (LOHI) case, there is 

aa dramatic rise in inequality, with wN lwN quadrupling from 3 to 12 as / falls from its initially prohibitive 

levell  to zero. In both the other cases, the rise in inequality is much smaller. In the HIHI case, this is 

becausee the greater substitutability of L-workers for K-workers in production means that the decline in 

kkNN due to more K-work being done in the South has far less effect on the relative marginal products of 
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thesee two groups of workers. In the LOLO case, the rise in inequality is small because the low elasticity 

off  substitution in consumption results in a steep fall in pA/pB as global A-production increases, raising 

kkss and thus discouraging movement of K-work to the South (so that the increase in Southern A-

productionn is also small).58 Indeed, as t approaches zero in this case, we observe the 'unusual' outcome 

-- a (slight) rise in kN and hence a fall in wage inequality in the North. 

Thee middle panel of the figure shows how falling co-operation costs reduce wage inequality 

betweenn Northern and Southern L-workers. In the base (LOHI) case,wNiws falls from 2.3 at the 

prohibitivee level of f to its expected value of 1 (no difference in wages) when / reaches zero. In the LOLO 

case,, with a lower value of e, the end-points are the same, but the decline in w^/w^ is faster in the early 

stagess of the decline in t and slower in the later stages. In the HIHI case, the degree of North-South 

inequalityy is less at all stages: easier substitution in production means that Northern L-workers gain less 

fromm the greater relative supply of K-work in the North than in the South. 

Thee bottom panel of the figure shows the effects of falling co-operation costs on wage inequality 

betweenn K-workers and Southern L-workers (the outcome being implied by the combination of the top 

andd middle panels). In the base (LOHI ) case, w^lwt almost doubles as t falls from 3 to zero: the decline 

inw^lwtt is not nearly large enough to offset the steep rise in w^lw^-  In the LOLO case, by 

contrast,, w*/Wg halves: the small rise in w^/w^ is outweighed by the large fall in w^lw^,  so that 

inequalityy between K-workers and Southern L-workers is reduced. In the HIHI case, the rise in w*/\Vy 

andd the fall in wtlw? are both small, as a result of which there is tittle change in w^fw^-

7.44 Trade, payments and transport costs 

Inn this section, we shall review the pattern of North-South trade and payments implied by our model, 

introducee transport costs, and compare the effects on wage inequalities of falling transport costs with 

thosee of falling co-operation costs. 

Inn the model in section 2, which assumed zero transport costs, the South is bound to export the 

B-goodd to the North (which consumes it but does not produce it), and in most cases the North exports 

Sltt As is shown in table Al , the South's share of world A-production in this case rises only to 8% (when t= 0), as compared to 50% 

inn the LOHI case and 38% in the HIHI case. However, the South achieves a larger rise in real consumption in the LOLO case than 

inn either of the other two cases, because of the steep rise in the relative price of the B-good (which prevents the North's real 

consumptionn from rising at all). 
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thee A-good to the South. This pattern is in accordance with the principles of comparative advantage, 

becausee the A-good is more K-worker-intensive than the B-good, and because K-work is relatively (to 

L-work)) cheaper in the North than in the South (because of co-operation costs). However, in our model 

wee must consider not only the composition of trade, but also the balance of trade, since, when A-goods 

aree produced in the South, the South must pay for the (factor) services rendered by K-workers, by 

runningg a trade surplus (in goods and non-factor services).59 If this surplus were large, relative to the 

North'ss demand for the B-good, the South might need to export some of its production of the A-good as 

welll  as the B-good, with the North exporting only the services of K-workers (which would still accord 

withh comparative advantage, since these services are more K-worker-intensive than the A-good).60 

Inn statistical practice, payment of K-workers is not always recorded in the balance of payments 

ass a flow of factor (or more precisely, labour) income. If the services of K-workers were supplied through 

aa consultancy firm, they would probably be classified as non-factor services. If they were supplied 

throughh a multinational company with production facilities in the South, the payment might simply raise 

thee profits of the Southern subsidiary and reduce those of the Northern parent, from whose bank account 

thee K-workers are actually paid (with the profits of the Southern subsidiary not necessarily being 

repatriated).. Or the payment might be concealed in the prices of transactions in goods between the 

Northernn parent and its Southern subsidiary. Similarly, if the services were supplied through a Northern 

importerr to an independent Southern producer, they would probably be paid for in the form of a lower 

pricee for the goods purchased. These considerations, all of which imply that the international flow of K-

workerr services tends to be underestimated, would need to be borne in mind in any attempt to apply our 

model. . 

Ann obvious extension of our model is to include transport costs (and other sorts of barriers to 

trade).. A full analysis would be complicated, and lies beyond the scope of this chapter, but useful insights 

cann be obtained simply from the arbitrage conditions. Transport costs drive a wedge between prices in 

Non-factorr services are services involving an output (such as insurance or shipping) which is produced by a combination of 

factors,, in contrast to factor services, which are rendered by a single factor. The South's trade surplus, measured in terms of the 

AA good, is Wy Ks or wN lK-K\ Note that the South has to pay for the time that K.-workers waste as well as for the time they are 

effectivelyy working. 

Fallingg co-operation costs usually increase the trade imbalance, wNlK-K J, since wN rises and Ks falls, though the opposite 

iss possible. Falling co-operation costs also usually reduce Northern imports of the B good, because of the rise in its relative price, 

althoughh this may be offset by the rise in Northern incomes. The likelihood of the South exporting the A-good thus rises as co-

operationn costs fall. In our simulations, as shown in table Bl , this happens in the LOH1 case as t approaches zero. 
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thee North and in the South: of particular importance for the arbitrage conditions is their effect on the 

pricee of the A-good (which is produced inboth countries, unlike the B-good). Denoting the transport cost 

wedgee by x, there are three possible cases: if the North exports the A-good, p^lp" = 1 +T , so that the price 

iss higher in the South; but if the South exports the A-good, pA
s/p" = 1/1 +T, with the price lower in the 

South,, and if neither country exports the A-good, \/] +x<pppA
N< 1 +T- In the partial analysis which 

follows,, we define p4 and ps as the prices which prevail in the exporting country, excluding transport 

costs,, and treat both these prices as parameters (a full analysis would take account of their movement to 

clearr the goods markets). 

Focusingg initially on the case in which the North exports the A-good (so that p =p"), the 

arbitragee condition for Southern L-workers and for K-workers become 

0 + T ) —— = (7.14) 
PBPB Aks)-f'(ks)ks 

and d 

ru.v)) = J^AK) • (7.i5) 

Transportt costs, by raising the price of the A-good in the South, increase the incentive to produce it there. 

Equationn (7.14) shows how its higher price, relative to the B-good, attracts more Southern L-workers into 

thee A-sector for any given supply of K-work (by permitting a lower value of ks). Equation (7.15) shows 

howw more K-work is attracted to the South by the higher price of the A-good there, relative to its price 

inn the North, both directly (the 1 + x term) and indirectly as a result of the lower value ofks (which raises 

thee marginal product of K-work in the South). Southern output of the A-good is thus increased (with 

moree K-work and more L-workers per unit of K-work) and Northern output of the A-good reduced 

(becausee of the reduction in Ks-, given Ls, and hence in £.,.). 

Thee consequences of a fall in transport costs - which is what is relevant in the context of 

globalisationn - are evidently the opposite of those outlined in the previous paragraph, since a fall in t, 

otherr things being equal, reduces the incentive to locate A-production in the South. The attractiveness 

off  the A-sector to Southern L-workers is diminished, so prises, and the attractiveness of the South to 

K-workerss also diminishes, so that KN and &v rise. Thus with less of both K-work and L-work in Southern 

A-production,, QAS falls, and QB (and QAN) rise. This makes sense in terms of standard trade theory: lower 
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barrierss to trade have caused the South to produce more of the good in which it has a comparative 

advantage,, namely the B-good. The reduction in the supply of K.-work to the South is like the experience 

off  a country which had been receiving 'tariff-hopping' direct foreign investment in import-substituting 

industries,, which then declines as a consequence of tariff cuts. 

Howw does the fall in transport costs affect relative wages? Since kN rises, w^/w^ must fall - that 

is,, there is a reduction in wage inequality within the North. The effect on the other two wage ratios is less 

straightforward,, since both involve a North-South comparison in a context in which there has been a 

changee in the North-South difference in product prices, so the result may depend on the choice of units 

inn which wages are measured. For simplicity, we measure wages in each country relative to the price of 

thee A-good in that country (that is, for K-workers and Northern L-workers in terms of pA , and for 

Southernn L-workers in terms of pA
s). On this basis, 

^^ ' PAfykj-Akjks\pA
s ' Aks)-f'(ks)ks

 ( 7 1 6) 

andd wage inequality between K-workers and Southern L-workers is bound to diminish (since the rise in 

kkss reduces the marginal product of K-work in the South and raises that of L-work, and in addition the A-

goodd becomes more expensive in the North relative to the South - that is, 1 + T falls). On the same basis, 

*i*i PA^s)-f(ks)ks}pA
s Akj-AWs 

showingg that the direction of movement in wage inequality between Northern and Southern L-workers 

iss ambiguous, because both kN and ks have risen, so that the outcome depends on the magnitudes of the 

changess in kN and ks and of the parameters of J[k). 

Thee process of globalisation involves reductions both i n transport costs and in co-operati on costs, 

whichh are to some extent driven by the same forces, such as improvements in transport and 

communicationss facilities. Falls in these two sorts of international transactions costs may, however, have 

differentt effects on wage inequalities. In particular, the analysis in the previous few paragraphs suggests 

thatt wage inequality in the North between K-workers and L-workers tends to be reduced by falls in 

transportt costs but increased by falls in co-operation costs, and that falling transport costs may either 

reinforcee or offset the tendency for wage inequality between Northern and Southern L-workers to be 
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decreasedd by falling co-operation costs. 

Thesee conclusions about the effect of falling transport costs should be interpreted with caution. 

Theyy are based on a partial analysis, which does not take account of the changes \npAlpB which would 

bee needed to restore equilibrium in goods markets. They are also based on the assumption that only the 

Northh exports the A-good. If we were to consider instead the case in which the South exports the A-good 

(withh the North exporting only K-worker services), the L-worker arbitrage condition would revert to 

equationn (7.8) in section 2 (but with pA =pA ), and the K-worker arbitrage condition would become 

ƒ'<**>> = ,, ' / ' (*s) • (7.18) 
( 1 + 0 U + T ) ) 

Inn this case, a fall in T would not alter ks (because the relative price of the A-good and the B-good within 

thee South would not alter), and it would make the South more (rather than less) attractive to K-workers, 

soo that A-v would fall rather than rise. Wage inequality in the North would therefore increase, rather than 

decrease,, and wage inequality between Northern and Southern L-workers would unambiguously decrease 

(sincee A'v falls and ks is unchanged), these effects being the same as those of falling co-operation costs. 

Thiss South-exporting case is unlikely in our model, but with more than one A-good (as in Wood, 1998), 

bothh the North and the South might expoit (different sort? of) high-quality goods, with the outcome being 

shapedd by a mixture of the pressures identified in our North-exporting and South-exporting cases. 

7.55 Concluding remarks 

Inn this chapter, we have explored, at a theoretical level, the effects on wage inequalities of an important 

butt neglected aspect of globalisation: the increasing extent to which highly-skilled workers resident in 

thee North have become involved in production in the South, as a result of improvements in travel and 

communicationss facilities, which have reduced the cost of co-operation with Southern workers. We 

analysedd these effects ?n a model which distinguishes between high-quality and low-quality goods, and 

makesmakes the services of highly-skilled workers essential for the production of high-quality goods. Our 

conclusionn is that falling co-operation costs shrink the North-South gap in the wages of less-skilled 

workers,, but in most cases widen the wage gap within the North between highly-skilled and less-skilled 

workers. . 

Ourr model could be extended in various directions. Wood (1998) divides the 'less-skilled' 
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categoryy between medium-skilled and unskilled workers, and divides the single A-good into many high-

qualityy goods of varying medium/unskilled labour intensities, which integrates our approach with the 

usuall  Heckscher-Ohlin analysis of the effects of globalisation on wage inequalities. In this extended 

model,, the combination of falling co-operation costs and falling transport costs can explain why the 

Northh has experienced not only falling relative wages of unskilled workers but also growing wage 

inequalityy among skilled workers, and why in the South increased openness has had mixed effects on 

wagee inequality - facts which are hard to explain in a pure Heckscher-Ohlin framework. 

Anotherr possible extension would be to subdivide the South into a number of different countries, 

eachh with a different level of co-operation costs. Thus the costs to Northern highly-skilled workers of 

co-operatingg with Southern workers would be greater in some developing countries than in others, for 

examplee as a result of worse travel and communications facilities, less developed legal systems, or more 

hostilee or unstable government policies. In such a model, the wages of Southern workers would vary 

amongg countries, being lower where co-operation costs are higher, as appears to be the case in reality. 

Yett another subject for further investigation is the supply of highly-skilled workers, which we 

havee taken as given. Our assumption that such workers are concentrated in the North is based on the 

seeminglyy realistic idea that frequent contact among them, face-to-face as well as by telecommunication, 

iss essential for the acquisition, maintenance and use of their skills. However, what determines the supply 

off  highly-skilled workers, and changes in it over time, is an important question, whose answer must in 

somee way be related to the number of the high-quality goods for whose production the skills of these 

workerss are essential, and thus to the balance between the rates of creation and of diffusion of new 

knowledge. . 

Likee the South, the North can be thought of as a number of different countries, in each of which 

somee part of the world's stock of highly-skilled workers resides (and within and among which the cost 

off  co-operation between highly-skilled and other workers is negligible). The membership of this group 

iss not fixed: if a Southern country acquired a sufficiently large number of highly-skilled residents, it 

wouldd join the North. This could happen through migration, as in the case of the European colonisation 

off  North America, or through learning by natives, as in the case of Japan. In particular, our model could 

bee extended to include the possibility that Southern workers, in some circumstances, learn from the 

Northernn highly-skilled workers with whom they co-operate in production. 

Otherr possible extensions to the theoretical framework of the model can be imagined - for 

example,, inclusion of non-traded goods and of natural resources - some of which might be necessary to 

putt it into a testable form. However, the most important next step is surely to subject the model to some 
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sortt of empirical evaluation. That reduction of co-operation costs has shifted relative wages in the 

directionss that our model suggests seems extremely plausible on the basis of casual observation. What 

needss to be more scientifically assessed is the likely size of these effects. If they turned out to be large, 

itt would greatly strengthen the case for believing that globalisation has been a major cause of recent 

changess in wage inequalities, between and within countries. 
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Appendixx A A linearised system of equations 

Too analyse the system of four equations in section 2 which determine kN, fcs, LAS and pAlpB (= p), we 

linearisee them, expressing each variable as a relative deviation from its equilibrium value, x = dxlx (except 

t=dtl\t=dtl\ +t). The K-worker arbitrage condition becomes 

Is* Is* 11 Sc 
-*** + ' . 

wheree S(
K =f(k)k lj{k) (' = N,S), and can be rearranged as 

* SS = • * N --
IS, IS, 

(Al) ) 

Thee arbitrage condition for Southern L-workers becomes 

PP = —— kc (A2) ) 

andd the full-employment condition for K-workers becomes 

ss Kc
 N (A3) ) 

Too obtain a convenient linearised expression for the demand function, equation (7.9), we first 

rewritee it, using equations (7.2a), (7.3) and (7.4), as 

^k^k NN))++LLASASAkAkss) ) 

^s^s LAS 

LLA,^^)A,^^) +L+L^^ SS)^{L)^{L SS-L-LASAS) ) 

^s^s LAS 
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Thee marginal effect of a change in ks andp on the right-hand side of the equation is nil. Also, a change 

inn LAS does not affect the numerator at the margin. Linearising then gives 

PP = <7 

== q - -
z z 

QAQA++PP 'QB LAS 

QAQA LS~LAS 

LLASAS(^)fK)(^)fK) kks; s; 
QA QA 

/(*,)*, , 
\-s\-sAAAK) AK) Ah) Ah) s>s> ) 

w h e ree 5 A 

pp = q 

PQA PQA 

PQPQAA
++Qi Qi 

•,•, the share of the A-good in global expenditure, and hence 

ee QA 

\-s \-s 
LLASAS SS l (A4) ) 

UnderpinningsUnderpinnings of Figure 7.1 

Too derive the two equations underlying the upper panel of Figure 7.1, we substitute (Al ) into (A2) to 

obtainn the combined arbitrage function 

.. K K 
ISMISM Sr 

1-5, , 

- * „„  + 
l - 5 t t 

JJ . (A5) ) 

inn which p is clearly decreasing in kN, justifying the downward slope in the figure. A fall in t will 

evidentlyy shift this function downwards. We then substitute (Al ) and (A3) into (A4), and set q = 0, to 

obtainn the transformed demand function 

**  QA 

1-5, , 

1-5 5 

°s°s *  SN LNkN 

ii  K cs I k 
11 Ss °N ^ASKS 

* * * * 
''  1 ^ 

-- -(as-\+ss)+ss 

{{ \-sA 
(A6) ) 

inn which/? is clearly increasing in ^Justifying the upward slope in the figure. A fall in f might shift this 

functionn either upwards or downwards. 
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SubstitutionSubstitution effect versus efficiency effect 

Too determine whether and when the substitution effect is outweighed by the efficiency effect, we must 

establishh the direction of the effect of a reduction in / on kN. Both (A5) and (A6) are functions of both 

tt and kN, and can be rewritten as 

pp = £lxkN + £lj (A5a) ) 

pp = QjN • Qj (A6a) ) 

where e 

O, , 
ii  _ K K 

11 S\j Sr 

77NN I Sc 

« 2 2 
I-SI-St t 

n33 --
11 QAS

 l~sS 

** QA 1 

11 sN os LNkN 

°N°N 1-5c LASks 

n,, = -
II QAS I I A K 

44
 *QA I -^ 1 - 5 5 

( a s + j ^ j / - l ) ) 

andd combined to solve for^ as a function of i 

Thee sign of the denominator, (Q,-f2j),is negative (because ft, is negative and all the terms in ft3 are 
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positive.. Q2 is also positive, so that the outcome depends on the sign and size of Q4. If os > 1 ~s A ss , Q4 

iss non-positive, (Q4-fi 2), must be negative and hence a fall in t must reduce ks. But if o,< 1 -s Ass , and 

hencee Q4 is positive, the outcome depends on whether H4 is larger or smaller than Q:.If smaller, then a 

falll  in / still reduces Jtv, but if larger, the efficiency effect dominates the substitution effect, and the net 

resultt is a rise in kN. 

EffectEffect of lower co-operation cost on aggregate income 

Expressingg aggregate income as the sum of payments to factors, measured in terms of the A-good, the 

North'ss GNP is 

YYNN -f'{kN)KN + j-f(ks)Ks • \f[kN)-f\kN)kN\LN 

== f\kN)K + ]/[kN)-f'(kN)kNYN 

(becausee of the K-worker arbitrage condition), which increases in the usual case in which a fall in co

operationn costs reduces kSl since 

AYAYNN = ƒ" (*>„ (* -*^ .v>** = f"(kN)kNKskN , 

wheree A indicates a marginal change, and f"<0. The South's GNP is 

PA PA 

-- [fiks) -fUs)ks]Ls 

(becausee of the L-worker arbitrage condition), which increases as a result of a fall in co-operation costs 

(whichh raises ks). Total world GDP is thus 

YY - YN+YS = L^kN) + LJ[ks) + \Kks)-Aks)ks}(Ls-LAS) 

andd is increased by a fall in co-operation costs, 
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*Y*Y = ss
KQASt-f"(ks)ks(Ls-LAS)ks, 

bothh because the efficiency of K-work in the South improves and because this reduces the distortion 

causedd by the inability of Southern L-workers to migrate to the North. 
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Tablee Bl Simulationn results 

LOHII  case 

t t 

K,K, L 

wwNN/w/wN N 

L,L, L 

wwNNlwlws s 
K,K, L 

WWNN/W/WS S 

K K 

ssN N 
K K 

sss s 

ssA A 

QAJQA QAJQA 

Southernn A-good-

o=0.5,, 8=3 

tradee balance/GNP 

Northemm real GNP index" 

Southernn real GNP index" 

3 3 

30 0 

2.3 3 

6.8 8 

0.250 0 

0.5 5 

574 4 

0.000 0 

-0.574 4 

100 0 

100 0 

2.5 5 

3.5 5 

2.1 1 

7.5 5 

0.265 5 

0.496 6 

0.583 3 

0.042 2 

-0.526 6 

100 0 

102 2 

2.0 0 

4.2 2 

2.0 0 

8.3 3 

0.283 3 

0.490 0 

0.595 5 

0.095 5 

-0.464 4 

101 1 

105 5 

1.5 5 

5.1 1 

1.8 8 

9.2 2 

0.304 4 

0.480 0 

0.611 1 

0.164 4 

-0.384 4 

103 3 

109 9 

1.0 0 

6.5 5 

1.6 6 

10.3 3 

0.330 0 

0.466 6 

0.636 6 

0.252 2 

-0.279 9 

106 6 

116 6 

0.5 5 

8.7 7 

1.3 3 

11.4 4 

0.362 2 

0.443 3 

0.674 4 

0.365 5 

-0.143 3 

111 1 

129 9 

0 0 

12.1 1 

1.0 0 

12.1 1 

0.401 1 

0.401 1 

0.735 5 

0.503 3 

0.025 5 

121 1 

155 5 

LOLOO case: o=0.5, e=0.125 

t t 

K,K, L 

wwNN/w/wN N 
L,L, L 

wwNN/w/ws s 
K,K, L 

wwNN/w/w5 5 
K K 

ssN N 
K K 

SSS S 

ssA A 

QJQA QJQA 

Southernn A-good-tradee balance/GNP 

Northernn real GNP index" 

Southernn real GNP index3 

3 3 

3.0 0 

2.3 3 

6.8 8 

0.250 0 

0.500 0 

0.574 4 

O.OOO O 

-0.574 4 

100 0 

100 0 

2.5 5 

3.1 1 

2.0 0 

6.3 3 

0.254 4 

0.475 5 

0.553 3 

0.010 0 

-0.540 0 

100 0 

110 0 

2.0 0 

3.2 2 

1.8 8 

5.8 8 

0.257 7 

0.445 5 

0.530 0 

0.022 2 

-0.505 5 

100 0 

123 3 

1.5 5 

3.3 3 

1.6 6 

5.3 3 

0.260 0 

0.412 2 

0.504 4 

0.034 4 

-0.470 0 

100 0 

139 9 

1.0 0 

3.4 4 

1.4 4 

4.7 7 

0.263 3 

0.372 2 

0.475 5 

0.047 7 

-0.434 4 

100 0 

158 8 

0.5 5 

3.5 5 

1.2 2 

4.1 1 

0.265 5 

0.324 4 

0.443 3 

0.061 1 

-0.396 6 

100 0 

183 3 

0.0 0 

3.5 5 

1.0 0 

3.5 5 

0.265 5 

0.265 5 

0.408 8 

0.076 6 

-0.357 7 

100 0 

216 6 
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HIHIcase:: a=1.5, e=3 
/ / 

K,K, L 
WWNNlwlwN N 

L,L, L 
wwNNlwlws s 

K,K, L 

w„/ww„/ws s 
K K 

SSN N 
K K 

SSS S 

SSA A 

QAJQA QAJQA 

Southernn A-good-trade 

Northernn real GNP index* 

Southernn real GNP index* 

3.0 0 

3.0 0 

1.4 4 

4.1 1 

0.250 0 

125 5 

0.450 0 

0.000 0 

-0.45 5 

100 0 

100 0 

2.5 5 

3.0 0 

1.3 3 

4.0 0 

0.249 9 

0.133 3 

0.459 9 

0.034 4 

-0.430 0 

100 0 

102 2 

2.0 0 

3.1 1 

1.3 3 

4.0 0 

0.247 7 

0.143 3 

0.470 0 

0.075 5 

-0.407 7 

101 1 

105 5 

1.5 5 

3.2 2 

1.3 3 

4.0 0 

0.245 5 

0.155 5 

0.484 4 

0.125 5 

-0.377 7 

101 1 

108 8 

1.0 0 

3.3 3 

1.2 2 

4.0 0 

0.241 1 

0.170 0 

0.502 2 

0.188 8 

-0.338 8 

102 2 

113 3 

0.5 5 

3.6 6 

1.1 1 

4.0 0 

0.234 4 

0.191 1 

0.528 8 

0.270 0 

-0.285 5 

103 3 

120 0 

0.0 0 

4.1 1 

1 1 

4.1 1 

0.221 1 

0.221 1 

0.565 5 

0.383 3 

-0.206 6 

106 6 

131 1 

""  Deflated by the 'ideal' price index (the dual of the demand function): a CES function oipA and/?B. 
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DUTCHH SUMMARY 

Inn het begin van de jaren negentig ontstond een hernieuwde belangstelling voor de drijvende krachten 

achterr economische groei op lange termijn. Uit die belangstelling kwamen vele honderden 

wetenschappelijkee artikelen voort. Het was niet de eerste keer dat in de economische wetenschap het 

onderwerpp groei centraal kwam te staan. Het werk van Robert Solow uit 1956 werd gevolgd door een 

stortvloedd van artikelen over groei. Beide keren, toen en nu. hield de rage niet lang stand, en nam de 

belangstellingg snel meer normale proporties aan. 

Dee hernieuwde belangstelling voor groeitheorie was deels een gevolg van de tragere 

productiviteitsgroeii  in de Verenigde Staten, die na de oliecrisis van 1974 zichtbaar werd. Het was ook 

eenn gevolg van onderzoek naar economische conjunctuur. Dat onderzoek was misschien technisch 

hoogstaand,, maar leek steeds minder relevant. Waarom zouden we veel aandacht geven aan 

schommelingenn rond een groeipad als deze schommelingen in het niet vielen bij veranderingen in dat 

pad?? De vermaarde Amerikaanse econoom Robert Lucas sprak woorden met de strekking dat het moeilijk 

wass aan iets anders dan economische groei te denken als je er eenmaal aan begonnen was. 

Hett baanbrekende werk van onder andere Paul Romer en Robert Lucas wekte belangstelling voor 

groeitheoriee mede doordat het een belangrijke en potentieel actieve rol van de overheid leek te 

impliceren.. Dat was in duidelijk contrast met het vroegere werk van Solow en anderen. In de vroegere 

neoklassiekee groeitheorie kon overheidsbeleid slechts tijdelijk de groei beïnvloeden, maar niet 

permanent.. Bovendien zou een land ogenschijnlijk automatisch een achterstand kunnen inlopen. De 

vroegeree groeitheorie had dan ook weinig tot niets te melden over de problemen in ontwikkelingslanden. 

Dee nieuwe groeitheorieën, waarin technologische ontwikkeling niet langer exogeen was maar binnen het 

domeinn van theorieën viel. lieten juist zien dat overheidsbeleid van grote betekenis voor groei en 

ontwikkelingg kon zijn, in positieve of negatieve zin. Dit maakte de nieuwe theorieën een stuk spannender 

dann de oude. 

Niett verrassend is derhalve dat het overzicht van groeitheorieën in hoofdstuk 2 veel aandacht 

schenktt aan overheidsbeleid en de gevolgen daarvan. Ten eerste laat het zien dat conventioneel budgettair 

beleidd een blijvend effect op private investeringen en groei kan hebben Als overheidsschuld niet neutraal 

is,, zullen in endogene groeitheorieën een hoog aandeel van overheidsconsumptie in nationaal inkomen 

enn een scheve verhouding tussen overheidsschuld en nationaal inkomen gepaard gaan met lage 

economischee groei. Ten tweede komt in dit hoofdstuk structureel beleid aan bod, zoals publieke steun 

voorr onderzoek en ontwikkeling. Endogene groeitheorieën hechten veel belang aan het idee dat 

investeringen,, met name in kennis, positieve externe effecten op productiemogelijkheden hebben 

Bedrijvenn kunnen zich dus niet alle opbrengsten van investeringen toeëigenen De intertemporele 

beslissingenn van gezinnen en bedrijven geven derhalve een te klein gewicht aan besparingen en 
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investeringen.. Het idee van externe effecten impliceert een actieve rol voor de overheid. Het kan 

verschillendee maatregelen ten uitvoer brengen die de intertemporele verdeling van middelen verbetert. 

Niett alleen de overheid kan de uitkomsten van een gedecentraliseerde markteconomie corrigeren. 

Ookk vakbonden kunnen dit. Vaak hebben economen het idee dat vakbonden een verstorend invloed op 

dee arbeidsmarkt hebben. Zij proberen het belang van hun leden te verdedigen door looneisen te stellen, 

enn hechten een te gering belang aan de daarmee gepaard gaande werkloosheid De werklozen zijn de dupe 

vann van de (te) hoge lonen voor werkenden Dit idee is echter eenzijdig. In hoofdstuk 3 komt aan de orde 

datt een 'grote' vakbond niet het onderste uit de kan wil halen en niet probeert de lonen zo veel mogelijk 

tee laten stijgen. Een vakbond kan 'groot' genoeg zijn om rekening te houden met het effect van huidige 

opp toekomstige lonen. Het zal niet willen dat de investeringen door hoge looneisen ontmoedigd worden, 

tee meer als die investeringen positieve externe effecten hebben. Een vakbond kan vanwege die externe 

effectenn de looneisen zo ver terugschroeven dat investeringen juist aangejaagd worden. In dit geval zal 

eenn vakbond de werking van de economie verbeteren, en niet verslechteren 

Ditt resultaat is niet mogelijk in een perfecte, 'first-best' wereld. In zon wereld, waarin op elke 

marktt volledige concurrentie is: zal het oprichten van een vakbond - die monopoliemacht heeft en 

concurrentiee op de arbeidsmarkt verstoort - geen goed doen. Echter, in een imperfecte, 'second-best" 

wereldd met één of meer ontbrekende dan wel slecht werkende markten kan een extra "verstoring' gunstig 

uitpakken.. Ook hoofdstuk 4 bevat een voorbeeld hiervan. Dit hoofdstuk kijkt naar het effect van 

concurrentiee op economische groei. Als barrières voor de handel in goederen en kapitaal wegvallen, zal 

eenn rationalisatie van de bedrijven optreden. Veel bedrijven verdwijnen, en de weinige resterende 

bedrijvenn zullen groeien door overnames en fusies. Door het samenvoegen van bedrijven kunnen 

schaalvoordelenn beter benut worden. Een ander voordeel van fusies en overnames is dat concurrentie 

minderr hevig wordt, en de neerwaartse druk op prijzen en winsten kleiner. Hogere prijzen en winsten zijn 

voordeligg voor de bedrijven en hun aandeelhouders maar niet noodzakelijkerwijs voor de maatschappij 

alss geheel. In hoofdstuk 4 wordt dan ook betoogd dat hogere prijzen leiden tot een minder efficiënte 

statischee verdeling van middelen. Dit is echter niet het enige effect van hogere prijzen. Het belangrijkste 

ideee achter hoofdstuk 4 is juist dat hogere prijzen de dynamische verdeling van middelen kunnen 

verbeteren.. Sterkere internationale concurrentie maakt (sommige) bestaande producten goedkoper Daar 

dezee producten substituten zijn voor nieuwe producten, dalen de opbrengsten van onderzoek naar en 

ontwikkelingg van nieuwe producten. Met andere woorden, een beperking van concurrentie door fusies 

enn overnames hoeft niet slecht te zijn. Een beleidsimplicatie is dat snelle en volledige handelsliberalisatie 

niett altijd gewenst is Idealiter zouden bij liberalisatie goederen met verschillende 

concurrentieverhoudingenn ook verschillend behandeld moeten worden Tarieven voor goederen met (te) 

scherpee concurrentie zouden hoger moet zijn dan voor andere goederen. Als het onderscheid niet te 
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makenn valt, is het optimale tarief een gewogen gemiddelde van tarieven. Daar het relatieve belang van 

goederenn met te scherpe concurrentie in de loop van de tijd afneemt, moet het optimale tarief ook 

afnemen.. Liberalisatie is derhalve gefaseerd en niet onmiddellijk. 

Inn hoofdstuk 5 is een imperfecte, 'second-best' wereld wederom het uitgangspunt. Centraal staat 

eenn combinatie van progressieve belastingen en onderwijssubsidies. Op een imperfecte arbeidsmarkt 

helptt een stelsel van progressieve inkomensbelastingen looneisen te matigen en kan het bijdragen aan 

lageree werkloosheid. Het belastingstelsel maakt geen onderscheid tussen loonstijgingen die voortkomen 

uitt productiviteitsstijgingen en loonstijgingen die voortvloeien uit marktimperfecties. Het gevolg is dat 

progressievee belastingen loonmatiging in de hand werken, maar ook investeringen in onderwijs 

ontmoedigen.. In hoofstuk 5 wordt vakbondsmacht als relevante arbeidsmarktimperfectie naar voren 

geschoven.. De positie van vakbonden verschilt van land tot land. Uit het hoofdstuk komt naar voren dat 

diee positie een belangrijke reden zou moeten zijn om het belastingstelsel per land verschillend in te 

richten.. Gegevens voor verschillende industrielanden laten dit inderdaad zien. Daarnaast wordt in het 

hoofdstukk betoogd dat onderwijssubsidies het negatieve effect van progressieve belastingen op 

onderwijsinspanningenn moeten compenseren. Door onderwijssubsidies kunnen belastingen progressiever 

zijn.. Met andere woorden, vaak gaan onderwijssubsidies en progressieve belastingen hand in hand. 

Endogenee groeitheorieën mogen de indruk wekken dat overheid een actieve rol moet spelen en 

groeii  kan bevorderen door marktimperfecties te corrigeren. Uit hoofdstukken 3, 4 en 5 valt echter de 

algemenee conclusie te trekken dat in een imperfecte 'second-best' wereld beleidsaanbevelingen niet 

eenvoudigg zijn op te stellen. Een poging om een marktimperfectie te corrigeren kan averechts werken. 

Err bestaat derhalve geen blauwdruk voor hoge economische groei en een snelle economische 

ontwikkeling.. Beleid zal van geval tot geval moeten verschillen. 

Inn de laatste twee hoofdstukken verschuift de aandacht naar inkomensongelijkheid. In een aantal landen 

iss de inkomensongelijkheid in de jaren tachtig en negentig fors toegenomen Dit geldt in het bijzonder 

voorr het Verenigd Koninkrijk en de Verenigde Staten. Vaak wordt mondialisering en met name de 

toegenomenn handel met ontwikkelingslanden als drijvende kracht achter grotere ongelijkheid gezien. 

Echter,, empirisch onderzoek laat zien dat de handel tussen Noord en Zuid niet alleen verantwoordelijk 

kann zijn voor de grotere inkomensongelijkheid in het Noorden. Een andere lezing stelt technologische 

ontwikkelingg centraal die asymmetrisch is in de zin dat het de positie van hooggeschoolden op de 

arbeidsmarktt verbetert en die van laaggeschoolden juist verslechtert Deze lezing is echter niet volledig 

overtuigend,, omdat het meer een beschrijving dan een verklaring biedt: de drijvende kracht achter de 

technologischee ontwikkeling blijf t duister. De hoofdstukken 6 en 7 bieden daarom alternatieve 
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verklaringenn die de gebruikelijke verklaringen - handel tussen Noord en Zuid en asymmetrische 

technologischee ontwikkeling - kunnen complementeren. 

Hett startpunt van hoofdstuk 6 is dat niet alleen de ongelijkheid tussen verschillende typen 

werkendenn (hoog- en laaggeschoolden) is toegenomen. De ongelijkheid tussen ogenschijnlijk identieke 

werkendenn is ook toegenomen. Dit hoofdstuk probeert dit laatste te verklaren. Centraal staat dat 

werkendenn een carrière bij een bedrijf najagen Een complicatie is dat innovaties niet alleen leiden tot 

nieuwee producten, maar ook bestaande producten, bedrijven en carrières vernietigen. Door 

technologischee ontwikkeling in de vorm van productinnovaties wordt een carrièrepad een minder 

geschiktt instrument voor een bedrijf om werknemers te motiveren. Een bedrijf kan op twee manieren 

reagerenn op een hoger tempo van innovaties Het kan inkomensverschillen als gevolg van (succesvolle 

off  mislukte) carrières vergroten of juist verkleinen. De reactie is sterk afhankelijk van 

arbeidsmarktinstituties.. Progressieve belastingen, ontslagbescherming en in veel omstandigheden ook 

vakbondenn maken dat een bedrijf kiest voor kleinere beloningverschillen als de omgeving onzekerder 

wordt.. In principe kunnen deze 'instituties" de verschillende ontwikkelingen verklaren in continentaal 

Europaa aan de ene kant en het Verenigde Koninkrijk en de Verenigde Staten aan de andere kant. 

Hoofdstukk 7 is ook een poging om te ontsnappen aan de tegenstelling tussen asymmetrische 

technologischee ontwikkeling en handel tussen Noord en Zuid. Het legt de nadruk op de dalende kosten 

vann internationale zakenreizen en telecommunicatie. Dit maakt het makkelijker voor hooggeschoolden 

inn rijke landen om samen te werken met laaggeschoolden in arme landen, die minder verdienen en dus 

goedkoperr zijn dan laaggeschoolden in rijke landen. Lagere kosten van reizen en communicatie leidt tot 

meerr 'virtuele' migratie van hooggeschoolden, die wonen in het rijke Noorden maar gedeeltelijk werken 

inn het arme Zuiden De lagere kosten hebben een dubbeleffect op ongelijkheid ze verkleinen het verschil 

tussenn lonen van laaggeschoolden in Noord en Zuid. en leiden vaak tot een grote ongelijkheid tussen 

hooggeschooldenn en laaggeschoolden in het Noorden. 



Economicc growth is at the heart of economic policy. What must a 
countryy do to boost productivity and to raise the rate of growth? 
Muchh attention has be given the German 'Wirtschaftswunder' or the 
miraculouss example of Japan. However, these countries turned out 
bee normal after all, at least in terms of economic performance. 
Thee truth is that a blueprint for high productivity and growth is not 
readilyy available. This book provides numerous reasons why one 
shouldd distrust these blueprints. It contains exercises in 'second-
bestt economics'. Introducing or increasing a 'distortion' in an 
alreadyy distorted economy may prove to be beneficial. This type 
off  reasoning leads to believe that a national trade union may try 
too boost growth, competition on goods markets may lower the 
incentivee to invest in innovative products, and progressive taxes 
mayy boost employment. These examples do not add up to a 
blueprint,, let alone a blueprint in which markets are given 
unrestrictedd leeway. The book also shows in detail how growth 
andd income inequality interact. It specifically considers the 
consequencess of more job uncertainty and the implications of 
globalisation. . 
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